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FORWARD
In March 2001, the National Institutes of Health issued the following warning: "The number
of Web sites offering health-related resources grows every day. Many sites provide valuable
information, while others may have information that is unreliable or misleading."1
Furthermore, because of the rapid increase in Internet-based information, many hours can
be wasted searching, selecting, and printing. Since only the smallest fraction of information
dealing with hypnosis is indexed in search engines, such as www.google.com or others, a
non-systematic approach to Internet research can be not only time consuming, but also
incomplete. This book was created for medical professionals, students, and members of the
general public who want to know as much as possible about hypnosis, using the most
advanced research tools available and spending the least amount of time doing so.
In addition to offering a structured and comprehensive bibliography, the pages that follow
will tell you where and how to find reliable information covering virtually all topics related
to hypnosis, from the essentials to the most advanced areas of research. Public, academic,
government, and peer-reviewed research studies are emphasized. Various abstracts are
reproduced to give you some of the latest official information available to date on hypnosis.
Abundant guidance is given on how to obtain free-of-charge primary research results via the
Internet. While this book focuses on the field of medicine, when some sources provide
access to non-medical information relating to hypnosis, these are noted in the text.
E-book and electronic versions of this book are fully interactive with each of the Internet
sites mentioned (clicking on a hyperlink automatically opens your browser to the site
indicated). If you are using the hard copy version of this book, you can access a cited Web
site by typing the provided Web address directly into your Internet browser. You may find
it useful to refer to synonyms or related terms when accessing these Internet databases.
NOTE: At the time of publication, the Web addresses were functional. However, some links
may fail due to URL address changes, which is a common occurrence on the Internet.
For readers unfamiliar with the Internet, detailed instructions are offered on how to access
electronic resources. For readers unfamiliar with medical terminology, a comprehensive
glossary is provided. For readers without access to Internet resources, a directory of medical
libraries, that have or can locate references cited here, is given. We hope these resources will
prove useful to the widest possible audience seeking information on hypnosis.
The Editors

1

From the NIH, National Cancer Institute (NCI): http://www.cancer.gov/cancerinfo/ten-things-to-know.
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CHAPTER 1. STUDIES ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we will show you how to locate peer-reviewed references and studies on
hypnosis.

The Combined Health Information Database
The Combined Health Information Database summarizes studies across numerous federal
agencies. To limit your investigation to research studies and hypnosis, you will need to use
the advanced search options. First, go to http://chid.nih.gov/index.html. From there, select
the “Detailed Search” option (or go directly to that page with the following hyperlink:
http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html). The trick in extracting studies is found in the drop
boxes at the bottom of the search page where “You may refine your search by.” Select the
dates and language you prefer, and the format option “Journal Article.” At the top of the
search form, select the number of records you would like to see (we recommend 100) and
check the box to display “whole records.” We recommend that you type “hypnosis” (or
synonyms) into the “For these words:” box. Consider using the option “anywhere in record”
to make your search as broad as possible. If you want to limit the search to only a particular
field, such as the title of the journal, then select this option in the “Search in these fields”
drop box. The following is what you can expect from this type of search:
•

When Pharmacologic Anesthesia is Precluded: The Value of Hypnosis as a Sole
Anesthetic Agent in Dentistry
Source: SCD. Special Care in Dentistry. 13(1) 15-18. January-February 1993.
Summary: In this article, the authors discuss the value of hypnosis as a sole anesthetic
agent in dentistry. They note that occasionally a dental patient presents his or her
dentist with a history of hypersensitivity to local anesthetic agents. Although the true
incidence of local anesthetic allergy is low, such a history often involves the patient's
anxiety regarding the use of the drug in question, and the dentist's apprehension to treat
the 'problematic' patient. In such cases, hypnosis can play a major role in controlling
pain and the associated distress. The authors describe the implementation of hypnosis to
induce local anesthesia. In addition, four case demonstrations illustrate this use of
hypnosis. 37 references. (AA-M).
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•

Hypnosis and Pharmacological Sedation for Medically Compromised Patients
Source: Compendium of Continuing Education in Dentistry. 17(1): 32-40. January 1996.
Summary: Sedating medically compromised patients (i.e., geriatric patients, patients
with cardiac, kidney or liver diseases, and those with other severe systemic conditions)
for dental procedures can increase the risk of adverse events for this group of patients
and can also increase the liability of the clinician. This article reports on the treatment of
17 apprehensive dental patients with a combination of hypnosis and sedative drugs. The
authors conclude that the advantages of this combination treatment include a reduction
of patient anxiety, maintenance of patient comfort during dental treatment, reduction in
the amount of chemical anesthetic required, maintenance of a patent airway, and an
enhanced analgesic effect. Another benefit is muscle relaxation, especially in the jaw
area, so the patient can open the mouth wider and more comfortably. 1 table. 24
references. (AA-M).

Federally Funded Research on Hypnosis
The U.S. Government supports a variety of research studies relating to hypnosis. These
studies are tracked by the Office of Extramural Research at the National Institutes of
Health.2 CRISP (Computerized Retrieval of Information on Scientific Projects) is a searchable
database of federally funded biomedical research projects conducted at universities,
hospitals, and other institutions.
Search the CRISP Web site at http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/crisp_query.generate_screen.
You will have the option to perform targeted searches by various criteria, including
geography, date, and topics related to hypnosis.
For most of the studies, the agencies reporting into CRISP provide summaries or abstracts.
As opposed to clinical trial research using patients, many federally funded studies use
animals or simulated models to explore hypnosis. The following is typical of the type of
information found when searching the CRISP database for hypnosis:
•

Project Title: ACUTE
INTERACTIONS

TOLERANCE

IN

ANESTHETIC

ACTIONS

AND

Principal Investigator & Institution: Kissin, Igor; Brigham and Women's Hospital 75
Francis Street Boston, Ma 02115
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 01-SEP-1985; Project End 29-SEP-2003
Summary: In the initial project (85-88), we demonstrated that a combination of
intravenous anesthetics may provide different outcomes (addition, synergism, or
antagonism) regarding different components of anesthesia (e.g., unconsciousness or
immobility to noxious stimulation). This was based on the suggestion that the spectrum
of effects that constitutes the state of general anesthesia should not be regarded as
several components of anesthesia resulting from one anesthetic action, but as separate
pharmacologic actions, even if the anesthesia is produced by one drug. The primary aim
of the project's continuation is to demonstrate that acute tolerance to intravenous
2 Healthcare projects are funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services (SAMHSA), Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDCP), Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ),
and Office of Assistant Secretary of Health (OASH).

Studies
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anesthetics can be differential for various components of anesthesia. We will concentrate
on the three most important components of anesthesia: analgesia, hypnosis, and
immobility in response to a noxious stimulus. We will continue to analyze the role of
tolerance in analgesic component of anesthesia with opioids. Specific aims for this
segment of the project are to determine: (1) which of the potential mechanisms
suggested for the development of chronic tolerance to opioids (NMDA-NO system,
cholecystokinin system, hyperalgesic kappa opioid system, protein kinase C system) are
involved in the development of acute tolerance to the analgesic effect of alfentanil; (2) if
a tonic nociceptive input suppresses the development of acute tolerance to the analgesic
effect of alfentanil; (3) and if acute tolerance to the antinociceptive effect of alfentanil
decreases analgesic response to alpha-2 adrenergic receptor agonists. We will also test
the hypothesis that acute tolerance to thiopental develops to a different degree for
hypnosis and immobility to noxious stimulation. Finally, we will test the hypothesis
that the combined administration of thiopental and alfentanil results in inhibition of
acute tolerance to the hypnotic effects, and that this inhibition is one of the important
mechanisms of the thiopental-alfentanil hypnotic synergism. To test the above-indicated
hypotheses, we will perform experiments in rats using behavioral methods of
assessment of various components of anesthesia and will correlate behavioral endpoints
with the plasma and brain concentrations of alfentanil and/or thiopental used for
anesthesia induction and maintenance.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project Title: CNS TARGETS OF PROPOFOL'S HYPNOTIC AND MEMORY
EFFECTS
Principal Investigator & Institution: Veselis, Robert A.; Sloan-Kettering Institute for
Cancer Res New York, Ny 10021
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 01-FEB-2001; Project End 31-JAN-2004
Summary: Many sedative/hypnotic drugs used in anesthesia are given specifically to
ablate memory formation during unpleasant medical experiences. The production of
this reversible memory impairment, with the avoidance of excessive sedation, is of key
concern to both patients and clinicians on a daily basis. These drugs may impair
memory solely by their sedative effects on arousal and attention systems in the brain, or
additionally by specifically affecting memory processes. We have shown that one such
drug, propofol, has memory effects independent of sedation during behavioral testing.
We wish to delineate the physiologic basis for this finding. Recent functional
neuroimaging studies have identified differing neuroanatomical regions mediating
arousal, attention and memory processes in humans who have not had any drug. Thus,
the separate memory and sedative effects of propofol could be mediated in different
neuroanatomical regions. The main hypothesis tested in this research proposal is that
there are differing neuroanatomical regions mediating drug-induced sedation and
amnesia, and that these can be identified by specific changes in electrophysiology and
more precisely by changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). If a physiologic basis
for the separation of drug- induced memory from sedation effects can be shown, then it
is possible that these can be manipulated separately, and that sensitive and specific
measures of these functional effects can be developed. Even in the absence of explicit
recall, poorly understood unconscious memory processes are still present during
anesthesia. These are of clear concern to both patients receiving anesthesia and clinicians
administering anesthetic drugs. The methods developed and used in this proposal will
be applicable to the study of anesthetic effects, and possibly the study of memory
enhancing drugs, on memory processes. Propofol and thiopental, models of anesthetic
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drugs with differing sedative and memory effects, will be studied over a wide dose
range. Current measures of sedation are inadequate monitors over both sedative and
anesthetic concentrations of drug. The first specific aim will determine the best
electrophysiologic measure of sedation over all concentrations of the drugs studied, and
locate generators of this measure in the brain with a low resolution technique. The
sedation independent effect of propofol on memory will be delineated using this
electrophysiologic parameter. The second specific aim will locate the neuroanatomical
regions mediating the sedative/hypnotic and memory effects of propofol using a high
resolution rCBF technique by separately manipulating memory versus sedative
processes.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project Title: DISCRIMINATIVE EFFECTS OF BENZODIAZEPINE WITHDRAWAL
Principal Investigator & Institution: France, Charles P.; Professor; Pharmacology;
University of Texas Hlth Sci Ctr San Ant 7703 Floyd Curl Dr San Antonio, Tx 78229
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 15-MAR-1995; Project End 31-JAN-2002
Summary: (Adapted From The Applicant's Abstract) Benzodiazepines are among a
growing set of compounds that exert many of their effects by actions at the gammaamino butyric acid (GABA)A receptor complex. Benzodiazepines are widely used for
hypnosis and for anxiety-related disorders; however, long term use of these drugs can
generate clinically-significant physical dependence. Moreover, there is increasing
evidence for the co-abuse of benzodiazepines and other psychoactive drugs especially
among individuals with a history of alcohol or sedative/hypnotic abuse. One major goal
of this project is to develop a procedure for studying the discriminative stimulus
(subjective) effects of benzodiazepine dependence and withdrawal in rhesus monkeys
and, during the last period of support, such a procedure was developed. In the
continuation of this project, separate groups of diazepam-treated, zolpidem-treated and
untreated monkeys will be used to investigate three general issues using measures of
drug discrimination, ventilation and neuroendocrine activity. First, GABAA modulators
will be used to test hypotheses regarding selectivity of drug action and variations in
efficacy. Although much is known about the molecular actions of GABAA modulators
in vitro, very little is known about the clinical ramifications of those findings. These
studies will provide a bridge from molecular studies to clinical applications by using a
non-human primate model of subjective drug effects and physical dependence. Second,
these experiments will expand the conditions under which discrimination procedures
can be used to study dependence by establishing a flumazenil discrimination in
monkeys receiving the novel GABAA modulator zolpidem, a drug that is widely
prescribed for hypnosis. Third, "blind' drug evaluations will be conducted under the
auspices of the CPDD. Collectively, these studies will provide fundamentally new
information on the in vivo pharmacology of GABAA modulators and will help to
identify the pharmacologic and behavioral determinants of physical dependence on
sedative hypnotics.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

•

Project Title: ENHANCING SUGGESTIBILITY: COMPLIANCE VS IMAGERY
Principal Investigator & Institution: Lynn, Steven J.; Psychology; State University New
York Binghamton Vestal Pky E Binghamton, Ny 13901
Timing: Fiscal Year 2003; Project Start 01-JAN-2003; Project End 31-DEC-2004

Studies
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Summary: (provided by applicant): Studies based on a social-learning, cognitive skill
model of hypnotic responsiveness have documented appreciable increases on
behavioral and subjective measures of suggestibility following hypnotizability
modification training. Spanos and his colleagues (see Gorassini & Spanos, 1999) have
shown that more than 50 percent of initially low hypnotizable subjects who were
administered a multi-faceted cognitive skill training program (Carleton Skills Training
Program; CSTP) scored as high hypnotizable at post-testing. These studies provide
support for sociocognitive models of hypnosis, and imply that the CSTP produces valid
hypnotic training effects consistent with the aim of teaching participants imaginal
strategies to generate suggested experiences. However, crucial experiments have not
been conducted to rule out the possibility that the CSTP functions like a "coaching
program" that improves performance by virtue of teaching subjects to comply with task
demands in the absence of aptitudinal enhancements and suggestion-related subjective
experiences. The proposed studies seek to evaluate: (a) the CSTP task demands; (b) the
contribution of instructions to physically enact responses and the use of imaginal
strategies to treatment outcome, (c) the mediating role of imagery, expectancy, and
interpretive set in producing treatment gains, and (d) setting-by response interactions in
testing generalization effects. The proposed research includes groups of practice alone
control subjects, untrained highly hypnotizable subjects, and low hypnotizable
participants who, following a brief description of the CSTP, simulate the performance of
subjects who undergo the training procedures. To provide a stringent test of the validity
and generalizability of CSTP outcomes, the proposed research reliably classifies low
hypnotizable subjects prior to the administration of the CSTP, uses stringent post-test
hypnotizability measures, institutes follow-up procedures, and uses a variety of
generalization measures germane to the interpersonal and cognitive domains of
hypnosis.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project
Title:
PROCEDURES

NONPHARMACOLOGIC

ANALGESIA

FOR

INVASIVE

Principal Investigator & Institution: Lang, Elvira V.; Associate Professor of Radiology
and Med; Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center St 1005 Boston, Ma 02215
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 30-SEP-1997; Project End 29-APR-2006
Summary: Analgesics and sedatives administered to control distress from minimally
invasive surgical procedures have limited effectiveness and serious side effects.
Unabated distress not only interferes with smooth progression of the ongoing
procedure, but can elicit adverse responses when patients need additional intervention.
The long-term objective of this research is to provide a safe and practical behavioral
method for reducing cognitive and physiologic distress associated with invasive
procedures. Distress management for these procedures, in general, relies on
"intravenous conscious sedation" with narcotics and sedatives. Extrapolating the risk of
intravenous conscious sedation to the number of procedures, we predict annually 47,000
patients to suffer serious cardiorespiratory complications and 2,600 deaths. We propose
nonpharmacologic analgesia for safe management of cognitive and physiologic distress
during and after procedures. Nonpharmacologic analgesia includes relaxation training,
self-hypnosis, and imagery. With the current funding, we were able to show that selfhypnotic relaxation offered to patients during vascular and renal interventions
significantly reduced physiologic and cognitive distress. As the differences between
hypnosis and control treatments grew linearly over the procedure time, questions arose
as to whether these effects extend similarly into the recovery period and beyond; and
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whether patients with lengthier and more painful procedures, such as tumor
embolizations, would benefit. The specific aims are: 1) Prospectively determine the
impact of self-hypnotic relaxation on cognitive and physiologic distress during tumor
embolizations 2) Prospectively determine the impact of self-hypnotic relaxation on
cognitive and physiologic distress in the postoperative period, and 3) Determine the
impact of intraprocedural self- hypnotic relaxation on distress during subsequent tumor
embolization. We hypothesize that self-hypnotic relaxation decreases cognitive and
physiologic distress (1) during tumor embolizations, (2) after tumor embolization when
post- embolization ischemia sets, and (3) when patients return for repeat tumor
embolizations. On completion, the efficacy and durability administration of
nonpharmacologic analgesia will be known by a rigorous and practical assessment of
390 patients. The relative performance of self-hypnotic relaxation will be quantified
compared to standard care and empathic controls in a well- characterized population of
patients. Results will provide the next level of data needed for future study design to
determine broad clinical utility in a multicenter randomized controlled trial.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project Title: OPTIMIZING THE CONTROL OF PAIN FROM SEVERE BURNS
Principal Investigator & Institution: Patterson, David R.; Rehabilitation Medicine;
University of Washington Seattle, Wa 98195
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 01-APR-1990; Project End 30-JUN-2003
Summary: (adapted from investigator's abstract): The primary long term objective of this
project is to improve pain control and reduce resulting disability in all age groups of
burn survivors (e.g., pediatric, adult, and elderly). This will be accomplished by
determining the optimal combinations of opioid analgesics, anxiolytics and
psychological approaches, and matching treatments with patient characteristics that
may predict therapeutic effects. Because extensive burn injuries are clearly an etiology of
acute pain that produce substantial challenges in its treatment, the results will be
generalizable to other causes of pain. A second primary objective will be to determine
how pain and other factors related to burn injuries influence long-term physical and
psychological adjustment. To accomplish these objectives, the investigators will conduct
[five] studies, of which three have randomized, controlled designs, one has an
observational methodology and one uses longitudinal measurement. These studies will
specifically 1) investigate the synergistic effects of a benzodiazipine (lorazepam) and a
psychological technique (hypnosis) in reducing burn pain and stress level, relative to the
individual use of such techniques, as well as opioid analgesics alone and 1a) introduce
and test a new set of variables for their ability to predict the analgesic effects of the
modalities used (e.g. opioid analgesic, lorazepam, hypnosis, virtual reality), 2) provide
the first controlled study of the use of virtual reality in reducing pain from skin graft
dressing changes, 3) continue previous studies in order to gain a large enough sample to
determine the effects that opioid pain medication scheduling has on acute pain levels in
pediatric patients, 4) perform the first ever prospective analyses of the opioid analgesic
needs of elderly burn patients, and (5) test a predictive model for determining the
longitudinal impact of burn injuries on psychological adjustment and health outcome.
The anticipated benefits of this project will be that they will provide information
enabling health care professionals to treat acute pain more effectively across the life
span. This will not only reduce unnecessary suffering, but might improve health
outcomes by minimizing the deleterious effects of acute pain.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

Studies
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Project Title: PRESURGERY HYPNOSIS--BENEFITS ANALYSIS IN BREAST
CANCER
Principal Investigator & Institution: Montgomery, Guy; Ruttenberg Cancer Center;
Mount Sinai School of Medicine of Nyu of New York University New York, Ny 10029
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 17-AUG-2001; Project End 31-JUL-2004
Summary: Over 90% of the 184,000 women diagnosed with breast cancer in 2000 will
undergo surgery as part of their curative treatment. Despite improvements in
pharmacological management, surgical procedures under general anesthesia continue to
be associated with clinically significant side effects, chief among which are pain and
nausea. These clinical problems are particularly severe following surgical treatment for
breast cancer and can require additional pharmacologic intervention, prolong recovery
room stay, delay discharge, and lead to unanticipated readmission. Clinical research
with other surgical populations has indicated that hypnosis can reduce intraoperative
complications, reduce postoperative symptoms and enhance recovery (e.g., reduce pain,
nausea, hospital stays), however, the treatment efficacy of hypnotic techniques with
breast cancer surgical patients has yet to be established. A separate line of previous
clinical research with surgery populations has indicated that preoperative psychological
factors (emotional distress and cognitive expectations) are predictive of patients'
postoperative experiences of side effects, but again research on breast cancer surgical
patients is scant. The proposed research will bridge the two previous lines of research by
combining a randomized clinical trial, (in which the effects of a preoperative hypnosis
intervention to control side effects are compared to attention control), with a prospective
quasi-naturalistic study, (in which the relations between preoperative psychological
factors and patients' reactions to surgery are examined). In addition to establishing the
applicability to breast cancer patients of findings in the general psychological, hypnosis
and surgical literatures, the goal of proposed study is to make novel theoretical
contribution by examining the potential role of psychological factors as the "active
ingredients" in the beneficial effects of hypnosis. The proposed study will also make a
novel practical contribution by examining cost-effectiveness of the hypnosis
intervention, an approach which may have compelling implications for clinical practice
as well as future behavioral research. The Specific Aims of the study are: 1) To
investigate the impact of a presurgical hypnosis intervention on women scheduled for
surgical treatment for breast cancer; 2) To investigate the contribution of preoperative
emotional distress, and cognitive expectations to post- surgery side effects and recovery;
3) To determine whether the beneficial effects of the hypnosis intervention are
accounted for (mediated) by differences in presurgery cognitive expectations and
emotional distress; and 4) To investigate the cost-effectiveness of the presurgical
hypnosis invention. o achieve these aims, 140 breast cancer patients scheduled for
mastectomy will be randomly assigned to a hypnosis intervention group or an attention
control group. The impact of the hypnosis intervention on postoperative nausea, pain,
recovery from surgery, and cost- effectiveness will be analyzed within an experimental
study design. The influence of presurgery distress and expectations of side effects will
be analyzed within quasi-naturalistic study designs. The possible mediational role of
these factors in hypnosis effects will be examined will classic statistical approaches.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

•

Project Title: REHABILITATION OF SPINAL CORD INJURY-RELATED PAIN
Principal Investigator & Institution: Jensen, Mark P.; Professor; Rehabilitation Medicine;
University of Washington Seattle, Wa 98195
Timing: Fiscal Year 2002; Project Start 01-AUG-2002; Project End 31-JUL-2007
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Summary: (provided by applicant): Chronic pain is serious problem for many persons
with spinal cord injury, and one for which few effective treatments have been found.
Research indicates that hypnotic analgesia may benefit persons with chronic pain,
including those with SCI-related pain, yet there have been no controlled trials to
determine whether hypnotic analgesia is effective beyond the effects of a credible
control condition. Moreover, there remain many unanswered questions concerning the
mechanisms of hypnotic analgesia. The proposed research will (1) test the effectiveness
of a hypnotic intervention against a no-treatment baseline period and against a control
intervention using a prospective randomized controlled design, (2) examine several
predictors, moderators, and mediators of hypnotic analgesia, and (3) result in a
treatment manual that will describe procedures for hypnotic analgesia treatment for this
population. 134 persons with SCl-related neuropathic pain will be randomly assigned to
either hypnotic analgesia or a control treatment. Pain intensity will be assessed before a
2-month baseline, at pretreatment, at posttreatment, and at 3-, 6-, 9- and 12-months
follow-up. Secondary outcome measures (observed pain behavior, pain affect, activity
level and pain interference) and four potential process variables (perceived treatment
credibility, motivation to respond, hypnotic responsiveness, and physiological
relaxation) will also be assessed. We will determine whether hypnotic analgesia reduces
pain and its negative impact on persons with SCI relative to a credible control condition,
and also determine the long-term effects of this treatment. We will also determine the
extent to which treatment outcome is related to perceived treatment credibility,
motivation, and hypnotic responsiveness, and moderated by degree of physiological
relaxation achieved during treatment. If hypnotic analgesia is shown to have beneficial
effects over and above the placebo intervention, the treatment manual developed for the
study will be made available to researchers and clinicians to be used as a basis for
further research (replications and extensions) and to provide guidelines for the
application of hypnotic analgesia to persons with SCI-related neuropathic pain.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project Title: ROLE OF ACETALDEHYDE IN CENTRAL ACTIONS OF ETHANOL
Principal Investigator & Institution: Deitrich, Richard A.; Professor of Pharmacology;
Pharmacology; University of Colorado Hlth Sciences Ctr P.O. Box 6508, Grants and
Contracts Aurora, Co 800450508
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 10-SEP-2001; Project End 31-JUL-2003
Summary: The first specific is designed to discover and identify the enzymes
responsible for the oxidation of ethanol to acetaldehyde in the brains of mice. The
second aim is to study the mechanisms by which the accumulation of acetaldehyde in
the brain alters the effect of ethanol in the central nervous system. Preliminary results
provide a correlation between ethanol induced hypnosis (sleep time) and brain
acetaldehyde levels. It is a collaborative project between Dr. Sergey Zimatkin and his
colleagues at the Institute of Biochemistry, Grodno, Belarus in the former Soviet Union
and Dr. Richard Deitrich and his colleagues at the Alcohol Research Center at the
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. The Institute of Biochemistry in Grodno
has long been known for its studies on the metabolism and actions of ethanol and have
the expertise to carry out the biochemical studies necessary for this project. The animal
breeding and behavioral tests will be conducted at the University of Colorado Alcohol
Research Center. This Center has selectively bred mice for differential responses to
ethanol and has a great deal of experience in the behavioral and genetic characterization
of such animals. In addition, we now have acatalasemic mice as well as Cytochrome
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P450 2EI knockout mice. Since both catalase and this cytochrome have been implicated
in ethanol oxidation, these knockout mice will be especially useful.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
•

Project Title: ROLE OF SELF HYPNOSIS IN HEPATITIS B VACCINATIONS W/
RESPECT TO DISTRESS
Principal Investigator & Institution: Jacobson, Robert M.; Mayo Clinic Rochester 200 1St
St Sw Rochester, Mn 55905
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001
Summary: The purposes of this investigation are to: a) determine if self hypnosis with a
specific suggestion to prevent distress results in a reduction in distress in a large cohort
of children undergoing hepatitis B vaccination; and b) determine if self hypnosis with a
specific suggestion to increase immune response results in an increase in antibody to
hepatitis B surface antigen (Anti-HBs) levels following immunization in a large cohort of
children undergoing hepatitis B vaccination.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

•

Project Title: STRESS
PERIODONTITIS

MANAGEMENT

AND

T-CELL

RESPONSES

IN

Principal Investigator & Institution: Wood, Gary J.; Dental Medicine/Public Health;
University of Southern California 2250 Alcazar Street, Csc-219 Los Angeles, Ca 90033
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 01-FEB-2000; Project End 31-JAN-2003
Summary: Recent reports document a relationship between periodontal disease and
stress, including the number and severity of negative life events and financial stress. The
classic physiological response to stress involves both the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal
axis as well as the sympathetic- adrenal-medullary system and results in increased
levels of stress-related neuroendocrine factors including ACTH, cortisol, beta-endorphin
as well as the catecholamines. The relationship between stress, neuroendocrine
mediators of stress and the immune response, in particular T cells is well established.
Various forms of stress management invention, including hypnosis have proven to be
effective in reducing distress and improving coping. This proposal seeks to test the
general hypothesis that a non- pharmacological stress management intervention can
induce alterations in the psychological, neuroendocrine and T cell cytokines in
periodontal patients. Therefore we have developed the following specific aims to test
this hypothesis: 1) determination of the efficacy of a diseases: 2) evaluation of the effects
of hypnosis intervention on the hypothalamo- pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and
sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) system; and 3) assessment of the effects of stress
management intervention on levels of stress-related neuroendocrine mediators and T
cell responses in a sample of patients with moderate adult periodontitis. Subjects are
randomly assigned to a 6 week stress management protocol utilizing hypnosis or an
alternative attention placebo protocol. The plasma levels of ACTH, cortisol, betaendorphin, epinephrine will be determined. In addition, the T-cell activation responses
to polyclonal stimuli and periodontal pathogens as well as the expression of T-cell
specific cytokines, will be assessed. The ability to non-pharmacologically alter the
neuroendocrine mediators of stress, as well as T-cell responses would be a major
accomplishment. This potentially permit testing of hypotheses related to the
pathogenesis of periodontitis, as well as therapeutic modalities.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen
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•

Project Title: TRIGGERED-SUGGESTION DEVICE WITH THERAPY FOR WEIGHT
LOSS
Principal Investigator & Institution: Grant, Kimberly S.; Progenesis, Inc. 15127 Ne 24Th
St, Pmb 354 Redmond, Wa 98052
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 01-JUN-2001; Project End 30-NOV-2001
Summary: Obesity represents a significant public health concern and is associated with
medical complications that include premature mortality. The proposed Phase I study
will evaluate the feasibility of the Triggered Suggestion Device (TSD) as a therapeutic
aid in the behavioral treatment of overweight individuals. The TSD is a custom
wristwatch that provides visual, auditory, and tactile cueing to the wearer. Signals from
the TSD are linked to therapeutic goals that are developed with a therapist/counselor
and augmented with an audio CD that is focused on weight loss and healthy living.
Individuals with BMIs of 25 to 35 will be recruited and randomly assigned to one of two
experimental groups, behavioral therapy alone or behavioral therapy plus the TSD.
After 8 weeks of treatment, the following primary and secondary variables will be
measured: change in BMI, satisfaction with treatment method, change in physical
activity, and life satisfaction rating. Study results will provide significant support for the
commercial viability of the TSD as a therapeutic tool for weight loss. Strong anecdotal
evidence from psychotherapists supports the application of the TSD to weight loss and
further scientific investigation is warranted. PROPOSED COMMERCIAL
APPLICATION: The TSD will be of value to mental health professionals and physicians
who provide treatment for weight loss, clinical eating disorders, and patients with
weight-related illnesses. Its nonpharmaceutical design makes it an appropriate choice
for groups such as adolescents and pregnant women. The TSD is currently in
commercial production under the brand name "HabitEX- Manage Your Weight
Successfully" and is being used in private psychotherapy practices.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

•

Project Title: VIRTUAL REALITY ANALGESIA FOR REHABILITATION IN
CHILDREN
Principal Investigator & Institution: Sharar, Sam R.; Anesthesiology; University of
Washington Seattle, Wa 98195
Timing: Fiscal Year 2001; Project Start 03-SEP-2001; Project End 31-AUG-2004
Summary: (provided by applicant): One of the most frequent, yet challenging secondary
problems experienced by children who require rehabilitation from disabling conditions
is pain. Pain occurs at rest and/or with rehabilitation activities and arises in both
chronic settings (e.g., cerebral palsy) and subacute settings (e.g., repetitive wound care
and physical therapy during extended treatment of cutaneous burns). Conventional
pharmacologic analgesic strategies, although widely used and efficacious in children
with acute pain, are avoided in these chronic and subacute settings due to associated
complication (e.g. tolerance) and lack of efficacy (development of central neuropathic
pain syndromes). This project will explore two non-pharmacologic analgesic techniques
for children ages 8-20 years, emphasizing 1) virtual reality (VR) analgesia, a highly
innovative technology with newly demonstrated efficacy in such settings, and 2) its
novel combination with hypnosis. The analgesic mechanisms of VR and hypnosis are
incompletely understood, although they share a common thread distraction of conscious
attention from environmental stimuli, leaving less of this cognitive resource to devote to
pain perception. The goal of this project is to develop a program that will effectively
investigate the analgesic mechanisms and optimize the clinical use of VR and combined
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VR/hypnosis in disabled children with pain and/or who require rehabilitation
activities. The specific aims of the project are 1) to develop an effective, multidisciplinary
group capable of posing and answering appropriate study questions with tangible
outcome measures, 2) to design and fabricate VR hardware ad software, and develop
VR protocols necessary to address mechanistic questions and perform future clinical
trials, and 3) to perform pilot clinical studies to assess the efficacy of repetitive
application of VR, and to investigate the efficacy of and the interactions between VR and
hypnosis when used simultaneously. The anticipated immediate benefits of this project
include establishing the specialized research team and equipment necessary to perform
future mechanistic studies and clinical trials of VR and VR/hypnosis, as well as collect
pilot clinical data to direct future investigations. Long-term benefits include the
establishment of indications and clinical protocols for the use of VR and/or hypnosis in
the treatment of rehabilitation-induced and disability-related pain in this challenging
patient population, with more widespread application to a variety of age groups, greater
ease of use, and potential economic benefit.
Website: http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/crisp/Crisp_Query.Generate_Screen

E-Journals: PubMed Central3
PubMed Central (PMC) is a digital archive of life sciences journal literature developed and
managed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine (NLM).4 Access to this growing archive of e-journals is free and
unrestricted.5 To search, go to http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Pmc,
and type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box. This search gives you access to fulltext articles. The following is a sample of items found for hypnosis in the PubMed Central
database:
•

Experimental Hypnosis; A Symposium of Articles on Research by Many of the
World's Leading Authorities. by Lindner R.; 1954 Jan;
http://www.pubmedcentral.gov/picrender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&action=stream&blobt
ype=pdf&artid=199693

•

Hypnosis in pediatrics: applications at a pediatric pulmonary center. by Anbar RD.;
2002;
http://www.pubmedcentral.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&artid=138812

•

Self-hypnosis for anxiety associated with severe asthma: a case report. by Anbar RD.;
2003;
http://www.pubmedcentral.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&artid=169186

•

The Moll Hypnosis Collection: historical background. by Gravitz MA.; 1985 Jul;
http://www.pubmedcentral.gov/picrender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&action=stream&blobt
ype=pdf&artid=227665

3
4

Adapted from the National Library of Medicine: http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/about/intro.html.

With PubMed Central, NCBI is taking the lead in preservation and maintenance of open access to electronic
literature, just as NLM has done for decades with printed biomedical literature. PubMed Central aims to become a
world-class library of the digital age.
5 The value of PubMed Central, in addition to its role as an archive, lies in the availability of data from diverse
sources stored in a common format in a single repository. Many journals already have online publishing operations,
and there is a growing tendency to publish material online only, to the exclusion of print.
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The National Library of Medicine: PubMed
One of the quickest and most comprehensive ways to find academic studies in both English
and other languages is to use PubMed, maintained by the National Library of Medicine.6
The advantage of PubMed over previously mentioned sources is that it covers a greater
number of domestic and foreign references. It is also free to use. If the publisher has a Web
site that offers full text of its journals, PubMed will provide links to that site, as well as to
sites offering other related data. User registration, a subscription fee, or some other type of
fee may be required to access the full text of articles in some journals.
To generate your own bibliography of studies dealing with hypnosis, simply go to the
PubMed Web site at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed. Type “hypnosis” (or
synonyms) into the search box, and click “Go.” The following is the type of output you can
expect from PubMed for hypnosis (hyperlinks lead to article summaries):
•

A 3-year comparison of dental anxiety treatment outcomes: hypnosis, group therapy
and individual desensitization vs. no specialist treatment.
Author(s): Moore R, Brodsgaard I, Abrahamsen R.
Source: European Journal of Oral Sciences. 2002 August; 110(4): 287-95.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12206590&dopt=Abstract

•

A case study of improved performance in archery using hypnosis.
Author(s): Robazza C, Bortoli L.
Source: Percept Mot Skills. 1995 December; 81(3 Pt 2): 1364-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8684935&dopt=Abstract

•

A conceptual review of the psychosocial genomics of expectancy and surprise:
neuroscience perspectives about the deep psychobiology of therapeutic hypnosis.
Author(s): Rossi EL.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 October; 45(2): 103-18.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12382379&dopt=Abstract

•

A critique of the Franklin Commission Report: hypnosis, belief, and suggestion.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Lilienfeld S.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 369-86.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362953&dopt=Abstract

•

A deeper understanding of hypnosis: its secrets, its nature, its essence.
Author(s): Barber TX.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2000 January-April; 42(3-4): 208-72. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10710810&dopt=Abstract

6 PubMed was developed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The PubMed database was developed in conjunction
with publishers of biomedical literature as a search tool for accessing literature citations and linking to full-text
journal articles at Web sites of participating publishers. Publishers that participate in PubMed supply NLM with
their citations electronically prior to or at the time of publication.
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•

A developmentally sensitive approach to clinical hypnosis for chronically and
terminally ill adolescents.
Author(s): Harper GW.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1999 July; 42(1): 50-60.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10570852&dopt=Abstract

•

A graduate school curriculum in clinical hypnosis.
Author(s): Oster MI.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1998 July; 41(1): 65-74.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9868818&dopt=Abstract

•

A history of medical hypnosis.
Author(s): Riskin JD, Frankel FH.
Source: The Psychiatric Clinics of North America. 1994 September; 17(3): 601-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7824385&dopt=Abstract

•

A meta-analysis of hypnotically induced analgesia: how effective is hypnosis?
Author(s): Montgomery GH, DuHamel KN, Redd WH.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2000 April; 48(2): 138-53.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10769981&dopt=Abstract

•

A national survey of hypnosis training--its status in psychiatric residency programs: a
brief communication.
Author(s): Walling DP, Baker JM, Dott SG.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1996 July; 44(3): 184-8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8690532&dopt=Abstract

•

A phase I study on the feasibility and acceptability of an acupuncture/hypnosis
intervention for chronic pediatric pain.
Author(s): Zeltzer LK, Tsao JC, Stelling C, Powers M, Levy S, Waterhouse M.
Source: Journal of Pain and Symptom Management. 2002 October; 24(4): 437-46.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12505213&dopt=Abstract

•

A pilot study of hypnosis in the treatment of patients with psoriasis.
Author(s): Tausk F, Whitmore SE.
Source: Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics. 1999; 68(4): 221-5.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10396014&dopt=Abstract
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•

A project to change the attitudes, beliefs and practices of health professionals
concerning hypnosis.
Author(s): Thomson L.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 July; 46(1): 31-44.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12894929&dopt=Abstract

•

A randomised controlled clinical trial on the additional effect of hypnosis in a
comprehensive treatment programme for in-patients with conversion disorder of the
motor type.
Author(s): Moene FC, Spinhoven P, Hoogduin KA, van Dyck R.
Source: Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics. 2002 March-April; 71(2): 66-76.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11844942&dopt=Abstract

•

A randomized controlled clinical trial of a hypnosis-based treatment for patients with
conversion disorder, motor type.
Author(s): Moene FC, Spinhoven P, Hoogduin KA, van Dyck R.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 January; 51(1): 29-50.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12825917&dopt=Abstract

•

A review of the impact of hypnosis, relaxation, guided imagery and individual
differences on aspects of immunity and health.
Author(s): Gruzelier JH.
Source: Stress (Amsterdam, Netherlands). 2002 June; 5(2): 147-63. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12186693&dopt=Abstract

•

A small dose of midazolam decreases the time to achieve hypnosis without delaying
emergence during short-term propofol anesthesia.
Author(s): Adachi YU, Watanabe K, Higuchi H, Satoh T.
Source: Journal of Clinical Anesthesia. 2001 June; 13(4): 277-80.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11435052&dopt=Abstract

•

A spiral curriculum for hypnosis training.
Author(s): Wark DM, Kohen DP.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 October; 45(2): 119-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12382380&dopt=Abstract

•

A study of bispectral analysis and auditory evoked potential indices during propofolinduced hypnosis in volunteers: the effect of an episode of wakefulness on explicit
and implicit memory.
Author(s): Barr G, Anderson RE, Jakobsson JG.
Source: Anaesthesia. 2001 September; 56(9): 888-93.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11531678&dopt=Abstract
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•

ABC of complementary medicine. Hypnosis and relaxation therapies.
Author(s): Vickers A, Zollman C.
Source: Bmj (Clinical Research Ed.). 1999 November 20; 319(7221): 1346-9. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10567143&dopt=Abstract

•

About self-hypnosis and coronary artery bypass surgery.
Author(s): Mehmet CO.
Source: The Journal of Cardiovascular Surgery. 2000 April; 41(2): 335-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10901550&dopt=Abstract

•

Accessing the power in the patient with hypnosis and EMDR. Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing.
Author(s): Bjick S.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 January-April; 43(3-4): 203-16. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11269625&dopt=Abstract

•

Acupuncture and clinical hypnosis for facial and head and neck pain: a single
crossover comparison.
Author(s): Lu DP, Lu GP, Kleinman L.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 October; 44(2): 141-8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11591081&dopt=Abstract

•

Affective and metabolic responses to hypnosis, autogenic relaxation, and quiet rest in
the supine and seated positions.
Author(s): Garvin AW, Trine MR, Morgan WP.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 January; 49(1): 5-18.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11190792&dopt=Abstract

•

Altered states: hypnosis as a relaxation technique in A&amp;E.
Author(s): Mantle F, Monaco L.
Source: Emergency Nurse : the Journal of the Rcn Accident and Emergency Nursing
Association. 2003 February; 10(9): 12-4.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12655960&dopt=Abstract

•

Anterior brain functions and hypnosis: a test of the frontal hypothesis.
Author(s): Kallio S, Revonsuo A, Hamalainen H, Markela J, Gruzelier J.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 April; 49(2): 95-108.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11294121&dopt=Abstract
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•

Applying hypnosis in a preschool family asthma education program: uses of
storytelling, imagery, and relaxation.
Author(s): Kohen DP, Wynne E.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1997 January; 39(3): 169-81.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9037794&dopt=Abstract

•

Assessment of response to clinical hypnosis: development of the Hypnotic State
Assessment Questionnaire.
Author(s): Kronenberger WG, LaClave L, Morrow C.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 January-April; 44(3-4): 257-72.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11799539&dopt=Abstract

•

Auditory steady-state response and bispectral index for assessing level of
consciousness during propofol sedation and hypnosis.
Author(s): Bonhomme V, Plourde G, Meuret P, Fiset P, Backman SB.
Source: Anesthesia and Analgesia. 2000 December; 91(6): 1398-403.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11093988&dopt=Abstract

•

Augmenting sedation with hypnosis in drug-dependent patients.
Author(s): Lu DP, Lu GP, Hersh EV.
Source: Anesthesia Progress. 1995; 42(3-4): 139-43.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8934982&dopt=Abstract

•

Autobiographical remembering and forgetting: what can hypnosis tell us?
Author(s): Barnier AJ, McConkey KM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1999 October; 47(4): 346-65. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10553314&dopt=Abstract

•

Autogenic training and cognitive self-hypnosis for the treatment of recurrent
headaches in three different subject groups.
Author(s): ter Kuile MM, Spinhoven P, Linssen AC, Zitman FG, Van Dyck R, Rooijmans
HG.
Source: Pain. 1994 September; 58(3): 331-40.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7838582&dopt=Abstract

•

Automaticity and hypnosis: a sociocognitive account.
Author(s): Lynn SJ.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1997 July; 45(3): 239-50. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9204637&dopt=Abstract
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•

Autonomic circulatory and cerebrocortical responses during increasing depth of
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10884636&dopt=Abstract
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Memory liabilities associated with hypnosis: does low hypnotizability confer
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Author(s): Orne EC, Whitehouse WG, Dinges DF, Orne MT.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1996 October; 44(4): 354-69.
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uids=12362956&dopt=Abstract
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Author(s): Gentilini A, Rossoni-Gerosa M, Frei CW, Wymann R, Morari M, Zbinden
AM, Schnider TW.
Source: Ieee Transactions on Bio-Medical Engineering. 2001 August; 48(8): 874-89.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11499525&dopt=Abstract
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Neural mechanisms of antinociceptive effects of hypnosis.
Author(s): Faymonville ME, Laureys S, Degueldre C, DelFiore G, Luxen A, Franck G,
Lamy M, Maquet P.
Source: Anesthesiology. 2000 May; 92(5): 1257-67.
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Neurophysiological processes underlying the phantom limb pain experience and the
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Author(s): Rosen G, Willoch F, Bartenstein P, Berner N, Rosjo S.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 January; 49(1): 38-55.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11190791&dopt=Abstract
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Obesity, multiple personality disorder, and hypnosis.
Author(s): McDanal CE Jr.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8328584&dopt=Abstract
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ODE to both a Grecian urn and a Roman aqueduct: commentary on Mary Jo PeeblesKlieger's paper entitled, “Contemporary psychoanalysis and hypnosis”.
Author(s): Nash MR.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 April; 49(2): 166-8. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11294119&dopt=Abstract
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Organization and functioning of ISCEH, The International Society for Clinical and
Experimental Hypnosis.
Author(s): Watkins JG.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7635583&dopt=Abstract
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Pain management and medical hypnosis.
Author(s): Ouellette EA.
Source: Instr Course Lect. 2000; 49: 541-3. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10829207&dopt=Abstract
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Pain management: beyond pharmacology to acupuncture and hypnosis.
Author(s): Loitman JE.
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Paired-associate learning and recall of high and low imagery words: moderating
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uids=8837407&dopt=Abstract
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Paroxysmal sneezing during local anesthesia for ocular surgery with thiopentone
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Author(s): Wessels IF, Najjar MF.
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Participation in multicomponent hypnosis treatment programs for women's weight
loss with and without overt aversion.
Author(s): Johnson DL, Karkut RT.
Source: Psychological Reports. 1996 October; 79(2): 659-68.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8909095&dopt=Abstract
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Perceptually oriented hypnosis.
Author(s): Woodard FJ.
Source: Psychological Reports. 2003 April; 92(2): 515-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12785635&dopt=Abstract
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Performance by gender in a stop-smoking program combining hypnosis and aversion.
Author(s): Johnson DL, Karkut RT.
Source: Psychological Reports. 1994 October; 75(2): 851-7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7862796&dopt=Abstract
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Physiological and psychological effects of active-alert hypnosis.
Author(s): DeVos HM, Potgieter JR, Blaauw JH.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10477934&dopt=Abstract
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Posthypnotic amnesia for material learned before hypnosis.
Author(s): Bryant RA, Barnier AJ, Mallard D, Tibbits R.
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Posthypnotic amnesia for material learned before or during hypnosis: explicit and
implicit memory effects.
Author(s): Barnier AJ, Bryant RA, Briscoe S.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 October; 49(4): 286-304.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11596825&dopt=Abstract
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Potential adjunctive applications of hypnosis in the management of periodontal
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Author(s): Wood GJ, Zadeh HH.
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Potential contributions of hypnosis to ego-strengthening procedures in EMDR. Eye
Movement Desensitization Reprocessing.
Author(s): Phillips M.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 January-April; 43(3-4): 247-62. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11269628&dopt=Abstract
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Predictors of smoking abstinence following a single-session restructuring
intervention with self-hypnosis.
Author(s): Spiegel D, Frischholz EJ, Fleiss JL, Spiegel H.
Source: The American Journal of Psychiatry. 1993 July; 150(7): 1090-7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8317582&dopt=Abstract
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Author(s): Alarcon A, Capafons A, Bayot A, Cardena E.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1999 January; 41(3): 269-76.
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uids=10554388&dopt=Abstract
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Preoperative hypnosis reduces postoperative vomiting after surgery of the breasts. A
prospective, randomized and blinded study.
Author(s): Enqvist B, Bjorklund C, Engman M, Jakobsson J.
Source: Acta Anaesthesiologica Scandinavica. 1997 September; 41(8): 1028-32.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9311402&dopt=Abstract
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Primary process, hypnotic dreams, and the hidden observer: hypnosis versus alert
imagining.
Author(s): Pinnell CM, Lynn SJ, Pinnell JP.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1998 October; 46(4): 351-62.
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uids=9780526&dopt=Abstract
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Professional training in the practice of hypnosis--the Australian experience.
Author(s): Stanley RO, Rose L, Burrows GD.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9868815&dopt=Abstract
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Pseudo-epileptic seizures: hypnosis as a diagnostic tool.
Author(s): Kuyk J, Jacobs LD, Aldenkamp AP, Meinardi H, Spinhoven P, van Dyck R.
Source: Seizure : the Journal of the British Epilepsy Association. 1995 June; 4(2): 123-8.
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Pseudomemories without hypnosis.
Author(s): Garry M, Loftus EF.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1994 October; 42(4): 363-78.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
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strategies: a prospective randomized study.
Author(s): Faymonville ME, Mambourg PH, Joris J, Vrijens B, Fissette J, Albert A, Lamy
M.
Source: Pain. 1997 December; 73(3): 361-7.
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uids=9469526&dopt=Abstract
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Psychological approaches during dressing changes of burned patients: a prospective
randomised study comparing hypnosis against stress reducing strategy.
Author(s): Frenay MC, Faymonville ME, Devlieger S, Albert A, Vanderkelen A.
Source: Burns : Journal of the International Society for Burn Injuries. 2001 December;
27(8): 793-9.
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Psychological preparation for labor and delivery using hypnosis.
Author(s): Oster MI.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1994 July; 37(1): 12-21.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8085542&dopt=Abstract
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Psychophysiological correlates of hypnosis and hypnotic susceptibility.
Author(s): de Pascalis V.
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Morahan P, Haupt BA, Carlin MM, Bloom PB, Zaugg L, Orne MT.
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Psychotherapeutic application of group hypnosis.
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Rapid self-hypnosis: a new self-hypnosis method and its comparison with the
Hypnotic Induction Profile (HIP).
Author(s): Martinez-Tendero J, Capafons A, Weber V, Cardena E.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 July; 44(1): 3-11.
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Recent advances in the application of hypnosis to pain management.
Author(s): Chaves JF.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
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Recommendations and illustrations for combining hypnosis and EMDR in the
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Author(s): Reed SB, Kirsch I, Wickless C, Moffitt KH, Taren P.
Source: Journal of Abnormal Psychology. 1996 February; 105(1): 142-5.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8666704&dopt=Abstract
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Author(s): Schoenberger NE.
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Author(s): ter Kuile MM, Spinhoven P, Linssen AC.
Source: Headache. 1995 November-December; 35(10): 630-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8550365&dopt=Abstract
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Rorschach measures during depth hypnosis and suggestion of a previous life.
Author(s): Ferracuti S, Cannoni E, De Carolis A, Gonella A, Lazzari R.
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Schizophreniform psychosis after stage hypnosis.
Author(s): Allen DS.
Source: The British Journal of Psychiatry; the Journal of Mental Science. 1995 May;
166(5): 680.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
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Scope of hypnosis education in academia: results of a national survey.
Author(s): Walling DP, Baker JM, Dott SG.
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
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Self-expression through poetry in hypnosis.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Clinical Pediatrics. 2002 April; 41(3): 195-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11999684&dopt=Abstract
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Self-generated happy and sad emotions in low and highly hypnotizable persons
during waking and hypnosis: laterality and regional EEG activity differences.
Author(s): Crawford HJ, Clarke SW, Kitner-Triolo M.
Source: International Journal of Psychophysiology : Official Journal of the International
Organization of Psychophysiology. 1996 December; 24(3): 239-66.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8993998&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis and coronary bypass surgery.
Author(s): Oz MC.
Source: Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine (New York, N.Y.). 1999
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10537236&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis as anesthesia for liposuction surgery.
Author(s): Botta SA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1999 April; 41(4): 299-301; Discussion 302.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10554378&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis for management of chronic dyspnea in pediatric patients.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Pediatrics. 2001 February; 107(2): E21.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11158495&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis for patients with cystic fibrosis.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Pediatric Pulmonology. 2000 December; 30(6): 461-5.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11109057&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis for the treatment of functional abdominal pain in childhood.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Clinical Pediatrics. 2001 August; 40(8): 447-51.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11516052&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis in midwifery.
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Source: Pract Midwife. 2002 March; 5(3): 14-6. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11915416&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis reduces anxiety following coronary artery bypass surgery. A
prospective, randomized trial.
Author(s): Ashton C Jr, Whitworth GC, Seldomridge JA, Shapiro PA, Weinberg AD,
Michler RE, Smith CR, Rose EA, Fisher S, Oz MC.
Source: The Journal of Cardiovascular Surgery. 1997 February; 38(1): 69-75.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9128126&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis training and captivity survival.
Author(s): Wood DP, Sexton JL.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1997 January; 39(3): 201-11.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9037797&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis training as an adjunctive treatment in the management of pain
associated with sickle cell disease.
Author(s): Dinges DF, Whitehouse WG, Orne EC, Bloom PB, Carlin MM, Bauer NK,
Gillen KA, Shapiro BS, Ohene-Frempong K, Dampier C, Orne MT.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1997 October; 45(4): 417-32.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9308268&dopt=Abstract
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Self-hypnosis: alternative anesthesia for childbirth.
Author(s): Ketterhagen D, VandeVusse L, Berner MA.
Source: Mcn. the American Journal of Maternal Child Nursing. 2002 NovemberDecember; 27(6): 335-40; Quiz 341. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12439135&dopt=Abstract
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Significant dates in the history of forensic hypnosis.
Author(s): Scheflin AW, Frischholz EJ.
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Smoking cessation in pregnancy: the effect of hypnosis in a randomized study.
Author(s): Valbo A, Eide T.
Source: Addictive Behaviors. 1996 January-February; 21(1): 29-35.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8729705&dopt=Abstract
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Sodium pentothal hypnosis: a procedure for evaluating medical patients with
suspected psychiatric co-morbidity.
Author(s): Russo MB, Brooks FR, Fontenot JP, Dopler BM, Neely ET, Halliday AW.
Source: Military Medicine. 1997 March; 162(3): 215-8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9121671&dopt=Abstract
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Solution oriented hypnosis. An effective approach in medical practice.
Author(s): McNeilly R.
Source: Aust Fam Physician. 1994 September; 23(9): 1744-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7980173&dopt=Abstract
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Somatosensory event-related potential and autonomic activity to varying pain
reduction cognitive strategies in hypnosis.
Author(s): De Pascalis V, Magurano MR, Bellusci A, Chen AC.
Source: Clinical Neurophysiology : Official Journal of the International Federation of
Clinical Neurophysiology. 2001 August; 112(8): 1475-85.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11459688&dopt=Abstract
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Specialized journals in hypnosis: further listings.
Author(s): Gravitz MA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1996 July; 39(1): 18-20.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8917926&dopt=Abstract
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Spiritual healing and folklore research: evaluating the hypnosis/placebo theory.
Author(s): McClenon J.
Source: Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine. 1997 January; 3(1): 61-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8997806&dopt=Abstract
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Stage hypnosis and public lecture effects on attitudes and beliefs regarding hypnosis.
Author(s): Echterling LG, Whalen J.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1995 July; 38(1): 13-21.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8533735&dopt=Abstract
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Standards of training in clinical hypnosis: preparing professionals for the 21st
century.
Author(s): Elkins GR, Hammond DC.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1998 July; 41(1): 55-64.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
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State and trait depression, physical and social anhedonia, hypnotizability and
subjective experiences during hypnosis.
Author(s): McCloskey MS, Kumar VK, Pekala RJ.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1999 January; 41(3): 231-52.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10554385&dopt=Abstract
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•

Subjective assessment of allergy relief following group hypnosis and self-hypnosis: a
preliminary study.
Author(s): Madrid A, Rostel G, Pennington D, Murphy D.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1995 October; 38(2): 80-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8871357&dopt=Abstract

•

Successful use of hypnosis as an adjunctive therapy for weaning from mechanical
ventilation.
Author(s): Treggiari-Venzi MM, Suter PM, de Tonnac N, Romand JA.
Source: Anesthesiology. 2000 March; 92(3): 890-2.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10719976&dopt=Abstract

•

Suggestibility or hypnosis: what do our scales really measure?
Author(s): Kirsch I.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1997 July; 45(3): 212-25. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9204635&dopt=Abstract

•

The clinical importance of sociocognitive models of hypnosis: response set theory
and Milton Erickson's strategic interventions.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Sherman SJ.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2000 January-April; 42(3-4): 294-315. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10710812&dopt=Abstract

•

The domain of hypnosis: a multifactorial model.
Author(s): Evans FJ.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2000 July; 43(1): 1-16. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10911674&dopt=Abstract

•

The effectiveness of adjunctive hypnosis with surgical patients: a meta-analysis.
Author(s): Montgomery GH, David D, Winkel G, Silverstein JH, Bovbjerg DH.
Source: Anesthesia and Analgesia. 2002 June; 94(6): 1639-45, Table of Contents.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12032044&dopt=Abstract

•

The effects of hypnosis on the labor processes and birth outcomes of pregnant
adolescents.
Author(s): Martin AA, Schauble PG, Rai SH, Curry RW Jr.
Source: The Journal of Family Practice. 2001 May; 50(5): 441-3. Erratum In: J Fam Pract
2001 September; 50(9): 749.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11350710&dopt=Abstract
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•

The efficacy of hypnosis in the treatment of pruritus in people with HIV/AIDS: a
time-series analysis.
Author(s): Rucklidge JJ, Saunders D.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 April; 50(2): 149-69.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939276&dopt=Abstract

•

The four causes of hypnosis.
Author(s): Killeen PR, Nash MR.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 195-231.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934841&dopt=Abstract

•

The Franklin Commission Report, in light of past and present understandings of
hypnosis.
Author(s): Perry C, McConkey KM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 387-96.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362954&dopt=Abstract

•

The growing case for hypnosis as adjunctive therapy for functional gastrointestinal
disorders.
Author(s): Palsson OS, Whitehead WE.
Source: Gastroenterology. 2002 December; 123(6): 2132-5. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12454867&dopt=Abstract

•

The hypnotic belay in alpine mountaineering: the use of self-hypnosis for the
resolution of sports injuries and for performance enhancement.
Author(s): Morton PA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 July; 46(1): 45-51.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12894930&dopt=Abstract

•

The psychodynamic treatment of combat neuroses (PTSD) with hypnosis during
World War II.
Author(s): Watkins JG.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2000 July; 48(3): 324-35; Discussion 336-41.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10902297&dopt=Abstract

•

The response set theory of hypnosis.
Author(s): Kirsch I.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2000 January-April; 42(3-4): 274-92. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10710811&dopt=Abstract
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•

The response set theory of hypnosis: expectancy and physiology.
Author(s): Kirsch I.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 July; 44(1): 69-73.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11417150&dopt=Abstract

•

The rise and fall of forensic hypnosis in criminal investigation.
Author(s): Newman AW, Thompson JW Jr.
Source: J Am Acad Psychiatry Law. 2001; 29(1): 75-84. Review. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11302391&dopt=Abstract

•

The role of hypnosis in the detection of psychogenic seizures.
Author(s): Martinez-Taboas A.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 11-20.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116610&dopt=Abstract

•

The search for Bridey Murphy: implications for modern hypnosis.
Author(s): Gravitz MA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 3-10.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116612&dopt=Abstract

•

The state of hypnosis: evidence and applications.
Author(s): Gruzelier J.
Source: Qjm : Monthly Journal of the Association of Physicians. 1996 April; 89(4): 313-7.
Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8733519&dopt=Abstract

•

The status of hypnosis as an empirically validated clinical intervention: a preamble to
the special issue.
Author(s): Nash MR.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2000 April; 48(2): 107-12.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10769979&dopt=Abstract

•

The truth and the hype of hypnosis.
Author(s): Nash MR.
Source: Scientific American. 2001 July; 285(1): 46-9, 52-5. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11432194&dopt=Abstract
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•

The use of (a)symmetry of the rest position of the eyes under general anesthesia or
sedation-hypnosis in the design of strabismus surgery: A favorable pilot study in 51
exotropia cases.
Author(s): Castelbuono AC, White JE, Guyton DL.
Source: Binocul Vis Strabismus Q. 1999 Winter; 14(4): 285-90.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10652379&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of a future time frame in psychotherapy with and without hypnosis.
Author(s): Kessler RS, Miller SD.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1995 July; 38(1): 39-46.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8533739&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in a primary care setting.
Author(s): Breuer WC.
Source: Crna. 2000 November; 11(4): 186-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11866026&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in dentistry: a review.
Author(s): Patel B, Potter C, Mellor AC.
Source: Dent Update. 2000 May; 27(4): 198-202. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11218457&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in emergency medicine.
Author(s): Peebles-Kleiger MJ.
Source: Emergency Medicine Clinics of North America. 2000 May; 18(2): 327-38, X.
Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10767888&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in gastroscopy.
Author(s): Gracey-Whitman L.
Source: Postgraduate Medical Journal. 2000 October; 76(900): 670.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11203357&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in gastroscopy: a comparison with intravenous sedation.
Author(s): Conlong P, Rees W.
Source: Postgraduate Medical Journal. 1999 April; 75(882): 223-5.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10715762&dopt=Abstract
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•

The use of hypnosis in helping cancer patients control anxiety, pain, and emesis: a
review of recent empirical studies.
Author(s): Genuis ML.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1995 April; 37(4): 316-25. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7741087&dopt=Abstract

•

The validity of repressed memories and the accuracy of their recall through hypnosis:
a case study from the courtroom.
Author(s): Tayloe DR.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1995 January; 37(3): 25-31.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7879723&dopt=Abstract

•

The wreathing protocol: the imbrication of hypnosis and EMDR in the treatment of
dissociative identity disorder and other dissociative responses. Eye Movement
Desensitization Reprocessing.
Author(s): Fine CG, Berkowitz AS.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2001 January-April; 43(3-4): 275-90. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11269630&dopt=Abstract

•

Theoretical concepts and practical applications of hypnosis in the treatment of
children and adolescents with dental fear and anxiety.
Author(s): Shaw AJ, Niven N.
Source: British Dental Journal. 1996 January 6; 180(1): 11-6. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8785085&dopt=Abstract

•

Treatment of chronic fatigue with neurofeedback and self-hypnosis.
Author(s): Hammond DC.
Source: Neurorehabilitation. 2001; 16(4): 295-300.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11790917&dopt=Abstract

•

Use of group hypnosis to improve college students' achievement.
Author(s): Schreiber EH.
Source: Psychological Reports. 1997 April; 80(2): 636-8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9129379&dopt=Abstract

•

Use of hypnosis and Jacobson's relaxation techniques for improving academic
achievement of college students.
Author(s): Schreiber EH, Schreiber KN.
Source: Percept Mot Skills. 1998 February; 86(1): 85-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9530714&dopt=Abstract
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•

Use of hypnosis following training in a psychiatry residency and psychology
internship program: a brief communication.
Author(s): LaClave L, Kronenberger WG, Baker EL, Morrow C.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1993 October; 41(4): 265-71.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8407016&dopt=Abstract

•

Use of hypnosis in controlling lumbar puncture distress in an adult needle-phobic
dementia patient.
Author(s): Simon EP, Canonico MM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 January; 49(1): 56-67.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11190793&dopt=Abstract

•

Uses of hypnosis in the treatment of uncontrollable belching: a case report.
Author(s): Spiegel SB.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1996 April; 38(4): 263-70.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8799034&dopt=Abstract

•

Using hypnosis to accelerate the healing of bone fractures: a randomized controlled
pilot study.
Author(s): Ginandes CS, Rosenthal DI.
Source: Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine. 1999 March; 5(2): 67-75.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10069091&dopt=Abstract

•

Using hypnosis to help deaf children help themselves: report of two cases.
Author(s): Kohen DP, Mann-Rinehart P, Schmitz D, Wills LM.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 1998 April; 40(4): 288-96.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9868809&dopt=Abstract

•

Utilizing Ericksonian hypnosis in psychiatric-mental health nursing practice.
Author(s): Zahourek RP.
Source: Perspectives in Psychiatric Care. 2002 January-March; 38(1): 15-22.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939081&dopt=Abstract

•

Ventilatory response to imagination of exercise and altered perception of exercise
load under hypnosis.
Author(s): Thornton JM, Pederson DL, Kardos A, Guz A, Casadei B, Paterson DJ.
Source: Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology. 1998; 450: 195-7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10026983&dopt=Abstract
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•

Video-hypnosis--the provision of specialized therapy via videoconferencing.
Author(s): Simpson S, Morrow E, Jones M, Ferguson J, Brebner E.
Source: Journal of Telemedicine and Telecare. 2002; 8 Suppl 2: 78-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12217147&dopt=Abstract

•

Visceral sensation and emotion: a study using hypnosis.
Author(s): Houghton LA, Calvert EL, Jackson NA, Cooper P, Whorwell PJ.
Source: Gut. 2002 November; 51(5): 701-4.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12377810&dopt=Abstract

•

Visual field asymmetry in facial affect perception: moderating effects of hypnosis,
hypnotic susceptibility level, absorption, and sustained attentional abilities.
Author(s): Crawford HJ, Harrison DW, Kapelis L.
Source: The International Journal of Neuroscience. 1995 May; 82(1-2): 11-23.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=7591508&dopt=Abstract

•

Weight loss for women: studies of smokers and nonsmokers using hypnosis and
multicomponent treatments with and without overt aversion.
Author(s): Johnson DL.
Source: Psychological Reports. 1997 June; 80(3 Pt 1): 931-3.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9198396&dopt=Abstract

•

What if your patient prefers an alternative pain control method? Self-hypnosis in the
control of pain.
Author(s): Nickelson C, Brende JO, Gonzalez J.
Source: Southern Medical Journal. 1999 May; 92(5): 521-3.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=10342902&dopt=Abstract

•

What we don't know about the brain and hypnosis, but need to: a view from the
Buckhorn Inn.
Author(s): Woody EZ, McConkey KM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 309-38.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934845&dopt=Abstract

•

When hypnosis causes trouble.
Author(s): Barber J.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 1998 April; 46(2): 157-70.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=9558805&dopt=Abstract
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•

Whorwell et al's “Physiological effects of emotion: assessment via hypnosis”.
Author(s): Rogers TD, Waxman D.
Source: The British Journal of Psychiatry; the Journal of Mental Science. 1994 February;
164(2): 241-3.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=8173827&dopt=Abstract
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CHAPTER 2. NUTRITION AND HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we will show you how to find studies dedicated specifically to nutrition and
hypnosis.

Finding Nutrition Studies on Hypnosis
The National Institutes of Health’s Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS) offers a searchable
bibliographic database called the IBIDS (International Bibliographic Information on Dietary
Supplements; National Institutes of Health, Building 31, Room 1B29, 31 Center Drive, MSC
2086, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-2086, Tel: 301-435-2920, Fax: 301-480-1845, E-mail:
ods@nih.gov). The IBIDS contains over 460,000 scientific citations and summaries about
dietary supplements and nutrition as well as references to published international, scientific
literature on dietary supplements such as vitamins, minerals, and botanicals.7 The IBIDS
includes references and citations to both human and animal research studies.
As a service of the ODS, access to the IBIDS database is available free of charge at the
following Web address: http://ods.od.nih.gov/databases/ibids.html. After entering the
search area, you have three choices: (1) IBIDS Consumer Database, (2) Full IBIDS Database,
or (3) Peer Reviewed Citations Only.
Now that you have selected a database, click on the “Advanced” tab. An advanced search
allows you to retrieve up to 100 fully explained references in a comprehensive format. Type
“hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box, and click “Go.” To narrow the search, you
can also select the “Title” field.

7 Adapted from http://ods.od.nih.gov. IBIDS is produced by the Office of Dietary Supplements (ODS) at the
National Institutes of Health to assist the public, healthcare providers, educators, and researchers in locating
credible, scientific information on dietary supplements. IBIDS was developed and will be maintained through an
interagency partnership with the Food and Nutrition Information Center of the National Agricultural Library, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
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The following information is typical of that found when using the “Full IBIDS Database” to
search for “hypnosis” (or a synonym):
•

“Psychic surgery” in the Philippines as a form of group hypnosis.
Source: Azuma, N Stevenson, I Am-J-Clin-Hypn. 1988 July; 31(1): 61-7 0002-9157

•

A phase I study on the feasibility and acceptability of an acupuncture/hypnosis
intervention for chronic pediatric pain.
Author(s): UCLA Pediatric Pain Program, Department of Pediatrics, #22-464 MDCC,
UCLA School of Medicine, 10833 Le Conte Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1752, USA.
Source: Zeltzer, L K Tsao, J C Stelling, C Powers, M Levy, S Waterhouse, M J-PainSymptom-Manage. 2002 October; 24(4): 437-46 0885-3924

•

Complementary psychotherapy in dermatology: hypnosis and biofeedback.
Author(s): Division of Dermatology and Cutaneous Surgery, Department of Internal
Medicine, College of Medicine, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, USA.
pshenefe@hsc.usf.edu
Source: Shenefelt, P D Clin-Dermatol. 2002 Sep-October; 20(5): 595-601 0738-081X

•

Early uses of hypnosis in smoking cessation and dietary management: a historical
note.
Source: Gravitz, M A Am-J-Clin-Hypn. 1988 July; 31(1): 68-9 0002-9157

•

Exogenous adenosine potentiates hypnosis induced by intravenous anaesthetics.
Author(s): Akdeniz University, Medical Faculty, Department of Pharmacology,
Arapsuyu, Antalya, Turkey.
Source: Kaputlu, I Sadan, G Ozdem, S Anaesthesia. 1998 May; 53(5): 496-500 0003-2409

•

Hypnosis and relaxation therapies.
Author(s): Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA.
vickersa@mskcc.org
Source: Vickers, A Zollman, C Payne, D K West-J-Med. 2001 October; 175(4): 269-72
0093-0415

•

Hypnosis in dermatology.
Author(s): Department of Internal Medicine, College of Medicine, University of South
Florida, Tampa 33612, USA. pshenefe@hsc.usf.edu
Source: Shenefelt, P D Arch-Dermatol. 2000 March; 136(3): 393-9 0003-987X

•

Hypnosis: useful, neglected, available.
Author(s): Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, New York, USA.
Source: Douglas, D B Am-J-Hosp-Palliat-Care. 1999 Sep-October; 16(5): 665-70 1049-9091

•

Locomotor activity after recovery from hypnosis: midazolam-morphine versus
midazolam.
Author(s): Department of Anesthesiology, University of Alabama School of Medicine,
Birmingham 35294.
Source: Kissin, I Brown, P T Bradley, E L Anesth-Analg. 1992 December; 75(6): 929-31
0003-2999

•

Mechanism of analgesia induced by hypnosis and acupuncture: is there a difference?
Author(s): Department of Anaesthesiology, Hopital Cantonal Universitaire of Geneva,
Switzerland.
Source: Moret, V Forster, A Laverriere, M C Lambert, H Gaillard, R C Bourgeois, P
Haynal, A Gemperle, M Buchser, E Pain. 1991 May; 45(2): 135-40 0304-3959

•

Modulation of orocaecal transit time by hypnosis.
Author(s): Service d'Hepatogastroenterologie, Hopital Rothschild, Paris, France.
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Source: Beaugerie, L Burger, A J Cadranel, J F Lamy, P Gendre, J P Le Quintrec, Y Gut.
1991 April; 32(4): 393-4 0017-5749
•

Participation in multicomponent hypnosis treatment programs for women's weight
loss with and without overt aversion.
Source: Johnson, D L Karkut, R T Psychol-Repage 1996 October; 79(2): 659-68 0033-2941

•

Pregnenolone sulfate antagonizes barbiturate-induced hypnosis.
Author(s): Addiction Research Center, National Institute on Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD
21224.
Source: Majewska, M D Bluet Pajot, M T Robel, P Baulieu, E E Pharmacol-BiochemBehavolume 1989 July; 33(3): 701-3 0091-3057

•

Role of cholinergic fibers in a center essential to animal hypnosis.
Author(s): Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Showa University, Tokyo,
Japan.
Source: Fujishita, M Hisamitsu, T Takeshige, C Brain-Res-Bull. 1991 July; 27(1): 59-62
0361-9230

•

Serotonergic neurons in the brainstem modulate animal hypnosis.
Author(s): Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Showa University, Tokyo,
Japan.
Source: Hisamitsu, T Fujishita, M Asamoto, S Nakamura, A Takeshige, C Brain-Res-Bull.
1992 August; 29(2): 141-5 0361-9230

•

The effects of self-hypnosis on quality of life following coronary artery bypass
surgery: preliminary results of a prospective, randomized trial.
Author(s): Department of Surgery, College of Physicians & Surgeons, Columbia
University, New York, NY, USA.
Source: Ashton, R C Whitworth, G C Seldomridge, J A Shapiro, P A Michler, R E Smith,
C R Rose, E A Fisher, S Oz, M C J-Altern-Complement-Med. 1995 Fall; 1(3): 285-90 10755535

•

What if your patient prefers an alternative pain control method? Self-hypnosis in the
control of pain.
Author(s): Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Mercer University School
of Medicine, Macon, GA 31207, USA.
Source: Nickelson, C Brende, J O Gonzalez, J South-Med-J. 1999 May; 92(5): 521-3 00384348

Federal Resources on Nutrition
In addition to the IBIDS, the United States Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) provide many sources of
information on general nutrition and health. Recommended resources include:
•

healthfinder®, HHS’s gateway to health information, including diet and nutrition:
http://www.healthfinder.gov/scripts/SearchContext.asp?topic=238&page=0

•

The United States Department of Agriculture’s Web site dedicated to nutrition
information: www.nutrition.gov

•

The Food and Drug Administration’s Web site for federal food safety information:
www.foodsafety.gov
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•

The National Action Plan on Overweight and Obesity sponsored by the United States
Surgeon General: http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/topics/obesity/

•

The Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition has an Internet site sponsored by the
Food and Drug Administration and the Department of Health and Human Services:
http://vm.cfsan.fda.gov/

•

Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion sponsored by the United States Department
of Agriculture: http://www.usda.gov/cnpp/

•

Food and Nutrition Information Center, National Agricultural Library sponsored by the
United States Department of Agriculture: http://www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/

•

Food and Nutrition Service sponsored by the United States Department of Agriculture:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/fns/

Additional Web Resources
A number of additional Web sites offer encyclopedic information covering food and
nutrition. The following is a representative sample:
•

AOL: http://search.aol.com/cat.adp?id=174&layer=&from=subcats

•

Family Village: http://www.familyvillage.wisc.edu/med_nutrition.html

•

Google: http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Nutrition/

•

Healthnotes: http://www.healthnotes.com/

•

Open Directory Project: http://dmoz.org/Health/Nutrition/

•

Yahoo.com: http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/Nutrition/

•

WebMD®Health: http://my.webmd.com/nutrition

•

WholeHealthMD.com: http://www.wholehealthmd.com/reflib/0,1529,00.html

The following is a specific Web list relating to hypnosis; please note that any particular
subject below may indicate either a therapeutic use, or a contraindication (potential danger),
and does not reflect an official recommendation:
•

Minerals
Manganese
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com

•

Food and Diet
Pain
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
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CHAPTER 3. ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE AND HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we will begin by introducing you to official information sources on
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) relating to hypnosis. At the conclusion of
this chapter, we will provide additional sources.

The Combined Health Information Database
The Combined Health Information Database (CHID) is a bibliographic database produced
by health-related agencies of the U.S. federal government (mostly from the National
Institutes of Health) that can offer concise information for a targeted search. The CHID
database is updated four times a year at the end of January, April, July, and October. Check
the titles, summaries, and availability of CAM-related information by using the “Simple
Search” option at the following Web site: http://chid.nih.gov/simple/simple.html. In the
drop box at the top, select “Complementary and Alternative Medicine.” Then type
“hypnosis” (or synonyms) in the second search box. We recommend that you select 100
“documents per page” and to check the “whole records” options. The following was
extracted using this technique:
•

Mind-Body Interventions for Gastrointestinal Conditions
Source: Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. 2001. 99 p.
Contact: Available from National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine
Clearinghouse. P.O. Box 7923, Gaithersburg, MD 20898. (888) 644-6226;
INTERNATIONAL PHONE: (301) 519-3153; TTY: (866) 464-3615; FAX: (866) 464-3616; EMAIL: info@nccam.nih.gov. PRICE: Free. Publication Number: D152.
Summary: This evidence report, developed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality, is based on a literature search on the use of mind-body therapies for the
treatment of gastrointestinal conditions. It focuses on behavioral therapy, biofeedback,
cognitive therapy, guided imagery, hypnosis, meditation, placebo therapy, relaxation
therapy, and multimodal therapy, and the efficacy of these therapies in treating
gastrointestinal conditions. The specific questions addressed in the report are (1) What
mind-body therapies have been reported in the literature, for which body
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systems/conditions, and using what kind of research design?, and (2) What is the
efficacy of mind-body therapies for the treatment of gastrointestinal conditions? 100
references.

National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine
The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) of the
National Institutes of Health (http://nccam.nih.gov/) has created a link to the National
Library of Medicine’s databases to facilitate research for articles that specifically relate to
hypnosis and complementary medicine. To search the database, go to the following Web
site: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/nccam/camonpubmed.html. Select “CAM on PubMed.” Enter
“hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box. Click “Go.” The following references provide
information on particular aspects of complementary and alternative medicine that are
related to hypnosis:
•

A 3-year comparison of dental anxiety treatment outcomes: hypnosis, group therapy
and individual desensitization vs. no specialist treatment.
Author(s): Moore R, Brodsgaard I, Abrahamsen R.
Source: European Journal of Oral Sciences. 2002 August; 110(4): 287-95.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12206590&dopt=Abstract

•

A conceptual review of the psychosocial genomics of expectancy and surprise:
neuroscience perspectives about the deep psychobiology of therapeutic hypnosis.
Author(s): Rossi EL.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 October; 45(2): 103-18.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12382379&dopt=Abstract

•

A critique of the Franklin Commission Report: hypnosis, belief, and suggestion.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Lilienfeld S.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 369-86.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362953&dopt=Abstract

•

A phase I study on the feasibility and acceptability of an acupuncture/hypnosis
intervention for chronic pediatric pain.
Author(s): Zeltzer LK, Tsao JC, Stelling C, Powers M, Levy S, Waterhouse M.
Source: Journal of Pain and Symptom Management. 2002 October; 24(4): 437-46.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12505213&dopt=Abstract

•

A project to change the attitudes, beliefs and practices of health professionals
concerning hypnosis.
Author(s): Thomson L.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 July; 46(1): 31-44.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12894929&dopt=Abstract
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•

A randomised controlled clinical trial on the additional effect of hypnosis in a
comprehensive treatment programme for in-patients with conversion disorder of the
motor type.
Author(s): Moene FC, Spinhoven P, Hoogduin KA, van Dyck R.
Source: Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics. 2002 March-April; 71(2): 66-76.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11844942&dopt=Abstract

•

A randomized controlled clinical trial of a hypnosis-based treatment for patients with
conversion disorder, motor type.
Author(s): Moene FC, Spinhoven P, Hoogduin KA, van Dyck R.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 January; 51(1): 29-50.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12825917&dopt=Abstract

•

A review of the impact of hypnosis, relaxation, guided imagery and individual
differences on aspects of immunity and health.
Author(s): Gruzelier JH.
Source: Stress (Amsterdam, Netherlands). 2002 June; 5(2): 147-63. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12186693&dopt=Abstract

•

A spiral curriculum for hypnosis training.
Author(s): Wark DM, Kohen DP.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 October; 45(2): 119-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12382380&dopt=Abstract

•

Adverse short-term effects of attention-control treatment on hypnotizability: a
challenge in designing controlled hypnosis trials.
Author(s): Koch T, Lang EV, Hatsiopoulou O, Anderson B, Berbaum K, Spiegel D.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 October; 51(4): 357-68.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14594184&dopt=Abstract

•

Altered states: hypnosis as a relaxation technique in A&amp;E.
Author(s): Mantle F, Monaco L.
Source: Emergency Nurse : the Journal of the Rcn Accident and Emergency Nursing
Association. 2003 February; 10(9): 12-4.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12655960&dopt=Abstract

•

An evaluation of Woodard's theory of perceptually oriented hypnosis.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Knox J, Fassler O, Hallquist M.
Source: Psychological Reports. 2003 August; 93(1): 87-90.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14563033&dopt=Abstract
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•

Assessment of response to clinical hypnosis: development of the Hypnotic State
Assessment Questionnaire.
Author(s): Kronenberger WG, LaClave L, Morrow C.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 January-April; 44(3-4): 257-72.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11799539&dopt=Abstract

•

Asymmetry of structural changes in the rabbit hippocampus during “animal
hypnosis”.
Author(s): Artyukhina NI, Rusinova EV.
Source: Doklady Biological Sciences : Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of the
Ussr, Biological Sciences Sections / Translated from Russian. 2002 July-August; 385: 3402.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12469608&dopt=Abstract

•

Being “the other therapist”: the varieties of adjunctive experience with hypnosis.
Author(s): Spiegel SB, Kahn S.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2001 October; 49(4): 339-51.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11596829&dopt=Abstract

•

Beliefs about hypnosis: popular beliefs, misconceptions, and the importance of
experience.
Author(s): Green JP.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 October; 51(4): 369-81.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14594185&dopt=Abstract

•

Biofeedback, cognitive-behavioral methods, and hypnosis in dermatology: Is it all in
your mind?
Author(s): Shenefelt PD.
Source: Dermatologic Therapy. 2003 June; 16(2): 114-22.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12919113&dopt=Abstract

•

Blepharoplasty under hypnosis: a personal experience.
Author(s): Haskins C.
Source: Plastic Surgical Nursing : Official Journal of the American Society of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgical Nurses. 2001 Fall; 21(3): 143-5, 160.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12025039&dopt=Abstract

•

Brain activation by central command during actual and imagined handgrip under
hypnosis.
Author(s): Williamson JW, McColl R, Mathews D, Mitchell JH, Raven PB, Morgan WP.
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Source: Journal of Applied Physiology (Bethesda, Md. : 1985). 2002 March; 92(3): 131724.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11842073&dopt=Abstract
•

Brief presurgery hypnosis reduces distress and pain in excisional breast biopsy
patients.
Author(s): Montgomery GH, Weltz CR, Seltz M, Bovbjerg DH.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 January; 50(1): 17-32.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11778705&dopt=Abstract

•

Can medical hypnosis accelerate post-surgical wound healing? Results of a clinical
trial.
Author(s): Ginandes C, Brooks P, Sando W, Jones C, Aker J.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 April; 45(4): 333-51.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12722936&dopt=Abstract

•

Clinical hypnosis and anesthesia: an historical review and its clinical implications in
today's practice.
Author(s): Schulz-Stubner S.
Source: Bull Anesth Hist. 2000 January; 18(1): 1, 4-5. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11858258&dopt=Abstract

•

Clinical hypnosis in the alleviation of procedure-related pain in pediatric oncology
patients.
Author(s): Liossi C, Hatira P.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 January; 51(1): 4-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12825916&dopt=Abstract

•

Clinical hypnosis instead of drug-based sedation for procedures under regional
anesthesia.
Author(s): Schulz-Stubner S.
Source: Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine. 2002 November-December; 27(6): 622-3.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12430119&dopt=Abstract

•

Complementary psychotherapy in dermatology: hypnosis and biofeedback.
Author(s): Shenefelt PD.
Source: Clinics in Dermatology. 2002 September-October; 20(5): 595-601. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12435530&dopt=Abstract

•

Control of physiological phenomena via hypnosis with special reference to
contraception.
Author(s): Perry BJ.
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Source: Aust J Clin Hypnother. 1980 September; 1(2): 73-7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12339307&dopt=Abstract
•

Correlation beween AAI-index and the BIS-index during propofol hypnosis: a clinical
study.
Author(s): Anderson RE, Barr G, Jakobsson JG.
Source: Journal of Clinical Monitoring and Computing. 2002 August; 17(6): 325-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12885175&dopt=Abstract

•

Cost analysis of adjunct hypnosis with sedation during outpatient interventional
radiologic procedures.
Author(s): Lang EV, Rosen MP.
Source: Radiology. 2002 February; 222(2): 375-82.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11818602&dopt=Abstract

•

Defining hypnosis as a trance vs. cooperation: hypnotic inductions, suggestibility,
and performance standards.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Vanderhoff H, Shindler K, Stafford J.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 January-April; 44(3-4): 231-40.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11799537&dopt=Abstract

•

Differential effectiveness of psychological interventions for reducing osteoarthritis
pain: a comparison of Erikson [correction of Erickson] hypnosis and Jacobson
relaxation.
Author(s): Gay MC, Philippot P, Luminet O.
Source: European Journal of Pain (London, England). 2002; 6(1): 1-16.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11888223&dopt=Abstract

•

Eastern meditative techniques and hypnosis: a new synthesis.
Author(s): Otani A.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 October; 46(2): 97-108.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14609296&dopt=Abstract

•

Eating disorders: the role of hypnosis.
Author(s): Mantle F.
Source: Paediatric Nursing. 2003 September; 15(7): 42-5. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14533540&dopt=Abstract

•

Effect of undernutrition on morphine analgesia, haloperidol catalepsy and
pentobarbitone sodium hypnosis in developing new born rats.
Author(s): Singh KP, Sanyal AK.
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Source: Indian Journal of Medical Sciences. 2003 April; 57(4): 164-70.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14510349&dopt=Abstract
•

Efficacy vs. effectiveness research in psychotherapy: implications for clinical
hypnosis.
Author(s): Amundson JK, Alladin A, Eamon G.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 July; 46(1): 11-29.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12894928&dopt=Abstract

•

Frequency of occurrence of the F wave in distal flexor muscles as a function of
hypnotic susceptibility and hypnosis.
Author(s): Santarcangelo EL, Busse K, Carli G.
Source: Brain Research. Cognitive Brain Research. 2003 March; 16(1): 99-103.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12589894&dopt=Abstract

•

Gene expression, neurogenesis, and healing: psychosocial genomics of therapeutic
hypnosis.
Author(s): Rossi EL.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 January; 45(3): 197-216.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12570091&dopt=Abstract

•

How can brain activity and hypnosis inform each other?
Author(s): Woody EZ, Szechtman H.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 232-55.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934842&dopt=Abstract

•

Human hypnosis: autonomic and electroencephalographic correlates of a guided
multimodal cognitive-emotional imagery.
Author(s): Sebastiani L, Simoni A, Gemignani A, Ghelarducci B, Santarcangelo EL.
Source: Neuroscience Letters. 2003 February 20; 338(1): 41-4.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12565136&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis AIDS project bridges the mind and body.
Author(s): Raduski G.
Source: Posit Living. 1999 July; 8(6): 16, 55. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12492051&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis and clinical pain.
Author(s): Patterson DR, Jensen MP.
Source: Psychological Bulletin. 2003 July; 129(4): 495-521. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12848218&dopt=Abstract
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•

Hypnosis and neuroscience: a cross talk between clinical and cognitive research.
Author(s): Raz A, Shapiro T.
Source: Archives of General Psychiatry. 2002 January; 59(1): 85-90.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11779287&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis and performance standards.
Author(s): Lynn SJ, Green JP, Jaquith L, Gasior D.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 January; 51(1): 51-65.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12825918&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis as a vehicle for choice and self-agency in the treatment of children with
Trichotillomania.
Author(s): Iglesias A.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 October; 46(2): 129-37.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14609298&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis first, then dissociation.
Author(s): Friedberg BL.
Source: Anesthesia and Analgesia. 2003 March; 96(3): 913-4; Author Reply 914.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12598297&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis for habit disorders. Helping children help themselves.
Author(s): Thomson L.
Source: Adv Nurse Pract. 2002 July; 10(7): 59-62. Review. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12420554&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis for the control of HIV/AIDS-related pain.
Author(s): Langenfeld MC, Cipani E, Borckardt JJ.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 April; 50(2): 170-88.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939277&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis in pediatrics: applications at a pediatric pulmonary center.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Bmc Pediatrics [electronic Resource]. 2002 December 3; 2(1): 11. Epub 2002 Dec
03.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12460456&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis increases heat detection and heat pain thresholds in healthy volunteers.
Author(s): Langlade A, Jussiau C, Lamonerie L, Marret E, Bonnet F.
Source: Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine. 2002 January-February; 27(1): 43-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11799504&dopt=Abstract
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•

Hypnosis modulates activity in brain structures involved in the regulation of
consciousness.
Author(s): Rainville P, Hofbauer RK, Bushnell MC, Duncan GH, Price DD.
Source: Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience. 2002 August 15; 14(6): 887-901.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12191456&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis phenomenology and the neurobiology of consciousness.
Author(s): Rainville P, Price DD.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 April; 51(2): 105-29.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12908747&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis principles and applications: an adjunct to health care.
Author(s): Eslinger MR.
Source: Crna. 2000 November; 11(4): 190-6. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11866027&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis provoked pseudoseizures: a case report and literature review.
Author(s): Zalsman G, Dror S, Gadoth N.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 47-53.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116615&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis treatment for severe irritable bowel syndrome: investigation of mechanism
and effects on symptoms.
Author(s): Palsson OS, Turner MJ, Johnson DA, Burnelt CK, Whitehead WE.
Source: Digestive Diseases and Sciences. 2002 November; 47(11): 2605-14.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12452403&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis works.
Author(s): Rhodes JD, Rhodes SN.
Source: Okla Nurse. 2003 June-August; 48(2): 13. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12856450&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis, attention, and time cognition.
Author(s): Kurtz RM, Strube MJ.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 October; 51(4): 400-13.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14594188&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis, differential expression of cytokines by T-cell subsets, and the
hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis.
Author(s): Wood GJ, Bughi S, Morrison J, Tanavoli S, Tanavoli S, Zadeh HH.
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Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 January; 45(3): 179-96.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12570090&dopt=Abstract
•

Hypnosis, false memory and multiple personality: a trinity of affinity.
Author(s): Rieber RW.
Source: History of Psychiatry. 1999 March; 10(37): 3-11.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11623821&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis, human nature, and complexity: integrating neuroscience approaches into
hypnosis research.
Author(s): Barnier AJ, McConkey KM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 282-308.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934844&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis, the brain, and sports: Salient Findings July 2002.
Author(s): Nash MR.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 July; 50(3): 282-5. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12088334&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis: a hoax or a healer?
Author(s): Pearson L.
Source: The Nurse Practitioner. 2002 August; 27(8): 8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12352767&dopt=Abstract

•

Hypnosis-facilitated relaxation using self-guided imagery during dermatologic
procedures.
Author(s): Shenefelt PD.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 January; 45(3): 225-32.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12570093&dopt=Abstract

•

Hysteria and hypnosis as ongoing processes of negotiation. Ilma's case from the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Part 2.
Author(s): Lafferton E.
Source: History of Psychiatry. 2002 September; 13(51 Pt 3): 305-26.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12503575&dopt=Abstract

•

Hysterical cures: hypnosis, gender and performance in World War I and Weimar
Germany.
Author(s): Lerner P.
Source: Hist Workshop J. 1998 Spring; (45): 79-101. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11620091&dopt=Abstract
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•

Immediate and persisting effects of misleading questions and hypnosis on memory
reports.
Author(s): Scoboria A, Mazzoni G, Kirsch I, Milling LS.
Source: Journal of Experimental Psychology. Applied. 2002 March; 8(1): 26-32.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12009174&dopt=Abstract

•

Increased cerebral functional connectivity underlying the antinociceptive effects of
hypnosis.
Author(s): Faymonville ME, Roediger L, Del Fiore G, Delgueldre C, Phillips C, Lamy M,
Luxen A, Maquet P, Laureys S.
Source: Brain Research. Cognitive Brain Research. 2003 July; 17(2): 255-62.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12880897&dopt=Abstract

•

International Handbook of Clinical Hypnosis. edited by GD Burrows, RO Stanley
and PB Bloom. Wiley 2001, hardback pound 80.00, 353 pages, ISBN: 0-471-97009-3.
Author(s): Whorwell PJ.
Source: Journal of Psychosomatic Research. 2003 September; 55(3): 289-90.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12932806&dopt=Abstract

•

Intra-operative suggestions and depth of hypnosis.
Author(s): Sanders M.
Source: Anaesthesia. 2001 November; 56(11): 1118-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11708338&dopt=Abstract

•

Medical hypnosis and quadruplets: a case report.
Author(s): Brown DC, Massarelli E.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 39-46.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116614&dopt=Abstract

•

Mesmer minus magic: hypnosis and modern medicine.
Author(s): Spiegel D.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 397-406.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362955&dopt=Abstract

•

Mesmer, the Franklin Commission, and hypnosis: a counterfactual essay.
Author(s): Kihlstrom JF.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 407-19.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362956&dopt=Abstract

•

Neural circuitry underlying pain modulation: expectation, hypnosis, placebo.
Author(s): Ploghaus A, Becerra L, Borras C, Borsook D.
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Source: Trends in Cognitive Sciences. 2003 May; 7(5): 197-200.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12757820&dopt=Abstract
•

Pain perception, hypnosis and 40 Hz oscillations.
Author(s): Croft RJ, Williams JD, Haenschel C, Gruzelier JH.
Source: International Journal of Psychophysiology : Official Journal of the International
Organization of Psychophysiology. 2002 November; 46(2): 101-8.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12433387&dopt=Abstract

•

Perceptually oriented hypnosis.
Author(s): Woodard FJ.
Source: Psychological Reports. 2003 April; 92(2): 515-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12785635&dopt=Abstract

•

Psychological approaches during dressing changes of burned patients: a prospective
randomised study comparing hypnosis against stress reducing strategy.
Author(s): Frenay MC, Faymonville ME, Devlieger S, Albert A, Vanderkelen A.
Source: Burns : Journal of the International Society for Burn Injuries. 2001 December;
27(8): 793-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11718981&dopt=Abstract

•

Review: NSAIDs and adjuvant treatments such as hypnosis can help to reduce cancer
related pain.
Author(s): Mohide EA.
Source: Evidence-Based Nursing. 2002 October; 5(4): 115.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12402818&dopt=Abstract

•

Rorschach measures during depth hypnosis and suggestion of a previous life.
Author(s): Ferracuti S, Cannoni E, De Carolis A, Gonella A, Lazzari R.
Source: Percept Mot Skills. 2002 December; 95(3 Pt 1): 877-85.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12509188&dopt=Abstract

•

Salient findings in the hypnosis literature: April 2002.
Author(s): Nash MR.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 April; 50(2): 202-7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939279&dopt=Abstract

•

Self-expression through poetry in hypnosis.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Clinical Pediatrics. 2002 April; 41(3): 195-6.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11999684&dopt=Abstract
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•

Self-hypnosis for anxiety associated with severe asthma: a case report.
Author(s): Anbar RD.
Source: Bmc Pediatrics [electronic Resource]. 2003 July 22; 3(1): 7.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12875663&dopt=Abstract

•

Self-hypnosis in midwifery.
Author(s): Reid J.
Source: Pract Midwife. 2002 March; 5(3): 14-6. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11915416&dopt=Abstract

•

Self-hypnosis: alternative anesthesia for childbirth.
Author(s): Ketterhagen D, VandeVusse L, Berner MA.
Source: Mcn. the American Journal of Maternal Child Nursing. 2002 NovemberDecember; 27(6): 335-40; Quiz 341. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12439135&dopt=Abstract

•

Sex differences in ethanol-induced hypnosis and hypothermia in young Long-Evans
rats.
Author(s): Webb B, Burnett PW, Walker DW.
Source: Alcoholism, Clinical and Experimental Research. 2002 May; 26(5): 695-704.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12045479&dopt=Abstract

•

Sir William Osler and medical hypnosis.
Author(s): Schneck JM.
Source: Bull Can Hist Med. 1985 Winter; 2(2): 221-35. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11621648&dopt=Abstract

•

The effectiveness of adjunctive hypnosis with surgical patients: a meta-analysis.
Author(s): Montgomery GH, David D, Winkel G, Silverstein JH, Bovbjerg DH.
Source: Anesthesia and Analgesia. 2002 June; 94(6): 1639-45, Table of Contents.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12032044&dopt=Abstract

•

The efficacy of hypnosis in the treatment of pruritus in people with HIV/AIDS: a
time-series analysis.
Author(s): Rucklidge JJ, Saunders D.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 April; 50(2): 149-69.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939276&dopt=Abstract

•

The four causes of hypnosis.
Author(s): Killeen PR, Nash MR.
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Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 195-231.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934841&dopt=Abstract
•

The fox, the hedgehog, and hypnosis.
Author(s): Kihlstrom JF.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 April; 51(2): 166-89.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12908750&dopt=Abstract

•

The Franklin Commission Report, in light of past and present understandings of
hypnosis.
Author(s): Perry C, McConkey KM.
Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2002 October; 50(4): 387-96.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12362954&dopt=Abstract

•

The growing case for hypnosis as adjunctive therapy for functional gastrointestinal
disorders.
Author(s): Palsson OS, Whitehead WE.
Source: Gastroenterology. 2002 December; 123(6): 2132-5. Review.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12454867&dopt=Abstract

•

The hypnosis community can be compared, in many ways, with a large choral society.
Author(s): Frederick C.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 1-2. No Abstract Available.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116609&dopt=Abstract

•

The hypnotic belay in alpine mountaineering: the use of self-hypnosis for the
resolution of sports injuries and for performance enhancement.
Author(s): Morton PA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 July; 46(1): 45-51.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12894930&dopt=Abstract

•

The role of hypnosis in the detection of psychogenic seizures.
Author(s): Martinez-Taboas A.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 11-20.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116610&dopt=Abstract

•

The science of meditation and the state of hypnosis.
Author(s): Holroyd J.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2003 October; 46(2): 109-28.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14609297&dopt=Abstract
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•

The search for Bridey Murphy: implications for modern hypnosis.
Author(s): Gravitz MA.
Source: Am J Clin Hypn. 2002 July; 45(1): 3-10.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12116612&dopt=Abstract

•

The use of hypnosis in a primary care setting.
Author(s): Breuer WC.
Source: Crna. 2000 November; 11(4): 186-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11866026&dopt=Abstract

•

Treatment of chronic fatigue with neurofeedback and self-hypnosis.
Author(s): Hammond DC.
Source: Neurorehabilitation. 2001; 16(4): 295-300.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11790917&dopt=Abstract

•

Use of aromatherapy (with or without hypnosis) in the treatment of intractable
epilepsy-a two-year follow-up study.
Author(s): BETTS T.
Source: Seizure : the Journal of the British Epilepsy Association. 2003 December; 12(8):
534-538.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=14630489&dopt=Abstract

•

Utilizing Ericksonian hypnosis in psychiatric-mental health nursing practice.
Author(s): Zahourek RP.
Source: Perspectives in Psychiatric Care. 2002 January-March; 38(1): 15-22.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=11939081&dopt=Abstract

•

Video-hypnosis--the provision of specialized therapy via videoconferencing.
Author(s): Simpson S, Morrow E, Jones M, Ferguson J, Brebner E.
Source: Journal of Telemedicine and Telecare. 2002; 8 Suppl 2: 78-9.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12217147&dopt=Abstract

•

Visceral sensation and emotion: a study using hypnosis.
Author(s): Houghton LA, Calvert EL, Jackson NA, Cooper P, Whorwell PJ.
Source: Gut. 2002 November; 51(5): 701-4.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12377810&dopt=Abstract

•

What we don't know about the brain and hypnosis, but need to: a view from the
Buckhorn Inn.
Author(s): Woody EZ, McConkey KM.
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Source: Int J Clin Exp Hypn. 2003 July; 51(3): 309-38.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_
uids=12934845&dopt=Abstract

Additional Web Resources
A number of additional Web sites offer encyclopedic information covering CAM and related
topics. The following is a representative sample:
•

Alternative Medicine Foundation, Inc.: http://www.herbmed.org/

•

AOL: http://search.aol.com/cat.adp?id=169&layer=&from=subcats

•

Chinese Medicine: http://www.newcenturynutrition.com/

•

drkoop.com®: http://www.drkoop.com/InteractiveMedicine/IndexC.html

•

Family Village: http://www.familyvillage.wisc.edu/med_altn.htm

•

Google: http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Alternative/

•

Healthnotes: http://www.healthnotes.com/

•

MedWebPlus:
http://medwebplus.com/subject/Alternative_and_Complementary_Medicine

•

Open Directory Project: http://dmoz.org/Health/Alternative/

•

HealthGate: http://www.tnp.com/

•

WebMD®Health: http://my.webmd.com/drugs_and_herbs

•

WholeHealthMD.com: http://www.wholehealthmd.com/reflib/0,1529,00.html

•

Yahoo.com: http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/Alternative_Medicine/

The following is a specific Web list relating to hypnosis; please note that any particular
subject below may indicate either a therapeutic use, or a contraindication (potential danger),
and does not reflect an official recommendation:
•

General Overview
Acne Vulgaris
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Anorexia Nervosa
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Anxiety
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Breast Cancer
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
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Burns
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Eczema
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Erectile Dysfunction
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Fainting
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Genital Herpes
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Hemophilia
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
High Blood Pressure
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Hives
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Hypertension
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Immune Function
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Insomnia
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Obesity
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Proctitis
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
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Psoriasis
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Ptsd
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Rectal Inflammation
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Shingles and Postherpetic Neuralgia
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Sleeplessness
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Spastic Colon
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Stress
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Syncope
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Tension Headache
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Ulcerative Colitis
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Vitiligo
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Warts
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
•

Alternative Therapy
Alchemical Hypnotherapy
Alternative names: Alchemical work
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/a.html
Alpha Calm Therapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/a.html
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Chi-therapy
Alternative names: Gestalt energy work
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/c.html
Dr. Lynch's Holistic Self-health Program
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/d.html
Ericksonian Hypnosis
Alternative names: Ericksonian Hypnotherapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/e.html
Future-life Progression
Alternative names: future progression future-life progression hypnosis
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/f.html
Guided Imagery
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Healtheology
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/h.html
Hypnoaesthetics
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/h.html
Hypnosynergistic Therapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/h.html
Hypnotherapy
Source: Healthnotes, Inc.; www.healthnotes.com
Hypnotherapy
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Hypnotherapy
Source: WholeHealthMD.com, LLC.; www.wholehealthmd.com
Hyperlink:
http://www.wholehealthmd.com/refshelf/substances_view/0,1525,706,00.html
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Inner Healing
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/i.html
Mesmerism
Alternative names: animal magnetism magnetic healing
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/m.html
Metaphysical Hypnosis
Alternative names: metaphysical hypnotism
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/m.html
Mind&body Medicine
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Naturopathy
Source: Integrative Medicine Communications; www.drkoop.com
Omni-force
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/o.html
Past-life Regression
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/p.html
Somasynthesis
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/s.html
Soul-centered Therapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/s.html
Strategic Hypnotherapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/s.html
Synergy Hypnosis
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/s.html
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Tepperwein Method
Alternative names: secret hypnosis
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/t.html
Transformational Hypnotherapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/t.html
Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
Source: The Canoe version of A Dictionary of Alternative-Medicine Methods, by
Priorities for Health editor Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
Hyperlink: http://www.canoe.ca/AltmedDictionary/t.html
•

Herbs and Supplements
Hydrastis
Alternative names: Goldenseal; Hydrastis canadensis L.
Source: Alternative Medicine Foundation, Inc.; www.amfoundation.org

General References
A good place to find general background information on CAM is the National Library of
Medicine. It has prepared within the MEDLINEplus system an information topic page
dedicated to complementary and alternative medicine. To access this page, go to the
MEDLINEplus site at http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/alternativemedicine.html.
This Web site provides a general overview of various topics and can lead to a number of
general sources.
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CHAPTER 4. DISSERTATIONS ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we will give you a bibliography on recent dissertations relating to hypnosis.
We will also provide you with information on how to use the Internet to stay current on
dissertations. IMPORTANT NOTE: When following the search strategy described below,
you may discover non-medical dissertations that use the generic term “hypnosis” (or a
synonym) in their titles. To accurately reflect the results that you might find while
conducting research on hypnosis, we have not necessarily excluded non-medical
dissertations in this bibliography.

Dissertations on Hypnosis
ProQuest Digital Dissertations, the largest archive of academic dissertations available, is
located at the following Web address: http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations. From this
archive, we have compiled the following list covering dissertations devoted to hypnosis.
You will see that the information provided includes the dissertation’s title, its author, and
the institution with which the author is associated. The following covers recent dissertations
found when using this search procedure:
•

A Case Approach to the Investigation of Sexual Dysfunction with the Use of
Hypnosis by Faulkner, Elizabeth A., EDD from East Texas State University, 1986, 332
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8703445

•

A Comparison of Hypnosis and Behavioral Treatments for Obesity with One Year
Followup by Haynes, Judith A., PhD from The University of North Dakota, 1986, 137
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8702466

•

A Comparison of the Effects of Hypnosis, Self-help Therapy, and Client Centered
Therapy on the Improvement of Self-concept As Measured by the Tennessee Selfconcept Scale. by Hylland, David Harvey, EDD from University of South Dakota, 1975,
100 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7624511
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•

A Psychological Analysis of the Effects Indirect Induction Hypnosis, Imagery, and
Suggestion Have on Goal Achievement by Emmerson, Gordon J., PhD from Kansas
State University, 1987, 140 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8715207

•

Add/adhd Eeg Beta Enhancement: a Test of Barabasz's Instant Alert Hypnosis with
Neurotherapy (Arreed F. Barabasz) by Anderson, Kathryn Dawn; PhD from
Washington State University, 2001, 113 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/3035198

•

Age and Perceived Self-efficacy in the Use of Self-hypnosis to Manage Severe Pain in
Children, Adolescents, and Adults with Sickle Cell Disease by Bauer, Nancy K., PhD
from Bryn Mawr College, the Grad. Sch. of Social Work and Social Research, 1998, 221
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9833079

•

An Examination of Alpha Learning As a Viable Instructional Approach to Teach
People to Learn (biofeedback, Hypnosis) by Schindler, Diann, PhD from The
University of Akron, 1987, 215 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8715255

•

An Experiment Comparing the Effects of Two Techniques That Elicit the Relaxation
Response on Stress Reduction and Cognitive Functioning in First Year Law Students
at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (hypnosis, Self-hypnosis) by Siddall,
Yvonne Robena, EDD from The College of William and Mary, 1985, 203 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8527170

•

An Experimental Comparison of Direct and Indirect Approaches to Hypnosis Using
the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C by Wilkinson, Rosemary Ann; PhD
from University of Victoria (Canada), 1987
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NL36428

•

An Investigation of a Treatment of Anxiety; a Comparison of the Relative Effects of
Hypnosis and Progressive Muscle Relaxation on the Improvement of Self-concept in
High Susceptibility Subjects by Linial, Andrew Zbigniew, Jr., EDD from Temple
University, 1983, 116 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8311550

•

An Investigation of Alert Self-hypnosis, Hypnotic Suggestions, Absorption, and
Reading Comprehension among College Students (Alert Trance) by Laplante, Patricia
Marie, PhD from University of Minnesota, 1991, 121 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9134516

•

Bilateral Alpha Activity As a Function of Hypnosis, Math and Spatial Mental Tasks
and a Part-whole Tactile Matching Task. by Grahs, Carl Edward, EDD from University
of Northern Colorado, 1978, 101 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7902824

•

Can Waking Suggestion Be As Effective As Hypnosis in Increasing Reading
Efficiency? a Consideration for Educational Application by Chappie, David
Alexander, PhD from United States International University, 1971, 119 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7218626

•

Conjoint Group Self-hypnosis for Couples' Enrichment by Cooper, Charles Marcus,
PhD from University of South Carolina, 1984, 227 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8419054
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•

Effects of Alprazolam and Hypnosis: Eeg Spectral Decomposition and Transient
Experiences by Nishith, Pallavi, PhD from Washington State University, 1993, 168 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9402914

•

Effects of Hypnosis And/or Task-motivating Suggestions upon Muscular Endurance.
by Biasiotto, Judson Leo, EDD from University of Georgia, 1977, 86 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7729743

•

Effects of Hypnosis on Counselor Trainee Skill Acquisition and Self-perceived
Confidence by Bruhn, Ricky Allan, EDD from East Texas State University, 1982, 169
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8307642

•

Effects of Hypnosis on Plasma Cortisol in Subjects of Varying Susceptibility by Peck,
Gerald L., PhD from The University of Utah, 1984, 72 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8502049

•

Effects of Hypnosis on Recall Memory: Forced and Nonforced Conditions by
Fligstein, Diane Ellen, PhD from Washington State University, 1988, 156 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8915902

•

Effects of Hypnosis, Relaxation Training, or Music on State Anxiety and Stress in
Female Athletes by Gordin, Richard Davis, Jr., EDD from The University of Utah, 1981,
89 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8116784

•

Holistic Vs. Primary Processing Cognitive Functioning under Hypnosis by Popham,
Coralee Ellen; PhD from University of Waterloo (Canada), 1988
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NL45368

•

Hypermnesia, Hypnosis & Memory Implications for Forensic Investigation by
Dywan, Jane; PhD from University of Waterloo (Canada), 1983
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NK61458

•

Hypnosis and Adaptive Regression : a Study Using Wild's Cognitive Shift Measure
by Keeling, Kenneth Roy; PhD from University of Waterloo (Canada), 1973
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NK16587

•

Hypnosis and Pain Management by Friedenberg, Neil; PhD from University of Alberta
(Canada), 1988
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NL45742

•

Hypnosis and Smoking Cessation: Anesthetization of Craving by Casmar, Pollyanna
Valentino; PhD from Washington State University, 2002, 103 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/3069633

•

Hypnosis for Major Depression: Complementary Strategy or Contraindication? a
Survey of Members of Asch, Sceh, and Division 30 by Hensel, Carolyn S.; PhD from
The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, 2001, 216 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/3033211

•

Hypnosis Utilizing Ericksonian Techniques in the Treatment of Essential
Hypertension by Kerr, Deborah Ann, PhD from University of Alberta (Canada), 1988
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/f44565

•

Hypnosis Utilizing Ericksonian Techniques in the Treatment of Essential
Hypertension by Kerr, Deborah Ann; PhD from University of Alberta (Canada), 1988
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NL42916
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•

Hypnosis, a New View: Implications for Dramatic Theory and Practice by Malkin,
Michael Robert, PhD from Tufts University, 1971, 149 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7230302

•

Hypnosis: Learning and / or Motivation. by Hermsmeyer, Carl Alfred, PhD from Saint
Louis University, 1976, 146 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7622548

•

Hypnosis: a Sociological and Phenomenological Perspective. by Spanos, Nicholas
Peter, PhD from Boston University Graduate School, 1974, 201 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7414226

•

Increasing Reading and Test Taking Skills with Hypnosis and Suggestion. by Cole,
Randy Drue, PhD from Texas A&M University, 1976, 83 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7702608

•

Locus-of-control and Suggestibility in Heterohypnosis and Autohypnosis by Gale,
Larry Richard, Iii, PhD from Saint Louis University, 1987, 72 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8715065

•

Memory Creation in Hypnosis by Laurence, Jean-roch; PhD from Concordia University
(canada), 1983
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NK58499

•

On Hypnosis, Simulation, and Faith: the Problem of Post-hypnotic Suggestion in
France, 1884--1896 by Leblanc, Andre Robert; PhD from University of Toronto (Canada),
2000, 139 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NQ49914

•

Personality Traits As Predictors of Success with Self-hypnosis for Migraine
Headaches by Rabara, Michael David; PsyD from Chicago School of Professional
Psychology, 2003, 91 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/3093606

•

Positive Hypnotic Suggestion As a Facilitator in Achieving Suprarational States of
Creative Awareness (hypnosis) by Callens, Jimmy Bryan, PhD from Mississippi State
University, 1993, 226 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9331602

•

Posthypnotic Suggestion and the Production of Creative Imagination Imagery
(hypnosis, Relaxation) by Cole, Ronald William, PhD from Mississippi State University,
1986, 100 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8628621

•

Self-actualization, Absorption, Attitude toward Hypnosis, Sex, and Hypnotic
Susceptibility in College Students. by Yiannikakis, Elias D., PhD from Mississippi State
University, 1976, 72 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7621208

•

Self-control of Postoperative Pain Effects of Hypnosis and Waking Suggestion by
Taenzer, Paul; PhD from McGill University (Canada), 1983
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NK64506

•

The Effect of Hypnosis and Meditation on State and Trait Anxiety and Locus of
Control by Rios, Robert Jan, PhD from Texas A&M University, 1979, 101 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8011985
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•

The Effects of Autohypnosis, Imagery, or Single Suggestion on Pain Threshold and
Tolerance by Houston, Rodney Earl, EDD from University of Cincinnati, 1981, 84 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8123756

•

The Effects of Electromyographic Biofeedback and Hypnosis upon Test Anxiety in
College Students by Duncan, James Robert, EDD from Lehigh University, 1983, 156
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8317129

•

The Effects of Hypnosis and Supportive Counseling on the Labor Processes and Birth
Outcomes of Pregnant Adolescents by Martin, Alice Ann, PhD from University of
Florida, 1987, 196 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8817820

•

The Effects of Hypnosis on the Reading Remediation of Seventh Grade Boys by
Holcomb, Larry Wayne, DED from University of Oregon, 1970, 95 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7021566

•

The Effects of Hypnosis on the Reading Remediation of Seventh Grade Boys by
Hunsaker, Don Eldon, DED from University of Oregon, 1969, 98 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7015316

•

The Effects of Mental Practice Procedures on Gross Motor Skill Performance
(hypnosis, Relaxation) by Kanten, Steven Craig, PhD from The University of Utah,
1985, 95 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8516359

•

The Effects of Neurolinguistic Programming on State-trait Anxiety and Academic
Performance Using Self-hypnosis by Prezas, Raul Roberto, EDD from Texas A&amp;m
University-Kingsville, 1995, 88 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9530831

•

The Life Change Process: Weight Loss and Other Enterprises of Personal
Transformation, with Particular Emphasis on Hypnosis, Behavior Modification, and
Scientology. by Straus, Roger Austin, PhD from University of California, Davis, 1977,
323 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7727412

•

The Modification of Self-concept, Anxiety and Neuro-muscular Performance Through
Rational Stage Directed Hypnotherapy: a Cognitive Experiential Perspective Using
Cognitive Restructuring and Hypnosis. by Howard, William Lee, PhD from The Ohio
State University, 1979, 203 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7922497

•

The Premenstrual Experience: a Cognitive Experiential Approach to Treatment
(hypnosis, Premenstrual Syndrome) by Estes, Joyce Hinson, PhD from The Ohio State
University, 1993, 276 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/9316152

•

The Relationship between Hypnosis and the Learning of Two Selected Motor Skills
by Arnold, Jay Burton, EDD from Temple University, 1969, 76 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7016658

•

The Structure and Processes of Authority Relations: Hypnosis. by Miller, Danny
Everett, PhD from The University of Iowa, 1979, 388 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/7924506
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•

The Use of Hypnosis in Psychotherapy: Does Self-efficacy Theory Apply? by
Bradbury, Holly Rae, PhD from University of California, Santa Barbara, 1986, 280 pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8709099

•

The Use of Hypnosis in Remediating Reading in Children Diagnosed Learning
Disabled by Huff, Page Martin, II, EDD from University of Northern Colorado, 1979, 81
pages
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/8004448

•

The Use of Study-skills and Self-Hypnosis Training Groups to Enhance Academic
Achievement in University Students by Cooper, Irwin J; PhD from York University
(Canada), 1989
http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations/fullcit/NL51423

Keeping Current
Ask the medical librarian at your library if it has full and unlimited access to the ProQuest
Digital Dissertations database. From the library, you should be able to do more complete
searches via http://wwwlib.umi.com/dissertations.
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CHAPTER 5. CLINICAL TRIALS AND HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we will show you how to keep informed of the latest clinical trials
concerning hypnosis.

Recent Trials on Hypnosis
The following is a list of recent trials dedicated to hypnosis.8 Further information on a trial is
available at the Web site indicated.
•

Hypnosis in Autonomic Function
Condition(s): Vasovagal Syncope; Postural Tachycardia Syndrome; Hypnosis
Study Status: This study is currently recruiting patients.
Sponsor(s): National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)
Purpose - Excerpt: This study will investigate the relationship between susceptibility to
hypnosis and regulation of the autonomic nervous system (nerves that control
involuntary body functions, such as heart rate and sweating). Hypnosis is a state of
mind in which the individual is highly focused, relatively unaware of his or her
surroundings, and possibly more able to accept and use therapeutic suggestions. People
vary in their responsiveness, or susceptibility, while in hypnosis. People with certain
conditions, such as chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), chronic pain, posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) have altered hypnotic
susceptibility. Patients with chronic orthostatic intolerance (COI) often have symptoms
similar to those of individuals with CFS, chronic pain, PTSD, and GAD, and this study
will examine how patients with COI respond to hypnosis as compared with healthy
normal volunteers. COI is a group of disorders characterized by intolerance to
prolonged standing. Among them are neurocardiogenic syncope (NCS), in which
patients lose consciousness shortly after standing, and postural tachycardia syndrome
(POTS), in which patients have a sustained increase in heart rate after standing. In
addition to the comparison of COI and normal volunteer responses to hypnosis, the
study will examine how hypnotic susceptibility is related to the ability to control

8

These are listed at www.ClinicalTrials.gov.
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autonomic functions such as blood pressure, heart rate, and sweating. The autonomic
nervous system is activated when the body is stressed, not only from physical stimuli
such as cold temperature, but also from mental stimuli, such as seeing a rattlesnake up
close. Hypnosis may, therefore, be a useful tool to understand how the mind controls
the autonomic nervous system. Healthy normal volunteers and patients with NCS or
POTS who are 18 years of age or older may be eligible for this two-part study. In part 1,
participants complete a questionnaire and are then tested for hypnotic susceptibility. For
this test, a professionally trained physician guides the subject through a procedure to
achieve a hypnotic state. The subject is asked to perform several simple tasks and is then
guided back to a normal state of being. In part 2, the subject undergoes hypnosis again,
during which the physician offers various suggestions to change the activity of the
subject's autonomic nervous system. The subject is connected to various sensors that
continuously monitor blood pressure, heart rate, blood flow, sweat response, skin
electrical conduction, and brain wave activity. An intravenous catheter is inserted into
an arm vein to collect blood samples. The amount of saliva produced is measured
intermittently using a small wad of gauze placed in the mouth. At the end, the subject is
guided back to a normal state of being. The hypnosis session in part 1 is videotaped in
order to: 1) permit review by a scientist who is unaware of the subject's condition and
whose judgment will not, therefore, be biased; and 2) have a record of the experimental
data. Only qualified investigators will view the videotape.
Study Type: Observational
Contact(s): see Web site below
Web Site: http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct/show/NCT00061009
•

Prospective Studies of the Use of Self Hypnosis, Acupuncture and Osteopathic
Manipulation on Muscle Tension in Children with Spastic Cerebral Palsy
Condition(s): Spastic Cerebral Palsy
Study Status: This study is not yet open for patient recruitment.
Sponsor(s): National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
Purpose - Excerpt: We propose to identify patients and families for inclusion in pilot
studies of the three modalities. Patients and their families will be asked to participate in
these studies. Our research group has done some preliminary work with the modality of
hypnotherapy, but has no experience to date with the other two modalities. The idea to
try relaxation techniques was generated by the observation that there is great variation
in the degree to spasticity at different times in the same patient with CP. When queried,
mothers responded that they were able to get their child to relax and decrease the
tension in their muscles by stroking, talking softly, and/or by playing certain types of
music. The availability of hypnosis and training in self-hypnosis was presented to
several families of our patients. Their understanding and acceptance of this alternate
therapy was gratifying. The results of this therapy have been promising and have
encouraged us to proceed with this modality and to consider making other
nonconventional modalities available to our patients. We hypothesize that at least one of
the three modalities will be accepted readily by patients with CP and their families, and
with their acceptance compliance with the method chosen will be at levels of 80 percent
or more.
Phase(s): Phase II
Study Type: Interventional
Contact(s): see Web site below
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Web Site: http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct/show/NCT00011024

Keeping Current on Clinical Trials
The U.S. National Institutes of Health, through the National Library of Medicine, has
developed ClinicalTrials.gov to provide current information about clinical research across
the broadest number of diseases and conditions.
The site was launched in February 2000 and currently contains approximately 5,700 clinical
studies in over 59,000 locations worldwide, with most studies being conducted in the United
States. ClinicalTrials.gov receives about 2 million hits per month and hosts approximately
5,400 visitors daily. To access this database, simply go to the Web site at
http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ and search by “hypnosis” (or synonyms).
While ClinicalTrials.gov is the most comprehensive listing of NIH-supported clinical trials
available, not all trials are in the database. The database is updated regularly, so clinical
trials are continually being added. The following is a list of specialty databases affiliated
with the National Institutes of Health that offer additional information on trials:
•

For clinical studies at the Warren Grant Magnuson Clinical Center located in Bethesda,
Maryland, visit their Web site: http://clinicalstudies.info.nih.gov/

•

For clinical studies conducted at the Bayview Campus in Baltimore, Maryland, visit
their Web site: http://www.jhbmc.jhu.edu/studies/index.html

•

For cancer trials, visit the National Cancer Institute: http://cancertrials.nci.nih.gov/

•

For eye-related trials, visit and search the Web page of the National Eye Institute:
http://www.nei.nih.gov/neitrials/index.htm

•

For heart, lung and blood trials, visit the Web page of the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/studies/index.htm

•

For trials on aging, visit and search the Web site of the National Institute on Aging:
http://www.grc.nia.nih.gov/studies/index.htm

•

For rare diseases, visit and search the Web site sponsored by the Office of Rare Diseases:
http://ord.aspensys.com/asp/resources/rsch_trials.asp

•

For alcoholism, visit the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism:
http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/intramural/Web_dicbr_hp/particip.htm

•

For trials on infectious, immune, and allergic diseases, visit the site of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases: http://www.niaid.nih.gov/clintrials/

•

For trials on arthritis, musculoskeletal and skin diseases, visit newly revised site of the
National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases of the National
Institutes of Health: http://www.niams.nih.gov/hi/studies/index.htm

•

For hearing-related trials, visit the National Institute on Deafness and Other
Communication Disorders: http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/clinical/index.htm

•

For trials on diseases of the digestive system and kidneys, and diabetes, visit the
National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases:
http://www.niddk.nih.gov/patient/patient.htm
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•

For drug abuse trials, visit and search the Web site sponsored by the National Institute
on Drug Abuse: http://www.nida.nih.gov/CTN/Index.htm

•

For trials on mental disorders, visit and search the Web site of the National Institute of
Mental Health: http://www.nimh.nih.gov/studies/index.cfm

•

For trials on neurological disorders and stroke, visit and search the Web site sponsored
by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke of the NIH:
http://www.ninds.nih.gov/funding/funding_opportunities.htm#Clinical_Trials
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CHAPTER 6. PATENTS ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
Patents can be physical innovations (e.g. chemicals, pharmaceuticals, medical equipment) or
processes (e.g. treatments or diagnostic procedures). The United States Patent and
Trademark Office defines a patent as a grant of a property right to the inventor, issued by
the Patent and Trademark Office.9 Patents, therefore, are intellectual property. For the
United States, the term of a new patent is 20 years from the date when the patent application
was filed. If the inventor wishes to receive economic benefits, it is likely that the invention
will become commercially available within 20 years of the initial filing. It is important to
understand, therefore, that an inventor’s patent does not indicate that a product or service is
or will be commercially available. The patent implies only that the inventor has “the right to
exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or selling” the invention in the United
States. While this relates to U.S. patents, similar rules govern foreign patents.
In this chapter, we show you how to locate information on patents and their inventors. If
you find a patent that is particularly interesting to you, contact the inventor or the assignee
for further information. IMPORTANT NOTE: When following the search strategy
described below, you may discover non-medical patents that use the generic term
“hypnosis” (or a synonym) in their titles. To accurately reflect the results that you might find
while conducting research on hypnosis, we have not necessarily excluded non-medical
patents in this bibliography.

Patents on Hypnosis
By performing a patent search focusing on hypnosis, you can obtain information such as the
title of the invention, the names of the inventor(s), the assignee(s) or the company that owns
or controls the patent, a short abstract that summarizes the patent, and a few excerpts from
the description of the patent. The abstract of a patent tends to be more technical in nature,
while the description is often written for the public. Full patent descriptions contain much
more information than is presented here (e.g. claims, references, figures, diagrams, etc.). We

9Adapted

from the United States Patent and Trademark Office:
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/whatis.htm.
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will tell you how to obtain this information later in the chapter. The following is an example
of the type of information that you can expect to obtain from a patent search on hypnosis:
•

Adenosine A.sub.1 receptor antisense oligonucleotide treatment of alcohol and
marijuana-induced psychomotor impairments
Inventor(s): Dar; M. Saeed (115 Heritage St., Greenville, NC 27858), Mustafa; S. Jamal
(419 Kempton Dr., Greenville, NC 27834)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 5,932,557
Date filed: August 12, 1997
Abstract: Preclinical studies in mice and rats based on three microinfusions (12 hours
apart) of specifically designed and synthesized adenosine A.sub.1 receptor antisense
oligonucleotide
with
the
sequence:
(A.sub.1
Antisense:
5'GGCCGAGATGGAGGGCGGCAT-3' (SEQ ID NO: 1)) and as a control, a mismatched
antisense
nucleotide
with
a
sequence:
(A.sub.1
Sense:
5'ATGCCGCCCTCCATCTCGGCC-3' (SEQ ID NO: 1)) established that the "functional
knock out" of A.sub.1 receptors protected the animals from the well known motor
incoordination due to alcohol or.DELTA.sup.9 -tetrahydrocarnabinol(THC: the major
psychoactive component of marijuana intake). The motor coordination in animals was
evaluated by the mouse/rat rotorod treadmill. The antisense was microinfused in
mouse cerebellum and in the rat motor cortex whereas ethanol was always administered
systemically. However, unlike ethanol, the.DELTA.sup.9 -THC was microinfused into
the mouse cerebellum following the cerebellar pretreatment with the antisense. In
addition to protection of alcohol or the.DELTA.sup.9 -THC-induced motor
incoordination the above antisense molecule should block all functions expressed via
adenosine A.sub.1 receptor, such as hypnosis and general CNS intoxication, thereby,
further expanding the clinical applications of this oligonucleotide. This antisense may
also be useful in treating asthma and anginal chest pains.
Excerpt(s): The present invention relates generally to compositions including and
methods utilizing antisense oligonucleotides, and more particularly to the use of an
adenosine A.sub.1 receptor antisense oligonucleotide in the prevention/treatment of
alcohol and/or marijuana induced psycho-motor impairments. Alcohol and marijuana
(Cannabis sativa) are among the oldest and most widely used drugs in the world. The
major psychoactive ingredient of the marijuana plant is delta.sup.9 tetrahydrocannabinol (.DELTA.sup.9 -THC) (Razdan, 1986). One of the characteristic
pharmacological effects produced by alcohol and.DELTA.sup.9 -THC is motor
impairment (MI), such as ataxia and a decrease in spontaneous motor activity (Hollister,
1986; Dewey, 1986). The impairment of motor functions by cannabinoid is well
correlated with the presence of high density cannabinoid binding sites in the cerebellum
and the basal ganglia (Herkanham et al., 1990; Mailleux and Vanderhaeghen, 1992). It
has been suggested that the cannabinoid-induced motor impairments are due to
cerebellar mediation (Herkanham et al., 1990). Motor impairment in humans is one of
the well known adverse consequences of alcohol drinking and marijuana smoking.
Thus, marijuana and alcohol appear to produce, in a dose-related manner, a detrimental
effect on the ability to drive an automobile. The consequences of use of both
psychoactive drugs can be adverse not only for the drinker and smoker, respectively,
but also for the safety of passengers in the drinker and smoker's automobile as well as
for other non-smoking and non-drinking drivers. A striking deterioration of aircraft
handling by pilots was demonstrated even 24 hours after smoking marijuana. Complex
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processes, including perception, attention, and information processing, which are
involved in driving and flying, are impaired by doses equivalent to one or two
cigarettes; the MI lasts for 4 to 8 hours, far beyond the time that the user perceives the
subjective effects of the drug. A significant percent of marijuana users failed roadside
sobriety test even 90 minutes after its smoking (Hollister, 1986). It is also well known
that a high percentage of accident victims have ethanol in their blood. Furthermore,
marijuana and alcohol are commonly used together. Ataxia and MI are the most
conspicuous physical manifestation of alcohol consumption in animals and humans
(Wallgren and Barry, 1970; Ritche, 1980). The MI produced by alcohol is additive to that
induced by marijuana, resulting in rapid deterioration of driving performance (Dimijian,
1978; Reeve et al., 1985). These findings bear serious implications for driving, flying,
operating rail/ship or performance of other complex tasks, even as long as a day after
smoking marijuana and/or drinking alcohol.DELTA.sup.9 -THC and other
cannabinoids produce variety of pharmacological effects which appear to be mediated
by the recently characterized cannabinoid receptors (Herkanham et al., 1990) in both
humans and laboratory animals. Some of these pharmacological properties are unique
to.DELTA.sup.9 -THC and psychoactive cannabinoids such as static ataxia in dogs and
discriminative stimulus properties. The cannabinoids also possess many other
properties such as analgesic, antiemetic, anticonvulsant and hypothermic which are
shared by other drug groups. The recent identification and cloning of a specific
cannabinoid receptor suggests that cannabinoids mimic endogenous compounds
affecting neural signals for mood, memory, movement and pain. Cannabinoids have
been reported to inhibit N-type calcium channels in neuroblastoma-glioma cells
involving pertussis toxin-sensitive GTP-binding protein between cannabinoid receptors
and calcium channels (Mackie and Hille, 1992). Some of the psychoactive effects of
cannabinoids could be due to a calcium channel inhibition-induced decrease in
excitability and neurotransmitter release (Mackie and Hille, 1992).
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US05932557__
•

Analgesic compositions
derivatives

consisting

of

2H-benzothieno[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine

Inventor(s): Jirkovsky; Ivo (Montreal, CA), Martel; Rene (Candiac, CA), Philipp; Adolf
(St. Laurent, CA)
Assignee(s): Ayerst, McKenna & Harrison Inc. (Montreal, CA)
Patent Number: 4,431,657
Date filed: May 24, 1982
Abstract: Herein is disclosed 2H-benzothieno[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine derivatives,
therapeutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof, processes for their preparation,
methods of using the derivatives and pharmaceutical compositions. The derivatives are
useful for producing analgesia in a mammal. In addition, some of the derivatives are
useful for inhibiting gastric acid secretion, convulsions, anxiety and aggression, and
producing muscle relaxation, hypnosis and sedation in a mammal.
Excerpt(s): Related hereto are U.S. patent application Ser. No. (380,973) and U.S. patent
application Ser. No. (380,972), both filed on the same date as this application. This
invention relates to novel 2H-benzothieno[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine derivatives, to
therapeutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof, to processes for their preparation,
to methods of using the derivatives, and to pharmaceutical compositions of the
derivatives. These derivatives are useful for producing analgesia in a mammal without
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objectionable side effects of the narcotic analgesic agents. Furthermore, the derivatives
produce useful analgesia at doses, which do neither exhibit antiinflammatory nor
paralytic effects. In addition, some of the derivatives are useful for inhibiting
convulsions, anxiety and aggression, for producing muscle relaxation, and hypnosis,
and for inhibiting gastric acid secretion in a mammal. A number of benzothieno[3,2c]pyrazole derivatives are known and described, for example, W. J. Barry et al., J. Chem.
Soc., 4974 (1956); S. B. Awad et al., Aust. J. Chem., 28, 601 (1975); K. E. Chippendale et
al., J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. I, 129 (1973); and F. Sauter et al., Monatsh. Chem., 105,
869 (1974). The compounds reported in the above references lack the substituents on the
benzothieno[3,2-c]pyrazole ring system which are characteristic of the compounds of
this invention.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US04431657__
•

Apparatus for carrying out hypnotherapies
Inventor(s): Bick; Claus (Flesenland-Bick-Klinik, Dahn, DE)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 5,159,640
Date filed: January 16, 1990
Abstract: An apparatus for hypnotherapy which has a plurality of headphone stations
for the respective subjects and a central station which can switch a control group
therapy sound reproducer to all of the headphone stations for initiating, deepening and
withdrawal from hypnosis stages. The headphone stations are associated with
individual sound reproducers for the individual suggestion programs and a microphone
can be selectively connected at the central station. A rushing water sound generator can
be selectively connected to the modulation stages of the central station or the individual
loudspeaker stations.
Excerpt(s): The present invention relates to an apparatus for carrying out
hypnotherapies. Psychogenic-therapy methods using suggestive treatment with a
therapeutic and prophylactic character are gaining increasingly in importance, since
there exists a very high probability of a positive influencing of the subconscious
Through this treatment, in a deep physically and psychically (hypnotic) relaxed state-which is in itself already of great therapeutic effect--, the negative mental (disturbing)
factors, which are fixed in the subconscious mind and evoke (subconsciously)
misguided behavior, are replaced suggestively by positive, mental-motivating elements.
Notwithstanding the necessity for different individual, treatments for executing the
aforementioned exchange, it is, in order to relieve the therapist in charge, unavoidable
and possible to carry out at least the first stage of maintaining and deepening of the
relaxation condition by means of appropriate equipment.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US05159640__
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•

Apparatus for promoting the vigilance of a motor vehicle operator
Inventor(s): Schiffman; Julius (12960 LaSalle La., Huntington Woods, MI 48070)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 4,742,389
Date filed: February 17, 1987
Abstract: A device for maintaining the vigilance of a motor vehicle operator. Two
preferred embodiments, maintaining the operator's attention toward the direction of
developing traffic conditions, with a visual system focused at infinity, are disclosed. One
shows an image which is projected or otherwise transmitted from below the normal line
of sight of the operator, while the other illustrates transmission of the image from above
the vehicle operator. The invention overcomes "road hypnosis" or other inattentiveness
by maintaining the operator's interest, thereby putting the operator's psychological
perceptive apparatus in a high state of readiness.
Excerpt(s): This invention relates to motor vehicle safety syustems and more particularly
to an apparatus to attract the visual attention of a motor vehicle operator generally
toward the direction of travel. Operating a motor vehicle is a complicated task,
demanding the use of visual and physical skills combined with the ability to make
judgments rapidly. Quite clearly, a certain minimal level of physical skills is required to
drive successfully. In most of the United States, this fact is recognized in that to receive a
license, motor vehicle operators must first pass a vision test and then demonstrate these
visual and physical skills in a driving test. On-the-road tests also force the person tested
to demonstate skills of judgment. There are, however, certain skills or abilities that such
tests simply do not measure. Among these is the ability of an operator to maintain
vigilance with regard to ever-changing driving conditions.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US04742389__

•

Behavior modification
Inventor(s): Rose; John Edward (66 Kings Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 2AH, GB)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 6,258,022
Date filed: January 15, 1999
Abstract: Behavior modification of a human subject takes place under hypnosis, when
the subject is in a relaxed state. A machine plays back a video or audio recording, during
which the subject is instructed to activate a device to create a perceptible stimulation
which is linked, through the hypnosis, with a visualization of enhanced or improved
performance. After the hypnosis, the user can reactivate the device at will, whenever the
improved performance, such as an improved sporting performance, is desired. This will
again create the perceptible stimulation and thus induce the required visualization.
Excerpt(s): The present invention relates to behaviour modification in human subjects,
and particularly, but not exclusively, to performance enhancement. There are many
situations in which the enhancement of human performance is important or desirable.
For instance, many sportsmen wish to be able to enhance their performance in order to
achieve greater success, but without making use of performance-enhancing drugs or
other artificial aids which would infringe rules applicable to their sport or activity.
Other desirable types of behaviour modification include overcoming phobias, fear,
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stress, road rage, insomnia, hypochondria and the like. The present invention provides a
method of behaviour modification of a human subject, in which a visualisation
programme is undertaken by the subject under hypnosis and in association with a
perceptible stimulation provided by stimulation means, the visualisation programme
being so arranged as to enable the subject thereafter, in response to the perceptible
stimulation, to visualise modified behaviour.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US06258022__
•

Benzofuro[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine derivatives
Inventor(s): Jirkovsky; Ivo (Montreal, CA), Martel; Rene (Candiac, CA), Philipp; Adolf
(St. Laurent, CA)
Assignee(s): Averst McKenna & Harrison, Inc. (Montreal, CA)
Patent Number: 4,420,476
Date filed: May 24, 1982
Abstract:
Herein
is
disclosed
benzofuro[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine
derivatives,
therapeutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof, processes for their preparation,
methods of using the derivatives and pharmaceutical compositions. The derivatives are
useful for producing analgesia in a mammal. In addition, some of the derivatives are
useful for inhibiting gastric acid secretion, convulsions, anxiety and aggression, and
producing muscle relaxation, hypnosis and sedation in a mammal.
Excerpt(s): Related hereto are U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 380,974 and U.S. Patent
Application Ser. No. 380,972, both filed on the same date as this application. This
invention relates to novel benzofuro[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amine derivatives, to
therapeutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof, to processes for their preparation,
to methods of using the derivatives, and to pharmaceutical compositions of the
derivatives. These derivatives are useful for producing analgesia in a mammal without
objectionable side effects of the narcotic analgesic agents. Furthermore, the derivatives
produce useful analgesia at doses, which do exhibit neither antiinflammatory nor
paralytic effects. In addition, some of the derivatives are useful for inhibiting
convulsions, anxiety and aggression, for producing muscle relaxation and hypnosis,
and for inhibiting gastric acid secretion in a mammal. A number of benzofuro[3,2c]pyrazole are known and described, for example, D. N. Reinhoudt and C. G.
Kouwenhove, Rec. Trav. Chim. Pays-Bas, 93, 321 (1974); Le Quoc Khanh and B. Laude,
C. R. Acad. Sci., Ser. C, 276, 109 (1973); W. A. Mosher et al., J. Org. Chem., 37, 2402
(1972); K. N. Wadodkar et al., Indian J. Chem., 12, 224 (1974); and W. U. Malik et al.,
Indian J. Chem., 9, 655 (1971). A number of benzothieno(3,2-c)pyrazol derivatives are
also known, for example, W. J. Barry et al., J. Chem. Soc., 4974 (1956); S. B. Awad et al.,
Aust. J. Chem., 28, 601 (1975); K. E. Chippendale et al., J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. I, 129
(1973); and F. Sauter et al., Monatsh. Chem., 105, 869 (1974). The compounds reported in
the above references lack the substituents on the benzofuro[3,2-c]pyrazole ring system
which are characteristic of the compounds of this invention. A number of 1Hbenzothieno[3,2-c]pyrazol-3-amines are disclosed by H. E. Hoffman et al., U.S. Pat. No.
4,140,785, issued Feb. 20, 1979. The latter amines are readily differentiated from the
compounds thereof by having a sulfur atom in the ring system and by having as their
sole use chemical intermediates for preparing compounds useful in the treatment of
diseases caused by rhinoviruses.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US04420476__
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•

Chair for hypnotherapy
Inventor(s): Okuda; Iwao (Okayama, JP)
Assignee(s): Og Ogiken Co., Ltd. (Okayama, JP)
Patent Number: 4,215,680
Date filed: April 17, 1978
Abstract: A chair for hypnotherapy of a patient suffering from a mental or physical
disorder caused by stress, wherein as the position of the chair and consequently that of
the patient seated therein are changed alternately between a first position wherein he is
relaxed sitting upright and a second position wherein he is tensioned having the upper
half of his body thrown back, he is hypnotized by the help of verbal suggestions and
mechanical stimuli simultaneously given and applied to him. While he is in the state of
hypnosis, verbal suggestions are given to him so as to remove from his
subconsciousness those factors that are causing the disorder.
Excerpt(s): This invention relates to a device for hypnotherapy and more particularly to
a chair for hypnotizing a patient suffering from a mental or physical disorder caused by
stress so as to remove from the patient's mind or subconsciousness those factors which
are causing the disorder. As is well known, hypnosis has been used as a therapeutic
method of neurotic disorders without using any medicines or operations.
Conventionally hypnotherapy is conducted by a hypnotist who faces a patient and leads
him into a state of hypnosis by means of verbal suggestions. Sometimes electrical,
optical and/or sonic stimuli are given to the patient to help hypnotize him. Such
conventional methods, however, are likely to cause the patient who is to undergo the
treatment to feel uneasy so that it takes quite a long time to put the patient into a state of
hypnosis. Moreover, whether the patient is hypnotized quickly to a degree required for
the purpose depends upon the skill and/or physical and mental conditions of the
hypnotist. Accordingly, it is one object of the invention to provide a chair for
hypnotherapy which can effectively put a patient suffering from a physical or mental
disorder caused by stress into a state of hypnosis so as to remove from his
subconsciousness those factors which are causing the disorder.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US04215680__

•

Method and system for reversing physiological changes in human beings using
acupuncture and hypnosis
Inventor(s): Mendell; Sherwin (5200 SW. 18th St., Plantation, FL 33317)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 6,237,603
Date filed: December 23, 1992
Abstract: A method and apparatus for reversal of physiological human dependency that
can be induced by nicotine, alcohol, or drugs, for example, and for reducing or
eliminating dependency through the use of acupuncture simultaneously with hypnosis.
The invention also includes a kit that allows for self-administration of both acupuncture
and self-induced hypnosis by the patient for intensifying and accelerating the effects of
both the acupuncture and the hypnosis in reversing chemical physiological and
psychotherapeutic addiction, pain, mental and/or physiologic health problems in
human beings.
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Excerpt(s): This invention relates to a method and apparatus that provides for reversal
of physiological human dependency induced by cigarette smoking, alcohol or drug
addiction, for reducing or eliminating physiological dependency through the use of
acupuncture and psychological changes through hypnosis, employing tapes, records or
compact disks, and in particular, to a method and self-administering patient kit that
utilizes specific acupuncture/acupressure locations in combination with hypnosis
which intensifies and accelerates the effects of acupuncture/acupressure in reversing
chemical, physiological and psychotherapeutic addiction in human beings induced by
cigarette smoking, and in particular nicotine, alcohol addiction and drug addiction. The
method and apparatus may also be used for weight loss, areas of self-improvement such
as memory, relief from stress (relaxation), control of physiologic and/or psychological
pain, and the like. Acupuncture/acupressure, as a Chinese remedy for medical and
psychophysiological problems such as addiction, are well known in the art. For the sake
of this application, acupuncture and acupressure are to be considered synonymous.
Acupuncture has been used to treat a variety of human physical and psychological
problems. Different forms of acupuncture that include tactile stimulation of various
areas of the body, either through pressure, electrical stimulation or magnetic stimulation
are known. Numerous types of acupuncture devices are known, such as that shown in
U.S. Pat. No. 4,450,846 for an electrical pulse acupuncture apparatus. U.S. Pat. No.
4,966,164 shows a combined sound generating device, an electrical acupuncture method
and device that attaches to portions of the human body for treatment. Hypnosis has
been used for treatment of dependency in human beings for smoking, alcohol and drug
addiction. The purpose of hypnosis is to provide for post-hypnotic suggestion which is
effective with particular individuals for both physiological and psychological treatment
of chemical dependency. U.S. Pat. No. 4,282,864 shows a method and apparatus for
inducing a pre-hypnotic state to enhance suggestion.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US06237603__
•

Virtual reality psychophysiological conditioning medium
Inventor(s): Sever, Jr.; Frank (P.O. Box 7500, Arlington, VA 22207)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 6,057,846
Date filed: October 30, 1997
Abstract: The instant invention provides a medium including a program operable
within a virtual reality device which is designed for perfecting mental visualization
within the mind of a subject sufficient alone to effect a desired neurological and/or
physiological change within the body of the subject, even in the substantial absence of
any physical movement by the subject. The program includes a dynamic scenario that is
designed to communicate in chronological order: (I.) a condition which requires a
remedy; (ii.) a mode for effecting the remedy; (iii.) the performance of the mode so as to
effect the remedy; and, (iv.) rectification of the condition through the performance of the
mode. The program is interspersed with audible, visual or combined audible/visual
subliminal stimuli, designed to aid a subject in achieving the goal. It also provides the
medium in combination with a virtual reality device and a method of using the same.
The steps of the method include: operatively interfacing the program with the device
and mounting the device on the subject; and, running the program. Optionally, the
program can be designed to precondition of the subject's mind, such as inducing a state
of meditation or hypnosis, or combinations thereof, and thereafter communicate a
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metaphoric or real, or combined real and metaphoric, scenario to the subject. The
scenario of the program can be designed to exist in real time, real space, compressed
time, compressed space, expanded time, expanded space, or any combination thereof,
real or metaphoric or any combination of real and metaphoric. Optionally the program
is further designed to enable (motor) interaction between the subject and/or an operator
external to the preconditioning and the device.
Excerpt(s): This invention in its broadest aspects contemplates the application of
subliminal conditioning to virtual reality technology for perfecting the mental
visualization skills of a subject sufficient alone to effect a desired neurological and/or
physiological change within the body of said subject characteristic of: mental learning,
physical learning, mental training, physical training, mental healing, physical healing,
and combinations thereof, even in the substantial absence of any physical movement by
said subject. The program includes at one subliminal stimulus selected from the group
of audible subliminal stimulus, visual subliminal stimulus and combinations. U.S. Pat.
No. 5,394,517; issued Feb. 28, 1995; assigned to BRITISH AEROSPACE; and classified at
United State Patent Office (USPTO) classification(s)/subclassification(s) 395/129
395/135; and entitled: Integrated Real and Virtual Environment Display System, relates
to improvements in so-called "virtual reality" computer systems. The display system
described enables the effective integration of computer generated images and real,
naturally occurring images in the visual display units which provide the user with his
entire visual stimulation. Areas of the user's notional field of view where computergenerated imagery is required (for example the cockpit canopy in an aircraft flight
simulator) are colored with a predetermined color or intensity. Two video cameras are
provided, each of which is mounted so that its field of view corresponds to a respective
one of the notional fields of view of the user's eyes. The signals from the video cameras
are analyzed to determine the presence of the predetermined color or intensity, thereby
giving an indication that a computer generated image is required for that part of the
video camera's field of view. If the predetermined color or intensity is not present, the
signal from the video camera is relayed directly to the appropriate one of the visual
display units. U.S. Pat. No. 5,389,865; issued Feb. 14, 1995; assigned to CYBERNET
SYSTEMS CORPORATION; classified at USPTO classification 318/568.11 318/568.1
318/590 395/95 901/7 901/9; and entitled: Method and System for Providing a Tactile
Virtual Reality and Manipulator Defining an Interface Device Therefore which, provides
a tactile virtual reality to a user is presented. The position and orientation of the user is
utilized to generate a virtual reality force field. Forces are in turn generated on the user
as a function of this force field. A six-axis manipulator is presented for providing a user
interface to such a system. This manipulator provides a unique kinematic structure with
two constant force springs which provide gravity compensation so that the manipulator
effectively floats.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US06057846__
•

Visual stimulation devices
Inventor(s): Wexelman; David (531/16 Kiryat Kaminetz, Jerusalem, IL)
Assignee(s): none reported
Patent Number: 5,388,994
Date filed: May 10, 1994
Abstract: The disclosure relates to devices for inducing self hypnosis, as well as for
teaching emotionally disturbed children. It utilizes momentary serial reflections of a
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user from a mirror with interspersed exposure to opaque colored areas, or combination
of words, pictures, letters, numbers, etc. The repetity of exposure is variable under
control of the user, and above certain cyclic rates, the impression upon the user is totally
subliminal, and at the slowest speeds, completely hypnotic.
Excerpt(s): This invention relates generally to the field of psychology, educational
psychology holistic healing, and religion. More specifically, it relates to devices used for
meditation, self-hypnosis, teach and tension alleviation. Devices for creating visual
stimulation of a user are known in the art, as exemplified by U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,279,088;
and 3,278,676. More complex devices are exemplified by U.S. Pat. No 3,773,049. The bulk
of these devices are electrically or electronically operated and are relatively complex and
expensive to manufacture. This limits widespread use among the purchasing public.
Briefly stated, the invention contemplates the provision of a mechanically operated
device which is relatively inexpensive to manufacture and simple to use while yet being
capable of producing visual effects which are better suited to obtain such objectives as
self-hypnosis, meditation, tension alleviation, and emotional relaxation.
Web site: http://www.delphion.com/details?pn=US05388994__

Patent Applications on Hypnosis
As of December 2000, U.S. patent applications are open to public viewing.10 Applications are
patent requests which have yet to be granted. (The process to achieve a patent can take
several years.) The following patent applications have been filed since December 2000
relating to hypnosis:
•

Method and apparatus to create and induce a self-created hypnosis
Inventor(s): Blumenthal, Richard A.; (Westhampton Beach, NY)
Correspondence: Kelly & Hulme, P.C.; Attn: James N. Hulme; 323 Mill Road;
Westhampton Beach; NY; 11978; US
Patent Application Number: 20010005770
Date filed: January 25, 2001
Abstract: This invention provides a method and apparatus operable within an
interactive computer device for presentation to the visual and auditory senses. The
invention uses the creation and use of a custom hypnosis script to induce a state of
hypnosis and make behavioral suggestions. Through questions presented, the user is
queried for the user's preferences for hypnotic induction imagery and behavioral
suggestion. The user enters the preferences, employing a keyboard, and/or a mouse,
and/or other such device used to enter information. The program inserts the user
responses into a preprogrammed textual material to compile a complete hypnosis
script. A text-to-speech component of the program enables the user to then listen to the
custom hypnosis script, and thereby experience a complete, custom hypnosis.
Excerpt(s): This application is a continuation in part of U.S. Ser. No. 09/139,048 filed
Aug. 24, 1998, still pending. The instant invention relates to a method and apparatus for
the purpose of self-creating and using a custom hypnosis script that may be used to
induce a hypnotic state in a user. In particular this invention relates to the use of a
computer program for use with a computer, which queries a user and guides such user

10

This has been a common practice outside the United States prior to December 2000.
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through the steps necessary for the creation of a hypnosis script including the imagery
to produce hypnotic induction and the behavioral suggestions to produce a desired
post-hypnotic effect. Through the use of a text-to-speech program component, the user
is able to listen to the completed hypnosis script and thus benefit from a custom created
hypnosis experience. A hypnotic state has been described as an altered state of
consciousness with an associated heightened level of suggestibility. This heightened
level of suggestibility has been found useful in the field for helping to treat people with
a wide range of problems or issues relative to weight loss, addiction, pain management,
time management and many other areas.
Web site: http://appft1.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html

Keeping Current
In order to stay informed about patents and patent applications dealing with hypnosis, you
can access the U.S. Patent Office archive via the Internet at the following Web address:
http://www.uspto.gov/patft/index.html. You will see two broad options: (1) Issued Patent,
and (2) Published Applications. To see a list of issued patents, perform the following steps:
Under “Issued Patents,” click “Quick Search.” Then, type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the
“Term 1” box. After clicking on the search button, scroll down to see the various patents
which have been granted to date on hypnosis.
You can also use this procedure to view pending patent applications concerning hypnosis.
Simply go back to http://www.uspto.gov/patft/index.html. Select “Quick Search” under
“Published Applications.” Then proceed with the steps listed above.
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CHAPTER 7. BOOKS ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
This chapter provides bibliographic book references relating to hypnosis. In addition to
online booksellers such as www.amazon.com and www.bn.com, excellent sources for book
titles on hypnosis include the Combined Health Information Database and the National
Library of Medicine. Your local medical library also may have these titles available for loan.

Book Summaries: Federal Agencies
The Combined Health Information Database collects various book abstracts from a variety
of healthcare institutions and federal agencies. To access these summaries, go directly to the
following hyperlink: http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. You will need to use the
“Detailed Search” option. To find book summaries, use the drop boxes at the bottom of the
search page where “You may refine your search by.” Select the dates and language you
prefer. For the format option, select “Monograph/Book.” Now type “hypnosis” (or
synonyms) into the “For these words:” box. You should check back periodically with this
database which is updated every three months. The following is a typical result when
searching for books on hypnosis:
•

Numb Toes and Aching Soles: Coping with Peripheral Neuropathy
Source: San Antonio, TX: MedPress. 1999. 300 p.
Contact: Available from MedPress. P.O. Box 691546, San Antonio, TX 78269. (888) 6339898. Website: www.medpress.com. PRICE: $19.95 for soft back book; $29.95 for case
bound book; plus shipping and handling. ISBN 0967110726.
Summary: This book serves as a resource for people who experience pain related to
peripheral neuropathy. About one half of peripheral neuropathies are related to
complications from diabetes mellitus. The book focuses on traditional, conventional, and
alternative treatments for neuropathic pain. The book begins with a chapter that defines
peripheral neuropathy and discusses this condition in terms of its types, symptoms and
effects, causes, and evaluation. The next chapter explains the physical and psychological
aspects of peripheral neuropathic pain. The following chapter discusses medications for
treating peripheral neuropathic pain, including nonopioid drugs, opioids, and topical
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medications. A discussion of nonopioid drug costs is included. The fourth chapter
focuses on other medical therapies for treating peripheral neuropathic pain, including
hematologic treatments such as plasmapheresis, immunosuppressant medications, and
nerve based treatments such as nerve blocks and direct nerve stimulation. This is
followed by a chapter on alternative treatments, including physical therapy;
psychotherapeutic methods such as relaxation and meditation training, biofeedback, self
hypnosis, and prayer; hyperbaric oxygen therapy; acupuncture; touch therapies such as
massage, reflexology, Reiki, Qigong, and therapeutic touch; magnets; and chelation.
Treating peripheral neuropathic pain with various nutrients (vitamins A, B, C, and E;
minerals such as selenium, magnesium, chromium, and zinc; and herbs such as ginkgo
biloba, St. John's wart, bioflavonoids, and others) is the topic of the next chapter. In
addition, the chapter provides information on other supplements such as alpha-lipoic
acid, gamma linolenic acid, acetyl-L-carnitine, N-acetyl cysteine, glutamine, coenzyme
Q10, S-adenosylmethionine, dimethyl sulfoxide, and methyl sulfonyl methane. The
focus of the next chapter is on experimental or unapproved drugs, including aldose
reductase inhibitors; aminoguanidine; COX-2; ABT-594; SNX-111; lamotrigine;
memantine; natural pain relievers such as bimoclomol, cannabinoids, endorphins, and
nocistatin/OFQ2; nerve regenerating compounds such as NGF, IGF-1, neutrophin-3,
and GPI 1046; nimodipine; peptide T; and PN 401. This is followed by a chapter that
examines diabetes and HIV. Diabetes classifications and diabetic neuropathy (types, risk
factors, blood sugar control, and treatment approaches) are discussed. The final chapter
presents ways of coping with peripheral neuropathy, including exercising, using heat or
cold therapy, creating conducive conditions for sleeping, avoiding certain foods, and
selecting appropriate footwear. The book concludes with an index.
•

Treating AIDS
Source: Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book for Everyone. 2nd Edition.
Contact: Health Alert Press, PO Box 2060, Cambridge, MA, 02238-2060, (617) 497-4190.
Summary: This chapter provides an overview of treatment approaches to Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and its associated opportunistic infections. A
variety of drugs have shown promise in treatment, including azidothymidine, ribavarin,
interferons, interleukin-2, and transfer factors. Other experimental treatments have
included lymphocyte transfers and bone marrow transplants. Holistic and alternative
therapies, such as meditation, biofeedback, and hypnosis, also have been tried. In
general, a combination of therapies appears the most effective treatment approach.

Book Summaries: Online Booksellers
Commercial Internet-based booksellers, such as Amazon.com and Barnes&Noble.com, offer
summaries which have been supplied by each title’s publisher. Some summaries also
include customer reviews. Your local bookseller may have access to in-house and
commercial databases that index all published books (e.g. Books in Print®). IMPORTANT
NOTE: Online booksellers typically produce search results for medical and non-medical
books. When searching for “hypnosis” at online booksellers’ Web sites, you may discover
non-medical books that use the generic term “hypnosis” (or a synonym) in their titles. The
following is indicative of the results you might find when searching for “hypnosis” (sorted
alphabetically by title; follow the hyperlink to view more details at Amazon.com):

Books
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•

"Recovered Memory" and Other Assaults upon the Mysteries of Consciousness:
Hypnosis, Psychotherapy, Fraud and the Mass Media by William Rogers (1995); ISBN:
0786401095;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0786401095/icongroupinterna

•

Applied Hypnosis and Hyperempiria by Don E. Gibbons, Theodore Xenophon Barber
(2000); ISBN: 0595124763;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595124763/icongroupinterna

•

Casebook of Clinical Hypnosis by Steven J. Lynn (Editor), et al (1996); ISBN:
1557983658;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1557983658/icongroupinterna

•

Clinical Hypnosis With Children by William C. Wester, et al (1991); ISBN: 0876306059;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0876306059/icongroupinterna

•

Conversational Hypnosis: A Manual of Indirect Suggestion by Carol Sommer (1992);
ISBN: 0971018006;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0971018006/icongroupinterna

•

Creative Choice in Hypnosis (The Seminars, Workshops, and Lectures of Milton H.
Erickson, Vol 4) by Milton H. Erickson, et al (1991); ISBN: 0829024182;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0829024182/icongroupinterna

•

Creative Choice in Hypnosis: The Seminars, Workshops and Lectures of Milton H.
Erickson by Milton Erikson H. (1998); ISBN: 1853434213;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1853434213/icongroupinterna

•

Creative Self-Hypnosis: New Wide-Awake, Nontrance Techniques to Empower Your
Life, Work, and Relationships by Roger A. Straus (2000); ISBN: 0595001920;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595001920/icongroupinterna

•

Discovering the Power of Self Hypnosis: The Simple, Natural Mind-Body Approach
to Change and Healing, Second Edition by Stanley Fisher, Gail Sheehy (2002); ISBN:
155704502X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/155704502X/icongroupinterna

•

Electrodynamic Man: Electromagnetic Field Measurements in Biology, Medicine,
Hypnosis and Psychiatry by Leonard J. Ravitz, et al (2002); ISBN: 158244210X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/158244210X/icongroupinterna

•

ESP and Hypnosis by Susy Smith (2000); ISBN: 1583488472;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1583488472/icongroupinterna

•

Finding the Energy to Heal: How EMDR, Hypnosis, TFT, Imagery, and Body-Focused
Therapy Can Help Resolve Health Problems (Norton Professional Books) by Maggie
Phillips (2000); ISBN: 0393703266;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393703266/icongroupinterna

•

Fun With Hypnosis: The Complete How-To Guide by Svengali (1998); ISBN:
0966398505;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0966398505/icongroupinterna

•

Handbook of Self-Hypnosis by Henry Arons (1989); ISBN: 0685219593;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0685219593/icongroupinterna

•

Healing in Hypnosis: The Seminars, Workshops, and Lectures of Milton H. Erickson
by Milton H. Erickson, et al (1992); ISBN: 0829007393;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0829007393/icongroupinterna
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•

Help Yourself Heal With Self-Hypnosis by Linda MacKenzie (2000); ISBN: 0806949694;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0806949694/icongroupinterna

•

Hidden Depths: The Story of Hypnosis by Robin A. Waterfield (2003); ISBN:
0415947928;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415947928/icongroupinterna

•

How the Word Heals: Hypnosis in Scriptures by John D. Lentz (2002); ISBN:
0595217206;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595217206/icongroupinterna

•

How to Get Results Through Self-Hypnosis by Henry Leo Bolduc (1986); ISBN:
0876041942;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0876041942/icongroupinterna

•

How to Hypnotize Yourself.Without Losing Your Mind: A Self-Hypnosis Training
Program for Students and Educators by Wayne F. Perkins (1999); ISBN: 1585003557;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1585003557/icongroupinterna

•

How You Can Bowl Better Using Self Hypnosis by Jack Heise (1985); ISBN:
0879800712;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879800712/icongroupinterna

•

How You Can Play Better Golf Using Self Hypnosis by Jack Heise (2003); ISBN:
0879800739;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879800739/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis & Suggestion in Psychotherapy by Hippolyte Bernheim (1995); ISBN:
1568211384;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1568211384/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis Acupuncture and Pain by Maurice M. Tinterow, Jon Sward (1989); ISBN:
094233308X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/094233308X/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis and Behavioral Medicine by Daniel P. Brown, Erika Fromm (1987); ISBN:
0898599253;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0898599253/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis and Imagination (Imagery and Human Development Series) by Robert G.
Kunzendorf (Editor), et al (1996); ISBN: 0895031396;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0895031396/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis and Suggestibility: An Experimental Approach by Clark W. Hull (2002);
ISBN: 1899836934;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1899836934/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis and Suggestion in the Treatment of Pain: A Clinical Guide by Joseph Barber
(Editor) (1996); ISBN: 0393702162;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393702162/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis for a Joyful Pregnancy and Pain-Free Labor and Delivery by Winifred
Conkling, Nancy Barwick (2002); ISBN: 0312270232;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312270232/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis for Beginners: Reach New Levels of Awareness & Achievement
(Llewellyn's Beginners Series) by William W. Hewitt (1997); ISBN: 156718359X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/156718359X/icongroupinterna
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•

Hypnosis for Change by Josie Hadley, Carol Staudacher (Contributor) (1996); ISBN:
1572240571;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1572240571/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis in Europe by Peter Hawkins (1998); ISBN: 1897635680;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1897635680/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis in the Relief of Pain by Ernest R. Hilgard, et al (1994); ISBN: 0876307004;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0876307004/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis of Life by Roy Masters (1988); ISBN: 0933900058;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0933900058/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis Truth: The Philosophy of Everyday Auto Suggestions by E. W. "Scotty"
Berry (2002); ISBN: 1403339724;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1403339724/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis: How to Put a Smile on Your Face and Money in Your Pocket by Shelly
Stockwell, et al (1997); ISBN: 0912559179;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0912559179/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis: The Cognitive-Behavioral Perspective (Psychology Series) by Nicholas P.
Spanos (Editor), John F. Chaves (Editor) (1989); ISBN: 0879754699;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879754699/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis: Theory, Practice and Application by Raphael H. Rhodes (Preface), Foster
Kennedy (1998); ISBN: 1567312446;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1567312446/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnosis: What It Is, How to Use It by Lewis R. Wolberg (2003); ISBN: 0879804491;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879804491/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnotherapeutic Techniques (The Practice of Clinical Hypnosis, Volume 1) by John
Goodrich Watkins (1987); ISBN: 0829014624;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0829014624/icongroupinterna

•

Hypnotic Techniques: For Standard Psychotherapy and Formal Hypnosis by George
Gafner, et al (2003); ISBN: 0393703991;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393703991/icongroupinterna

•

Imagine Yourself Well: Better Health Through Self-Hypnosis by Sean F. Kelly, et al
(1995); ISBN: 0306449420;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0306449420/icongroupinterna

•

Inner Strengths: Contemporary Psychotherapy and Hypnosis for Ego-Strengthening
by Claire Frederick, Shirley McNeal (1998); ISBN: 0805825738;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0805825738/icongroupinterna

•

Instant Hypnosis: Self Improvement As You Read by Forbes Blair (2003); ISBN:
141200103X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/141200103X/icongroupinterna

•

Instant Self-Hypnosis: How to Hypnotize Yourself with Your Eyes Open by Forbes
Robin Blair (2004); ISBN: 1402202695;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1402202695/icongroupinterna

•

Keep It Off: And Keep It Off With the Medically Proven Self-Hypnosis Plan by Brian,
Ph. D. Alman, Stephen Montgomery (Contributor) (2004); ISBN: 0525948120;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0525948120/icongroupinterna
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•

Lawyers, Mental Health Professionals and the Legal System: A Look at the
Professionals Who Work Within the Legal System, Hypnosis As a Scientific Tool, and
Sexual Abuse by Eric P. Pitsch, Eric P. Pitsch M. S. J. D. (2003); ISBN: 1410734447;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1410734447/icongroupinterna

•

Leave Something to God: The Religious Aspects of Hypnosis by William J., Jr. MD.
Bryan, Joe Hauser (Editor) (1995); ISBN: 0961514051;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0961514051/icongroupinterna

•

Look into My Eyes: How to Use Hypnosis to Bring Out the Best in Your Sex Life by
Peter Masters (2001); ISBN: 189015928X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/189015928X/icongroupinterna

•

Losing Weight Feeling Great With Self Hypnosis by Catherine Elizabeth (2003); ISBN:
1403365415;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1403365415/icongroupinterna

•

Master Secrets of Hypnosis and Self Hypnosis by Kurt Tepperwein (1991); ISBN:
094168315X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/094168315X/icongroupinterna

•

Master The Power Of Self-Hypnosis: Program Your Subconscious To Attain Health,
Wealth & Happiness by C. Roy Hunter (1998); ISBN: 0806963514;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0806963514/icongroupinterna

•

Mind-Body Therapy: Methods of Ideodynamic Healing in Hypnosis by Ernest L.
Rossi, David B. Cheek (Contributor) (1994); ISBN: 039331247X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/039331247X/icongroupinterna

•

Multiple Personality, Allied Disorders, and Hypnosis by Eugene L. Bliss (1986); ISBN:
0195036581;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0195036581/icongroupinterna

•

New Age Hypnosis by Bruce, Dr. Goldberg (1998); ISBN: 1567183204;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1567183204/icongroupinterna

•

New Age Hypnosis Workbook: A Technique Manual by Bruce Goldberg (1993); ISBN:
1885577001;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1885577001/icongroupinterna

•

Of One Mind: The Logic of Hypnosis, The Practice of Therapy by Douglas Flemons
(2001); ISBN: 0393703827;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393703827/icongroupinterna

•

Practicing Safe Hypnosis: A Risk Management Guide for Practitioners by Roger
Hambleton (2002); ISBN: 1899836942;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1899836942/icongroupinterna

•

Psychoanalysis and Hypnosis (Mental Health Library Series, Monograph, No 5) by
Erika Fromm, Michael R. Nash (1997); ISBN: 0823651819;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0823651819/icongroupinterna

•

Recreating Your Self: Building Self-Esteem Through Imaging and Self-Hypnosis by
Nancy J. Napier (1996); ISBN: 0393312437;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393312437/icongroupinterna

•

Resolving Sexual Abuse: Solution-Focused Therapy and Ericksonian Hypnosis for
Adult Survivors by Yvonne M. Dolan (1991); ISBN: 0393701123;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393701123/icongroupinterna
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•

Self Hypnosis, Creating Your Own Destiny by Henry Leo Bolduc, Henry Leo Bolduc
(1992); ISBN: 0960130225;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0960130225/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis (1986); ISBN: 0934986231;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0934986231/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis [ABRIDGED] by Edgar Cayce (Author), et al (2002); ISBN: 1559276983;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1559276983/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis for a Better Life by William W. Hewitt (1997); ISBN: 1567183581;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1567183581/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis for Cancer Patients by Lee Overholser (1999); ISBN: 1580150195;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1580150195/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis: Easy Ways to Hypnotize Your Problems Away by Bruce, Dr Goldberg
(2001); ISBN: 1564145417;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1564145417/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis: Plain and Simple by C. Alexander Simpkins, Annellen M. Simpkins
(2001); ISBN: 1582900450;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582900450/icongroupinterna

•

Self-Hypnosis: The Complete Manual for Health and Self-Change by Brian M. Alman,
Peter T. Lambrou (1991); ISBN: 0876306504;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0876306504/icongroupinterna

•

Sexual Joy Through Self-Hypnosis by Daniel L. Araoz, Robert Bleck (1992); ISBN:
9993865095;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/9993865095/icongroupinterna

•

Sleep Hypnosis Dreams by L. L. Rokhlin (2003); ISBN: 1410206912;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1410206912/icongroupinterna

•

Solution-Oriented Hypnosis: An Ericksonian Approach by William Hudson O'Hanlon,
Michael Martin (Contributor) (1992); ISBN: 0393701492;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393701492/icongroupinterna

•

Sport Hypnosis by Donald Liggett, Don Liggett (2000); ISBN: 0736002146;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0736002146/icongroupinterna

•

Stop Smoking Through Self-Hypnosis by Isabel Gilbert, Suzanne Mikesell (Editor)
(1987); ISBN: 0914629360;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0914629360/icongroupinterna

•

Strategic Self-Hypnosis: How to Overcome Stress, Improve Performance, and Live to
Your Fullest Potential by Roger A. Straus (2000); ISBN: 0595001939;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595001939/icongroupinterna

•

Taproots: Underlying Principles of Milton Erickson's Therapy and Hypnosis by
William Hudson O'Hanlon (1987); ISBN: 0393700313;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393700313/icongroupinterna

•

The Art of Hypnotherapy: Part II of Diversified Client-Centered Hypnosis, Based on
the Teachings of Charles Tebbetts by C. Roy Hunter (2000); ISBN: 0787270687;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0787270687/icongroupinterna

•

The Beginner's Guide to Self Hypnosis by Ursula Markham (2003); ISBN: 1843336162;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1843336162/icongroupinterna
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•

The Corruption of Reality: A Unified Theory of Religion, Hypnosis, and
Psychopathology by John F. Schumaker (1995); ISBN: 0879759356;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879759356/icongroupinterna

•

The Everything Hypnosis Book: Safe, Effective Ways to Lose Weight, Improve Your
Health, Overcome Bad Habits, and Boost Creativity (Everything Series) by Michael R.,
Dr Hathaway (2003); ISBN: 1580627374;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1580627374/icongroupinterna

•

The Healing Mind: Healing Through Self-Hypnosis and Therapeutic Regression by
Joe Keeton, et al (1999); ISBN: 0709061471;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0709061471/icongroupinterna

•

The Inner Source: Exploring Hypnosis by David S. Connery (2003); ISBN: 1581153112;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1581153112/icongroupinterna

•

The Key to Hypnosis: A Journey into the World of Hypnosis by Randy J. Hartman
(2000); ISBN: 0595139566;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595139566/icongroupinterna

•

The Nature of Hypnosis and Suggestion (Collected Papers of Milton H. Erickson, Vol
1) by Milton H. Erickson, Ernest L. Rossi (Editor) (1992); ISBN: 0829005420;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0829005420/icongroupinterna

•

The New Hypnosis in Family Therapy by Daniel L. Araoz, Esther Negley-Parker
(1988); ISBN: 0876304919;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0876304919/icongroupinterna

•

The New Hypnosis: Techniques in Brief Individual and Family Psychotherapy (The
Master Work Series) by Daniel L. Araoz (1996); ISBN: 1568216076;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1568216076/icongroupinterna

•

The New Hypnotherapy Handbook: Hypnosis and Mind/Body Healing by Kevin
Hogan, et al (2001); ISBN: 0970932103;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0970932103/icongroupinterna

•

The Power of the Mind: Healing Through Hypnosis and Regression by Joe Keeton,
Simon Petherick (2002); ISBN: 0709038178;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0709038178/icongroupinterna

•

The Puppet of Desire: The Psychology of Hysteria, Possession, and Hypnosis by JeanMichel Oughourlian, Eugene Webb (Translator) (1991); ISBN: 0804718237;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0804718237/icongroupinterna

•

The Self-Hypnosis Kit by Cherith Powell, Greg Forde (Contributor) (1996); ISBN:
0670865303;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0670865303/icongroupinterna

•

The Truth About Hypnosis (Llewellyn's Vanguard) by William W. Hewitt (1993);
ISBN: 0875423655;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0875423655/icongroupinterna

•

The Use of Hypnosis in Surgery and Anesthesiology: Psychological Preparation of
the Surgical Patient by Lillian E. Fredericks, Frederick J. Evans (2001); ISBN:
0398071284;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0398071284/icongroupinterna

•

Therapy Through Hypnosis by Raphael H. Rhoades (Editor), Raphael H. Rhodes
(2000); ISBN: 087980162X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/087980162X/icongroupinterna
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•

They Call It Hypnosis by Robert Allen Baker (1990); ISBN: 0879755768;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0879755768/icongroupinterna

•

Through the Open Door: Secrets of Self-Hypnosis by Kevin Hogan, Mary Lee Labay
(2003); ISBN: 1565547853;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1565547853/icongroupinterna

•

Trance and Treatment: Clinical Uses of Hypnosis by Herbert, M.D. Spiegel, et al (1987);
ISBN: 0880482648;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0880482648/icongroupinterna

•

Trancework: An Introduction to the Practice of Clinical Hypnosis, Third Edition by
Michael D. Yapko (2003); ISBN: 041593589X;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/041593589X/icongroupinterna

•

Treating Depression With Hypnosis: Integrating Cognitive-Behavioral and Strategic
Approaches by Michael D. Yapko (2001); ISBN: 1583913041;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1583913041/icongroupinterna

•

Unlimited Sports Success: The Power of Hypnosis by Stephen Mycoe (2001); ISBN:
0595186106;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595186106/icongroupinterna

•

Winning the Mind Game:: Using Hypnosis in Sport Psychology by John H. Edgette,
Tim Rowan (2003); ISBN: 1904424023;
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1904424023/icongroupinterna

The National Library of Medicine Book Index
The National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health has a massive database
of books published on healthcare and biomedicine. Go to the following Internet site,
http://locatorplus.gov/, and then select “Search LOCATORplus.” Once you are in the search
area, simply type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box, and select “books only.”
From there, results can be sorted by publication date, author, or relevance. The following
was recently catalogued by the National Library of Medicine:11
•

A practical guide to self-hypnosis. Author: Powers, Melvin.; Year: 1964; Hollywood,
Calif., Wilshire Book Co. [c1961]

•

Applied hypnosis and positive suggestion in medicine, dentistry, and patient care by
George A. Ulett [and] Donald B. Peterson. Author: Ulett, George A. (George Andrew),;
Year: 1966; St. Louis, Mosby, 1965

•

Better health through self-hypnosis. Author: LeCron, Leslie M.; Year: 1965; New York,
Delacorte [c1967]

•

Dictionary of hypnosis. Author: Winn, Ralph Bubrich,; Year: 2002; New York,
Philosophical Library, [c1965]

11

In addition to LOCATORPlus, in collaboration with authors and publishers, the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is currently adapting biomedical books for the Web. The books may be accessed
in two ways: (1) by searching directly using any search term or phrase (in the same way as the bibliographic
database PubMed), or (2) by following the links to PubMed abstracts. Each PubMed abstract has a "Books" button
that displays a facsimile of the abstract in which some phrases are hypertext links. These phrases are also found in
the books available at NCBI. Click on hyperlinked results in the list of books in which the phrase is found.
Currently, the majority of the links are between the books and PubMed. In the future, more links will be created
between the books and other types of information, such as gene and protein sequences and macromolecular
structures. See http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Books.
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•

Hypnosis and psychosomatic medicine; proceedings. Ed. by Jean Lassner. Author:
Lassner, Jean.; Year: 1959; Berlin, New York, Springer, 1967

•

Hypnosis and suggestion. Author: Chauchard, Paul,; Year: 1964; New York, Walker
[1964]

•

Hypnosis in anesthesiology; an international symposium held at the first European
Congress of Anesthesiology of the World Federation of Societies of
Anesthesiologists, Vienna, Austria, September 5, 1962. Author: Lassner, Jean.; Year:
1964; Berlin, Springer, 1964

•

Hypnosis in criminal investigation. Author: Arons, Harry.; Year: 1962; Springfield, Ill.,
Thomas [1967]

•

Hypnosis in the psychoses. Author: Biddle, William Earl,; Year: 1965; Springfield, Ill.,
Thomas [c1967]

•

Hypnosis induction techniques. Author: Teitelbaum, Myron.; Year: 2003; Springfield,
Ill., Thomas [c1965]

•

Hypnosis, a clinical study. Author: Das, S. Sunder,; Year: 1965; London, Asia
Publishing House [1966]

•

Hypnosis. Author: Chertok, Léon.; Year: 1965; Oxford, Pergamon Press [1966]

•

Medical and dental hypnosis and its clinical applications, by John Hartland, with a
chapter on the uses of hypnosis in dental surgery by Stanley Tinkler. Author:
Hartland, John.; Year: 1965; Baltimore, Williams; Wilkins [c1966]

•

Memory and hypnotic age regression; developmental aspects of cognitive function
explored through hypnosis. [By] Robert Reiff and Martin Scheerer. Author: Reiff,
Robert.; Year: 1964; New York, International Universities Press [c1959]

•

Practice of hypnosis in anesthesiology. Author: Coppolino, Carl A. (Carl Anthony);
Year: 1964; New York, Grune; Stratton, 1965

•

Psychodynamics and hypnosis; new contributions to the practice and theory of
hypnotherapy. Author: Kline, Milton V.; Year: 1961; Springfield, Ill., Thomas [c1967]

•

Secrets of self-hypnosis. Author: Oakley, Eric Gilbert.; Year: 1962; Preston [Eng.]
HOMAS ?[1964]

•

Self-hypnosis and scientific self-suggestion. Author: Ousby, W. J.; Year: 1965; London,
Thorson [c1966]

•

The meaning and practice of hypnosis. Author: Cuddon, Eric.; Year: 1963; New York,
Citadel Press [1965]

Chapters on Hypnosis
In order to find chapters that specifically relate to hypnosis, an excellent source of abstracts
is the Combined Health Information Database. You will need to limit your search to book
chapters and hypnosis using the “Detailed Search” option. Go to the following hyperlink:
http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. To find book chapters, use the drop boxes at the
bottom of the search page where “You may refine your search by.” Select the dates and
language you prefer, and the format option “Book Chapter.” Type “hypnosis” (or
synonyms) into the “For these words:” box. The following is a typical result when searching
for book chapters on hypnosis:
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Mind-Body Connection
Source: in Zonderman, J. and Vender, R.S. Understanding Crohn Disease and Ulcerative
Colitis. Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi. 2000. p. 77-88.
Contact: Available from University Press of Mississippi. 3825 Ridgewood Road, Jackson,
MS 39211-6492. (601) 432-6205. Fax (601) 432-6217. E-mail: syates@ihl.state.ms.us.
PRICE: $28.00 plus shipping and handling. ISBN: 1578062039.
Summary: Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis, together known as inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD), are chronic illnesses of unknown origin. This chapter on the connection
between mind and body is from a book that provides timely information about how to
obtain and maintain the highest quality of life possible while living with IBD. The
authors offer a patient's perspective on coping with IBD. They briefly consider the
historical thinking about diseases such as IBD, which are clearly affected by the
connection between mind and body. Topics include ways to cope with a chronic disease,
the effects on family members, hospitalizations, body image, fear of colorectal cancer,
ways to create a long term strategy for managing the disease, and the use of alternative
therapies to cope with IBD. Alternative therapies considered include diet, nutrition and
lifestyle; strategies such as biofeedback, guided imagery, and relaxation techniques;
ethnotherapies, such as traditional Asian herbs, acupuncture, homeopathy, and healing
techniques; structural and energy techniques, including acupressure, chiropractic, and
therapeutic touch; alternative pharmaceutical and biological therapies, including
chelation and metabolic therapy; and bioelectric appliances (the use of magnets). The
authors conclude that some mind body treatments, such as hypnosis, biofeedback, and
relaxation techniques, including autogenic training, progressive muscle relaxation, and
meditation, can help to improve quality of life for those who live with IBD. Such
treatments provide people with a sense that they can put themselves in control of their
pain and anxiety.

•

Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Source: in Brandt, L., et al., eds. Clinical Practice of Gastroenterology. Volume One.
Philadelphia, PA: Current Medicine. 1999. p. 605-615.
Contact: Available from W.B. Saunders Company. Order Fulfillment, 6277 Sea Harbor
Drive, Orlando, FL 32887. (800) 545-2522. Fax (800) 874-6418 or (407) 352-3445. Website:
www.wbsaunders.com. PRICE: $235.00 plus shipping and handling. ISBN: 0443065209
(two volume set); 0443065217 (volume 1); 0443065225 (volume 2).
Summary: Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a chronic disorder of unknown origin
characterized by alterations in bowel habits and by exacerbations and remissions of
abdominal pain and discomfort. This chapter on IBS is from a lengthy textbook that
brings practitioners up to date on the complexities of gastroenterology practice, focusing
on the essentials of patient care. The authors review evolving concepts of the causes of
IBS, how it overlaps with other functional gastrointestinal (GI) disorders, diagnostic
criteria, and disease management strategies for IBS. Etiology can include heredity and
early life events; response to stress, depression, and anxiety; enteric infections; diet
(although a causal relationship between certain foods and IBS symptoms has not been
established); and altered intestinal motor responses and visceral hypersensitivity. The
Manning Criteria are used to define 6 symptoms in IBS: pain relief after defecation,
more frequent stools after onset of pain, looser stools after onset of pain, abdominal
distention, mucus in the stools, and feeling of incomplete evacuation. There is a general
consensus that drug therapy and behavior modification can improve specific
components of IBS, including abdominal pain, diarrhea, constipation, anxiety, and
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depression. The most commonly used drugs include bulking agents, antidiarrheal
agents, smooth muscle relaxants, prokinetic agents, and antidepressants and anxiolytics.
Psychologic treatments being used to treat IBS include psychotherapy, relaxation
therapy, hypnosis, biofeedback therapy, and combination treatment with two or more
of these treatment options. 5 figures. 4 tables. 50 references.
•

Conservative Therapies for Interstitial Cystitis
Source: in Moldwin, R.M. Interstitial Cystitis Survival Guide: Your Guide to the Latest
Treatment Options and Coping Strategies. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications,
Inc. 2000. p. 175-191.
Contact: Available from Interstitial Cystitis Association. 51 Monroe Street, Suite 1402,
Rockville, MD 20850. (800) HELP-ICA or (301) 610-5300. Fax (301) 610-5308. E-mail:
icamail@ichelp.org. Website: www.ichelp.org. PRICE: $12.00 plus shipping and
handling. ISBN: 1572242108.
Summary: More than 700,000 Americans have interstitial cystitis (IC), a condition that
includes symptoms of recurring bladder pain and discomfort on urination. This chapter
on conservative therapies for IC is from a self care book designed to empower readers
by simplifying the diagnostic and treatment process for IC. The primary object of the
book is to build a framework for delivering proper care to the IC patient. This chapter
reviews forms of treatment that have nothing to do with traditional medications or
surgical procedures. Patients can administer some of these therapies themselves. Other
forms of care involve practitioners other than doctors or nursing specialists. The author
notes that some of the topics discussed in this chapter have no clinical research to
substantiate their efficacy; however, their continued use by IC patients merits mention.
Topics include dietary changes, fluid intake, biofeedback, electrical stimulation therapy,
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), stress reduction, bladder retraining,
physical therapy, acupuncture, and vitamin therapy. Diet has an influence on the
symptoms of IC in over 50 percent of patients. The author reminds readers that each
person has a different response to different foods, so any dietary strategies must be
highly individualized. Adequate recordkeeping can assist patients in determining which
foods to avoid. A list of foods that may cause a worsening of IC symptoms is provided.
Strategies for stress reduction include progressive muscle relaxation, diaphragmatic
training, hypnosis, yoga and tai chi, massage therapy, counseling, and peer support
groups.

•

Nonpharmacologic Methods for Managing Pain and Anxiety
Source: in Dionne, R.A.; Phero, J.C.; Becker, D.E. Management of Pain and Anxiety in
the Dental Office. Philadelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders Company. 2002. p. 34-44.
Contact: Available from W.B. Saunders Company. Book Orders Fulfillment Department,
Harcourt Health Sciences, 11830 Westline Industrial Drive, Saint Louis, MO 63146-9988.
(800) 545-2522. Website: www.wbsaunders.com. PRICE: $122.00 plus shipping and
handling. ISBN: 072167287.
Summary: Pain has always been a barrier to dentistry, serving as the inspiration for
pioneering efforts by dentists to control pain. This chapter on nonpharmacologic
(without the use of drugs) methods for managing pain and anxiety is from a text that
addresses the management of acute and chronic pain and dental patient apprehension.
The author first considers the rationale behind treating anxious patients and the
relationship between pain and anxiety. The author then discusses pediatric
considerations, individualizing treatment, patients with special problems (including
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those who have experienced sexual and physical abuse), exposure as a goal, combining
nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic (drug) modalities, targeting patient treatments,
specific nonpharmacologic treatments, preventing relapse, and therapeutic
recommendations. Specific strategies covered including enhancing control and
information, modifying attention and using distraction, relaxation, paced breathing,
hypnosis, biofeedback, controlling thoughts, and desensitization. The author concludes
that experience and skill in using a broad range of behavioral techniques and
pharmacologic agents provide patients with more options and a safer and more
comfortable treatment experience. 6 references.
•

Everything You Ever Wanted to Ask a Gastroenterologist
Source: in Magee, E. Tell Me What to Eat If I Have Irritable Bowel Syndrome. Franklin
Lakes, NJ: Career Press, Inc. 2000. p. 12-23.
Contact: Available from Career Press, Inc. 3 Tice Road, P.O. Box 687, Franklin Lakes, NJ
07417. (800) 227-3371. Website: www.careerpress.com or www.newpagebooks.com.
PRICE: $10.99 plus shipping and handling.
Summary: This chapter is from a book that offers eating and nutrition guidelines for
people who have been diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). People with IBS
have bowels that tend to overreact in certain situations. Whatever affects the bowels of
the population at large, such as diet, hormones, or stress, affects those of people with IBS
even more, resulting in the symptoms of the disorder. This introductory chapter
answers common questions about IBS ('everything you ever wanted to ask a
gastroenterologist'). IBS is described as a common disorder of the intestines that can lead
to crampy abdominal pain, gassiness (flatulence), bloating, changes in bowel habits
(diarrhea, constipation, or both), a feeling of incomplete emptying of the bowel, and
passing mucus with bowel movements. The symptoms range from mildly annoying (for
most patients) to disabling (for a few patients), and tend to fluctuate over time. The
author explores the hypotheses for the causes of IBS, including a trigger such as flu or
food poisoning, the role of hormones (many women have more IBS symptoms during
their menstruation), genetics, childhood constipation and colic, and childhood physical
or sexual abuse. There is no standard way of treating IBS and there is no drug available
to cure the discomfort of an irritable bowel. There are some medications that can help
relieve symptoms in some people. Stress may worse IBS symptoms by stimulating
colonic spasm is people with IBS. Three types of psychotherapy may be helpful for IBS
patients: brief psychodynamic therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, and hypnosis. The
author cautions that some symptoms (gastrointestinal bleeding, fever, weight loss,
nocturnal symptoms, fecal incontinence, persistent severe pain) are not part of IBS and
may indicate another problem that should be investigated. 2 tables. 1 reference.

•

Dealing With Dental Anxiety
Source: in Dadoly, A.M., ed. Dental Health for Adults: A Guide to Protecting Your Teeth
and Gums. Boston, MA: Harvard Health Publications. 2003. p. 15-16.
Contact: Available from Harvard Health Publications. P.O. Box 421073, Palm Coast, FL
32142-1073. (800) 829-9045. Website: www.health.harvard.edu/SHR. PRICE: $16.00 for
subscribers; $24.00 all others.
Summary: This chapter on dealing with dental anxiety is from a new special health
report from Harvard Medical School that outlines a prevention program that can
address tooth decay and gum infection. This chapter notes that procrastination (due to
fear of the dental visit) almost invariably leads to more advanced oral health problems
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and lengthier, more complex procedures. The authors also assure readers that
improvements in techniques, medications, and equipment over the past 30 years mean
that even the most skittish patients can be assured that their visits now will be more
comfortable than those of their youth. Topics include medications used for pain and
anxiety; strategies to ease post-treatment pain; and alternative therapies for anxiety,
including guided imagery, relaxation exercises, and hypnosis. One sidebar lists self-care
tips for dental anxiety.
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CHAPTER 8. MULTIMEDIA ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we show you how to keep current on multimedia sources of information on
hypnosis. We start with sources that have been summarized by federal agencies, and then
show you how to find bibliographic information catalogued by the National Library of
Medicine.

Video Recordings
An excellent source of multimedia information on hypnosis is the Combined Health
Information Database. You will need to limit your search to “Videorecording” and
“hypnosis” using the “Detailed Search” option. Go directly to the following hyperlink:
http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. To find video productions, use the drop boxes at the
bottom of the search page where “You may refine your search by.” Select the dates and
language you prefer, and the format option “Videorecording (videotape, videocassette,
etc.).” Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the “For these words:” box. The following is a
typical result when searching for video recordings on hypnosis:
•

Parents' Guide to Bed Wetting
Source: Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Hospitals and Clinics, Department of
Outreach Education. 1995. (videocassette).
Contact: Available from University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics. Picture of Health,
702 North Blackhawk Avenue, Suite 215, Madison, WI 53705-3357. (800) 757-4354 or
(608) 263-6510. Fax (608) 262-7172. PRICE: $19.95 plus shipping and handling; bulk
copies available. Order number 100495B.
Summary: Approximately 10 percent of children over age 5 wet the bed occasionally.
This videotape program, moderated by Mary Lee, discusses the medical theories
regarding bedwetting, how to determine when to consult a health care provider, and
strategies to achieve nighttime dryness. The program features Dr. John Pascoe, a
pediatrician, and Lisa Zanoya, a pediatric social worker. The program stresses that
nocturnal enuresis (bedwetting) is a symptom, not a disease, and reminds parents that
each year 15 percent of children who wet the bed spontaneously improve. They
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differentiate between primary bedwetting, in which the child has never experienced
periods of dryness, and secondary bedwetting, in which the child had up to 3 months of
dry nights, then begins wetting the bed again. The most common cause of bedwetting is
idiopathic (unknown); other causes can include disease, structural abnormalities in the
urogenital system, temperament, sleep disorders, hormone imbalance, and stress
(usually due to life changes). The program reviews what parents can expect from the
diagnostic and evaluation process, which often looks at developmental criteria, the level
of motivation of the child and the family, and laboratory tests. The goals for treatment
are twofold: to alleviate the bedwetting problem and to include the family as part of the
treatment process. The last section of the program focuses on the types of treatment,
including the alarm (70 percent cure rate, low relapse rate), medication, bladder
exercises, self hypnosis, visual sequencing, and motivational counseling. Dr. Pascoe
demonstrates the alarm system and how it works.
•

Treatment of the HIV Virus
Contact: Churchill Media, 6677 North NW Hwy, Chicago, IL, 60631, (773) 775-9550.
Summary: In this videorecording, a wide variety of therapies for persons with Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), is
discussed by both Persons with AIDS (PWA's) and physician researchers. The PWA's
explain their experiences with both accepted medical courses of treatment and
alternative therapies, such as holistic medicine and hypnosis. The physicians discuss
currently accepted treatments and experimental treatments, including azidothymidine
(AZT), DDI, dextran sulfate, ribovirin, and AL-721. Clinical trials are briefly explained.
Alternative therapies that might be harmful are mentioned. At the end of the tape, a list
of hotlines providing further information, the importance of a positive attitude, and a
support group demonstration are presented.

•

Self-Care for the Interstitial Cystitis Patient
Source: Rockville, MD: Interstitial Cystitis Association. 1995.
Contact: Available from Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 51 Monroe Street, Suite
1402, Rockville, MD 20850. (301) 610-5300. Fax (301) 610-5308. E-mail:
ICAmail@ichelp.org. Website: www.ichelp.org. PRICE: $14.50 (as of 1995).
Summary: This patient education videotape program provides viewers with guidelines
for coping strategies and self-care therapies to use in managing interstitial cystitis (IC).
Narrated by Dr. Kristene Whitmore, the program defines IC; describes the symptoms
and the chronic nature of the disease; explains the role of the Interstitial Cystitis
Association (ICA); briefly reviews the conventional treatments for IC, including drug
therapy, surgery, and drugs instilled into the bladder; stresses the need for a
combination of traditional and alternative therapies to reduce the frequency of IC flareups and to prolong remission of the disease; and details alternative management
strategies. Strategies covered include dietary modifications, including how to perform a
strict elimination diet; urine alkalization, with baking soda, potassium citrate, antacids,
urine dilution, and dietary acid restriction; bladder holding protocol (a bladder muscle
strengthening program, not behavior modification); the role of exercise; stress reduction
techniques, including biofeedback, self hypnosis, visualization, yoga, massage therapy,
and acupressure and acupuncture; helpful products, including absorbent pads, external
catheters, and portable toilets; travel tips; support and information available from the
ICA; and the role of counseling. The videotape depicts various patients using each of
these strategies.
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Bibliography: Multimedia on Hypnosis
The National Library of Medicine is a rich source of information on healthcare-related
multimedia productions including slides, computer software, and databases. To access the
multimedia database, go to the following Web site: http://locatorplus.gov/. Select “Search
LOCATORplus.” Once in the search area, simply type in hypnosis (or synonyms). Then, in
the option box provided below the search box, select “Audiovisuals and Computer Files.”
From there, you can choose to sort results by publication date, author, or relevance. The
following multimedia has been indexed on hypnosis:
•

[Hypnosis in physical therapy] [slide] Source: [sponsored by Niagara Frontier District,
New York State Chapter, American Physical Therapy Association]; Year: 1970; Format:
Hypnosis in physical therapy; [Buffalo]: Communications in Learning, [1970]

•

Applications of hypnosis in hospital settings [sound recording] Source: Lillian
Fredericks; Year: 1977; Format: Sound recording; New York: Biomonitoring
Applications, p1977

•

Clinical hypnosis with adults [sound recording] Source: Tom Yarnell; produced by
Communications Enterprises, inc; Year: 1978; Format: Sound recording; Gulfport, MS:
Communications Enterprises, p1978

•

Clinical hypnosis with children [sound recording] Source: by Tom Yarnell; produced
by Communications Enterprises, inc; Year: 1978; Format: Sound recording; Gulfport,
MS: Communications Enterprises, p1978

•

Dissociation in hypnosis & psychothera[py] [sound recording]. Year: 1981; Format:
sound recording; Glendale, Ca.: Mobiltape Company, 1981

•

Hypnosis and healing [videorecording] Source: a BBC TV production; Year: 1980;
Format: Videorecording; [London]: BBC, c1980

•

Hypnosis as sole anesthesia for cesarean section (low cervical transverse incision)
[motion picture] Source: Mercy Hospital; Year: 1960; Format: Motion picture;
Kalamazoo, Mich.: Upjohn, [196-?]

•

Hypnosis in dentistry and management of related pain problems [sound recording]
Source: George Roston; Year: 1977; Format: Sound recording; New York: Biomonitoring
Applications, p1977

•

Hypnosis in psychiatry [sound recording]: the ocean monarch lecture Source: Milton
H. Erickson & Ernest L. Rossi; Year: 1981; Format: Sound recording; New York, N.Y.:
Irvington Publishers, c1981

•

Hypnosis in psychotherapy [videorecording] Source: presented by Medical Sciences
Teaching Laboratories, UNC-CH [and] Department of Psychiatry, UNC-CH; Year: 1979;
Format: Videorecording; Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
c1979

•

Hypnosis in the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder [videorecording] Source:
Menninger Foundation; Year: 1987; Format: Videorecording; Topeka, KS: The
Foundation, c1987

•

Hypnosis on trial [videorecording] Source: a BBC TV production; Year: 1982; Format:
Videorecording; [London]: BBC, c1982

•

Hypnosis, can your mind control pain? [videorecording] Source: a BBC TV production;
Year: 1982; Format: Videorecording; [London]: BBC, c1982
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•

Hypnosis, creative imagination and self-control [sound recording] Source: American
Psychological Association; Year: 1976; Format: Sound recording; Washington: The
Association, p1976

•

Restructuring with hypnosis [sound recording]: a clinical demonstration Source: by
Herbert Spiegel, David Spiegel; Year: 1978; Format: Sound recording; [New York]: Basic
Books; [Hagerstown, Md.: for sale by Harper & Row Media], p1978

•

Update on hypnosis in psychiatry and medicine [videorecording] Source: produced
and copyright [ed] 1978 by Health and Education Multimedia, I; Year: 1978; Format:
Videorecording; New York, N.Y.: Health and Education Multimedia, c1979 [i.e. 1978]
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CHAPTER 9. PERIODICALS AND NEWS ON HYPNOSIS
Overview
In this chapter, we suggest a number of news sources and present various periodicals that
cover hypnosis.

News Services and Press Releases
One of the simplest ways of tracking press releases on hypnosis is to search the news wires.
In the following sample of sources, we will briefly describe how to access each service. These
services only post recent news intended for public viewing.
PR Newswire
To access the PR Newswire archive, simply go to http://www.prnewswire.com/. Select your
country. Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box. You will automatically receive
information on relevant news releases posted within the last 30 days. The search results are
shown by order of relevance.
Reuters Health
The Reuters’ Medical News and Health eLine databases can be very useful in exploring
news archives relating to hypnosis. While some of the listed articles are free to view, others
are available for purchase for a nominal fee. To access this archive, go to
http://www.reutershealth.com/en/index.html and search by “hypnosis” (or synonyms). The
following was recently listed in this archive for hypnosis:
•

Hypnosis offers long-term benefits for IBS - study
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: October 22, 2003

•

Psychotherapy, hypnosis may bring period back
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: October 13, 2003
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•

Self-hypnosis may cut stress, boost immune system
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: October 02, 2001

•

Hypnosis does not aid memory recall
Source: Reuters Medical News
Date: August 29, 2001

•

Hypnosis boosts confidence but doesn't aid memory
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: August 29, 2001

•

Hypnosis can cut the cost of medical procedures
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: August 28, 2001

•

Hypnosis may reduce pain, complications of labor
Source: Reuters Medical News
Date: June 13, 2001

•

Self-hypnosis helpful in children with chronic dyspnea
Source: Reuters Medical News
Date: February 16, 2001

•

Self-hypnosis helps patients gain control over symptoms
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: August 09, 2000

•

Hypnosis not proven as antismoking therapy
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: May 31, 2000

•

Self-hypnosis reduces pain and anxiety during invasive procedures
Source: Reuters Medical News
Date: April 28, 2000

•

Hypnosis reduces pain and anxiety during surgery
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: April 28, 2000

•

Hypnosis may be a helpful asthma therapy
Source: Reuters Health eLine
Date: April 21, 2000

•

Hypnosis Useful In Differentiating Epileptic From Non-Epileptic Seizures
Source: Reuters Medical News
Date: December 07, 1995
The NIH

Within MEDLINEplus, the NIH has made an agreement with the New York Times
Syndicate, the AP News Service, and Reuters to deliver news that can be browsed by the
public. Search news releases at http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/alphanews_a.html.
MEDLINEplus allows you to browse across an alphabetical index. Or you can search by date
at the following Web page: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/newsbydate.html. Often,
news items are indexed by MEDLINEplus within its search engine.
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Business Wire
Business Wire is similar to PR Newswire. To access this archive, simply go to
http://www.businesswire.com/. You can scan the news by industry category or company
name.
Market Wire
Market Wire is more focused on technology than the other wires. To browse the latest press
releases by topic, such as alternative medicine, biotechnology, fitness, healthcare, legal,
nutrition, and pharmaceuticals, access Market Wire’s Medical/Health channel at
http://www.marketwire.com/mw/release_index?channel=MedicalHealth. Or simply go to
Market Wire’s home page at http://www.marketwire.com/mw/home, type “hypnosis” (or
synonyms) into the search box, and click on “Search News.” As this service is technology
oriented, you may wish to use it when searching for press releases covering diagnostic
procedures or tests.
Search Engines
Medical news is also available in the news sections of commercial Internet search engines.
See the health news page at Yahoo (http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/News_and_Media/), or
you can use this Web site’s general news search page at http://news.yahoo.com/. Type in
“hypnosis” (or synonyms). If you know the name of a company that is relevant to hypnosis,
you can go to any stock trading Web site (such as http://www.etrade.com/) and search for
the company name there. News items across various news sources are reported on indicated
hyperlinks. Google offers a similar service at http://news.google.com/.
BBC
Covering news from a more European perspective, the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) allows the public free access to their news archive located at http://www.bbc.co.uk/.
Search by “hypnosis” (or synonyms).

Newsletters on Hypnosis
Find newsletters on hypnosis using the Combined Health Information Database (CHID).
You will need to use the “Detailed Search” option. To access CHID, go to the following
hyperlink: http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. Limit your search to “Newsletter” and
“hypnosis.” Go to the bottom of the search page where “You may refine your search by.”
Select the dates and language that you prefer. For the format option, select “Newsletter.”
Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the “For these words:” box. The following list was
generated using the options described above:
•

Relieving the Psychological Symptoms of IBD and IBS
Source: Intestinal Fortitude. 4(3): 2-3. Fall 1993.
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Contact: Available from Intestinal Disease Foundation, Inc. 1323 Forbes Avenue, Suite
200, Pittsburgh, PA 15219. (412) 261-5888.
Summary: This newsletter article considers the psychological symptoms of
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), focusing on
impaired emotional functioning and social limitations. The author encourages readers to
discuss any concerns about emotional or social symptoms with their health care
providers. Such discussion results in patients who are more active participants in health
care and in the education of physicians about psychological symptoms. Other topics
include how one determines if psychological problems warrant a referral to a mental
health professional and treatment options, including hypnosis, biofeedback,
psychotherapy, and support groups. One table summarizes the research findings of one
study on this topic. 1 table.

Newsletter Articles
Use the Combined Health Information Database, and limit your search criteria to
“newsletter articles.” Again, you will need to use the “Detailed Search” option. Go directly
to the following hyperlink: http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. Go to the bottom of the
search page where “You may refine your search by.” Select the dates and language that you
prefer. For the format option, select “Newsletter Article.” Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms)
into the “For these words:” box. You should check back periodically with this database as it
is updated every three months. The following is a typical result when searching for
newsletter articles on hypnosis:
•

Voiding Symptoms: Why Do Men Under the Age of 50 Have Them?
Source: Issues in Incontinence. 4(1): 1, 5-6. Spring 1997.
Contact: Available from Saxe Healthcare Communications. P.O. Box 1282, Burlington,
VT 05402. Fax (802) 655-3127. E-mail: dsaxe@together.net.
Summary: Many young men (under age 50) with longstanding irritative or obstructive
voiding symptoms are commonly and empirically diagnosed as having chronic
prostatitis or prostatodynia. This article reports on a video urodynamics study of 137
men under the age of 50 years. This was a select group of men with chronic voiding
dysfunction who were found to have abnormalities on urodynamic evaluation. All 137
had been misdiagnosed previously with chronic prostatitis and had been treated
unsuccessfully with either antibiotics or alpha blockers. Patients with culture-proven
bacterial prostatitis, symptoms for less than 6 months, or previously diagnosed
neurologic disease were excluded. A diagnosis of pseudodyssynergia (voluntary closure
of the membranous urethra during voiding) was made based on a number of criteria.
This diagnosis was made in 24 percent of the patients. Treatment options for this
condition include hypnosis and biofeedback, employed to allow patients to understand
and correct their dysfunctional voiding patterns. Other urodynamic abnormalities found
include vesical neck obstruction in 74 patients (54 percent), impaired bladder
contractility in 23 patients (17 percent), and acontractile bladder in 7 patients (5 percent).
In the same period, 16 men who underwent urodynamic evaluation were found to have
no evidence of abnormalities. The authors conclude that these data provide compelling
evidence that urodynamic evaluation should be an integral part of the workup for
young men without neurologic disease or evidence of active bacterial infection whose
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urinary symptoms fail to improve after a due course of therapy with currently accepted
treatment modalities for prostatitis. 1 table. 9 references. (AA-M).
•

Secrets of Successful Quitters
Source: Diabetes Advisor. 7(5): 20-21. September-October 1999.
Contact: Available from American Diabetes Association. 1701 North Beauregard Street,
Alexandria, VA 22311. (800) 232-3472. Website: www.diabetes.org.
Summary: This article provides people who have diabetes with guidelines for quitting
smoking. The article identifies the physical symptoms associated with quitting and
explains that successful quitters go through several rounds of quitting and resuming
smoking before they quit for good. The article presents initial steps that a person who
wants to quit smoking needs to take and discusses the use of various nicotine
replacement products to make withdrawal easier. Types of nicotine replacement
products include the nicotine patch, nicotine gum, and nicotine nasal spray. In addition,
the drug bupropion has been used as a smoking cessation aid since 1997. Other
approaches to quitting include receiving formal training in the skills of quitting and
undergoing acupuncture or hypnosis. The article also provides suggestions for reducing
smoking as a way of easing into quitting and offers tips for making quitting easier,
finding a smoking cessation program, and reducing postcessation weight gain.

•

Coping With TN
Source: TN Alert. p. 1, 3. Spring 1996.
Contact: Available from Trigeminal Neuralgia Association. P.O. Box 340, Barnegat Light,
NJ 08006. (609) 361-1014; Fax (609) 361-0982.
Summary: This newsletter article describes the mental and emotional impact of coping
with trigeminal neuralgia (TN). The author notes that when pain is chronic and severe,
as in TN, depression is likely and may become just as disabling as the problematic
trigeminal nerve. The author focuses on identifying and addressing the depression that
can accompany TN. Treatment techniques discussed include counseling, biofeedback,
relaxation techniques, and hypnosis. Specific coping strategies for everyday activities
are also provided.

•

Proven Relief for Arthritis Pain
Source: Health After 50. 9(4):3; June 1997.
Contact: Johns Hopkins Medical Letter, Health After 50, 550 North Broadway, Suite
1100, Baltimore, MD 21205-2011.
Summary: This newsletter article for individuals with arthritis discusses the use of
relaxation therapy for relieving osteoarthritis (OA) pain. Relaxation therapy may be
beneficial because relaxation releases muscle tension, thereby diminishing the degree
and perception of pain and improving the ability to cope with pain. Promising
relaxation techniques include meditation, guided imagery, deep breathing, biofeedback,
and hypnosis. Although relaxation therapy may reduce the need for other treatments
such as medication, rest, exercise, weight control, and joint protection, these treatments
are still key components of OA care. The important role that each of these treatments
has in OA treatment are discussed.
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Academic Periodicals covering Hypnosis
Numerous periodicals are currently indexed within the National Library of Medicine’s
PubMed database that are known to publish articles relating to hypnosis. In addition to
these sources, you can search for articles covering hypnosis that have been published by any
of the periodicals listed in previous chapters. To find the latest studies published, go to
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed, type the name of the periodical into the search box,
and click “Go.”
If you want complete details about the historical contents of a journal, you can also visit the
following Web site: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/jrbrowser.cgi. Here, type in the
name of the journal or its abbreviation, and you will receive an index of published articles.
At http://locatorplus.gov/, you can retrieve more indexing information on medical
periodicals (e.g. the name of the publisher). Select the button “Search LOCATORplus.” Then
type in the name of the journal and select the advanced search option “Journal Title Search.”
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APPENDIX A. PHYSICIAN RESOURCES
Overview
In this chapter, we focus on databases and Internet-based guidelines and information
resources created or written for a professional audience.

NIH Guidelines
Commonly referred to as “clinical” or “professional” guidelines, the National Institutes of
Health publish physician guidelines for the most common diseases. Publications are
available at the following by relevant Institute12:
•

Office of the Director (OD); guidelines consolidated across agencies available at
http://www.nih.gov/health/consumer/conkey.htm

•

National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS); fact sheets available at
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/news/facts/

•

National Library of Medicine (NLM); extensive encyclopedia (A.D.A.M., Inc.) with
guidelines: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/healthtopics.html

•

National Cancer Institute (NCI); guidelines available at
http://www.cancer.gov/cancerinfo/list.aspx?viewid=5f35036e-5497-4d86-8c2c714a9f7c8d25

•

National Eye Institute (NEI); guidelines available at
http://www.nei.nih.gov/order/index.htm

•

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI); guidelines available at
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/index.htm

•

National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI); research available at
http://www.genome.gov/page.cfm?pageID=10000375

•

National Institute on Aging (NIA); guidelines available at
http://www.nia.nih.gov/health/

12

These publications are typically written by one or more of the various NIH Institutes.
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•

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA); guidelines available at
http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/publications.htm

•

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID); guidelines available at
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/publications/

•

National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS); fact
sheets and guidelines available at http://www.niams.nih.gov/hi/index.htm

•

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); guidelines
available at http://www.nichd.nih.gov/publications/pubskey.cfm

•

National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD); fact
sheets and guidelines at http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/

•

National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR); guidelines available at
http://www.nidr.nih.gov/health/

•

National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK); guidelines
available at http://www.niddk.nih.gov/health/health.htm

•

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA); guidelines available at
http://www.nida.nih.gov/DrugAbuse.html

•

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS); environmental health
information available at http://www.niehs.nih.gov/external/facts.htm

•

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH); guidelines available at
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/practitioners/index.cfm

•

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); neurological disorder
information pages available at
http://www.ninds.nih.gov/health_and_medical/disorder_index.htm

•

National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR); publications on selected illnesses at
http://www.nih.gov/ninr/news-info/publications.html

•

National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; general information at
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/becon/becon_info.htm

•

Center for Information Technology (CIT); referrals to other agencies based on keyword
searches available at http://kb.nih.gov/www_query_main.asp

•

National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM); health
information available at http://nccam.nih.gov/health/

•

National Center for Research Resources (NCRR); various information directories
available at http://www.ncrr.nih.gov/publications.asp

•

Office of Rare Diseases; various fact sheets available at
http://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/html/resources/rep_pubs.html

•

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; various fact sheets on infectious diseases
available at http://www.cdc.gov/publications.htm
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NIH Databases
In addition to the various Institutes of Health that publish professional guidelines, the NIH
has designed a number of databases for professionals.13 Physician-oriented resources
provide a wide variety of information related to the biomedical and health sciences, both
past and present. The format of these resources varies. Searchable databases, bibliographic
citations, full-text articles (when available), archival collections, and images are all available.
The following are referenced by the National Library of Medicine:14
•

Bioethics: Access to published literature on the ethical, legal, and public policy issues
surrounding healthcare and biomedical research. This information is provided in
conjunction with the Kennedy Institute of Ethics located at Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C.: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases_bioethics.html

•

HIV/AIDS Resources: Describes various links and databases dedicated to HIV/AIDS
research: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/aidsinfs.html

•

NLM Online Exhibitions: Describes “Exhibitions in the History of Medicine”:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/exhibition.html. Additional resources for historical
scholarship in medicine: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/hmd.html

•

Biotechnology Information: Access to public databases. The National Center for
Biotechnology Information conducts research in computational biology, develops
software tools for analyzing genome data, and disseminates biomedical information for
the better understanding of molecular processes affecting human health and disease:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

•

Population Information: The National Library of Medicine provides access to
worldwide coverage of population, family planning, and related health issues, including
family planning technology and programs, fertility, and population law and policy:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases_population.html

•

Cancer Information: Access to cancer-oriented databases:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases_cancer.html

•

Profiles in Science: Offering the archival collections of prominent twentieth-century
biomedical scientists to the public through modern digital technology:
http://www.profiles.nlm.nih.gov/

•

Chemical Information: Provides links to various chemical databases and references:
http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/Chem/ChemMain.html

•

Clinical Alerts: Reports the release of findings from the NIH-funded clinical trials
where such release could significantly affect morbidity and mortality:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/alerts/clinical_alerts.html

•

Space Life Sciences: Provides links and information to space-based research (including
NASA): http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases_space.html

•

MEDLINE: Bibliographic database covering the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry,
veterinary medicine, the healthcare system, and the pre-clinical sciences:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases_medline.html

13

Remember, for the general public, the National Library of Medicine recommends the databases referenced in
MEDLINEplus (http://medlineplus.gov/ or http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/databases.html).
14 See http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases.html.
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•

Toxicology and Environmental Health Information (TOXNET): Databases covering
toxicology and environmental health: http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/Tox/ToxMain.html

•

Visible Human Interface: Anatomically detailed, three-dimensional representations of
normal male and female human bodies:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible_human.html

The NLM Gateway15
The NLM (National Library of Medicine) Gateway is a Web-based system that lets users
search simultaneously in multiple retrieval systems at the U.S. National Library of Medicine
(NLM). It allows users of NLM services to initiate searches from one Web interface,
providing one-stop searching for many of NLM’s information resources or databases.16 To
use the NLM Gateway, simply go to the search site at http://gateway.nlm.nih.gov/gw/Cmd.
Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the search box and click “Search.” The results will be
presented in a tabular form, indicating the number of references in each database category.
Results Summary
Category
Journal Articles
Books / Periodicals / Audio Visual
Consumer Health
Meeting Abstracts
Other Collections
Total

Items Found
9830
1122
965
5
1
11923

HSTAT17
HSTAT is a free, Web-based resource that provides access to full-text documents used in
healthcare decision-making.18 These documents include clinical practice guidelines, quickreference guides for clinicians, consumer health brochures, evidence reports and technology
assessments from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), as well as
AHRQ’s Put Prevention Into Practice.19 Simply search by “hypnosis” (or synonyms) at the
following Web site: http://text.nlm.nih.gov.

15

Adapted from NLM: http://gateway.nlm.nih.gov/gw/Cmd?Overview.x.

16

The NLM Gateway is currently being developed by the Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical
Communications (LHNCBC) at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
17 Adapted from HSTAT: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/hstat.html.
18
19

The HSTAT URL is http://hstat.nlm.nih.gov/.

Other important documents in HSTAT include: the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Consensus Conference
Reports and Technology Assessment Reports; the HIV/AIDS Treatment Information Service (ATIS) resource
documents; the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration's Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment (SAMHSA/CSAT) Treatment Improvement Protocols (TIP) and Center for Substance Abuse Prevention
(SAMHSA/CSAP) Prevention Enhancement Protocols System (PEPS); the Public Health Service (PHS) Preventive
Services Task Force's Guide to Clinical Preventive Services; the independent, nonfederal Task Force on Community
Services’ Guide to Community Preventive Services; and the Health Technology Advisory Committee (HTAC) of the
Minnesota Health Care Commission (MHCC) health technology evaluations.
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Coffee Break: Tutorials for Biologists20
Coffee Break is a general healthcare site that takes a scientific view of the news and covers
recent breakthroughs in biology that may one day assist physicians in developing
treatments. Here you will find a collection of short reports on recent biological discoveries.
Each report incorporates interactive tutorials that demonstrate how bioinformatics tools are
used as a part of the research process. Currently, all Coffee Breaks are written by NCBI
staff.21 Each report is about 400 words and is usually based on a discovery reported in one or
more articles from recently published, peer-reviewed literature.22 This site has new articles
every few weeks, so it can be considered an online magazine of sorts. It is intended for
general background information. You can access the Coffee Break Web site at the following
hyperlink: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Coffeebreak/.

Other Commercial Databases
In addition to resources maintained by official agencies, other databases exist that are
commercial ventures addressing medical professionals. Here are some examples that may
interest you:
•

CliniWeb International: Index and table of contents to selected clinical information on
the Internet; see http://www.ohsu.edu/cliniweb/.

•

Medical World Search: Searches full text from thousands of selected medical sites on
the Internet; see http://www.mwsearch.com/.

20 Adapted
21

from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Coffeebreak/Archive/FAQ.html.

The figure that accompanies each article is frequently supplied by an expert external to NCBI, in which case the
source of the figure is cited. The result is an interactive tutorial that tells a biological story.
22 After a brief introduction that sets the work described into a broader context, the report focuses on how a
molecular understanding can provide explanations of observed biology and lead to therapies for diseases. Each
vignette is accompanied by a figure and hypertext links that lead to a series of pages that interactively show how
NCBI tools and resources are used in the research process.
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APPENDIX B. PATIENT RESOURCES
Overview
Official agencies, as well as federally funded institutions supported by national grants,
frequently publish a variety of guidelines written with the patient in mind. These are
typically called “Fact Sheets” or “Guidelines.” They can take the form of a brochure,
information kit, pamphlet, or flyer. Often they are only a few pages in length. Since new
guidelines on hypnosis can appear at any moment and be published by a number of sources,
the best approach to finding guidelines is to systematically scan the Internet-based services
that post them.

Patient Guideline Sources
The remainder of this chapter directs you to sources which either publish or can help you
find additional guidelines on topics related to hypnosis. Due to space limitations, these
sources are listed in a concise manner. Do not hesitate to consult the following sources by
either using the Internet hyperlink provided, or, in cases where the contact information is
provided, contacting the publisher or author directly.
The National Institutes of Health
The NIH gateway to patients is located at http://health.nih.gov/. From this site, you can
search across various sources and institutes, a number of which are summarized below.
Topic Pages: MEDLINEplus
The National Library of Medicine has created a vast and patient-oriented healthcare
information portal called MEDLINEplus. Within this Internet-based system are “health topic
pages” which list links to available materials relevant to hypnosis. To access this system, log
on to http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/healthtopics.html. From there you can either
search using the alphabetical index or browse by broad topic areas. Recently, MEDLINEplus
listed the following when searched for “hypnosis”:
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•

Other guides
Arthritis
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/arthritis.html
Cancer Alternative Therapy
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/canceralternativetherapy.html
Herbal Medicine
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/herbalmedicine.html

You may also choose to use the search utility provided by MEDLINEplus at the following
Web address: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/. Simply type a keyword into the
search box and click “Search.” This utility is similar to the NIH search utility, with the
exception that it only includes materials that are linked within the MEDLINEplus system
(mostly patient-oriented information). It also has the disadvantage of generating
unstructured results. We recommend, therefore, that you use this method only if you have a
very targeted search.
The Combined Health Information Database (CHID)
CHID Online is a reference tool that maintains a database directory of thousands of journal
articles and patient education guidelines on hypnosis. CHID offers summaries that describe
the guidelines available, including contact information and pricing. CHID’s general Web site
is http://chid.nih.gov/. To search this database, go to http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html.
In particular, you can use the advanced search options to look up pamphlets, reports,
brochures, and information kits. The following was recently posted in this archive:
•

Men and IC
Source: Rockville, MD: Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 2003. [1 p.].
Contact: Available from Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 110 North Washington
Street, Suite 340, Rockville, MD 20850. (301) 610-5300. Fax (301) 610-5308. E-mail:
ICAmail@ichelp.org. Website: www.ichelp.org. PRICE: $1.00 for members; $1.25 for
nonmembers; plus shipping and handling. Item number: RFM01.
Summary: Interstitial cystitis (IC) is characterized by painful bladder symptoms in the
absence of infection or other identifiable conditions. This fact sheet reviews the problem
of IC in men, a much less common occurrence than in women. Estimates indicate that
about 10 percent of all IC patients are men. Symptoms are similar to those experienced
by women: urinary frequency and urgency, often accompanied by suprapubic pain, in
the absence of any bacterial infection or carcinoma. Men may also experience scrotal and
anal pain. Men have often experienced the same difficulty as many women have in
obtaining an accurate diagnosis of IC, but for slightly different reasons. In men, IC
mimics nonbacterial prostatitis (prostate infection) or prostatodynia (painful prostate).
The fact sheet reviews the standard diagnostic approach for men, the impact of IC on
erectile function, treatment options, and self help treatments including self relaxation,
visualization, self hypnosis, massage, acupuncture, physical therapy, diet modification,
bladder retraining, pelvic floor exercises, biofeedback, and psychotherapy. Standard IC
treatments for males include medications instilled in the bladder, such as DMSO,
heparin, and BCG (experimental); oral medications such as Elmiron or hydroxyzine; anti
depressants such as Elavil; hydrodistention; and, as a last resort, surgery. The fact sheet
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concludes with the contact information for the Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA,
www.ichelp.org).
•

Alternative Approaches
Source: Portland, OR: National Psoriasis Foundation. 2001. 32 p.
Contact: Available from National Psoriasis Foundation. 6600 SW 92nd Avenue, Suite
300, Portland, OR 97223-7195. (800) 723-9166 or (503) 244-7404. Fax (503) 245-0626. Email: getinfo@npfusa.org. Website: www.psoriasis.org. PRICE: Contact NPF for current
pricing.
Summary: This booklet provides people who have psoriasis with information on
alternative approaches to treating psoriasis or psoriatic arthritis. The term alternative
applies to any approach that is outside the mainstream of typical psoriasis treatments.
There are several schools of medicine outside of Western medicine, including
naturopathic medicine, homeopathic medicine, Ayurvedic medicine, Chinese medicine,
acupuncture, and chiropractic. The booklet defines each of these disciplines and
explains the manner in which each one treats disease. This is followed by a discussion of
practices that promote relaxation and stress reduction, including meditation, hypnosis,
massage, yoga, and biofeedback. The booklet then examines dietary regimens that have
been promoted as treatments for psoriasis, including the Pagano diet and the
consumption of sun sensitizing foods. Another topic is the use of dietary supplements
such as fish oil, evening primrose oil, shark cartilage, herbal remedies, and vitamin
supplements. The booklet also describes climatotherapy at the Dead Sea in Israel, the
Blue Lagoon in Iceland, and Soap Lake in Washington State. Other therapies considered
include the use of topical products made from apple cider vinegar, witch hazel, tea tree
oil, neem oil, mahonia aquifolium, emu oil, aloe, capsaicin, oat extracts, and evening
primrose oil. In addition, the booklet discusses substances or techniques reported to be
beneficial for people with psoriatic arthritis, including glucosamine and chondroitin,
methylsulfonylmethane, S-adenosylmethionine, magnet therapy, and balneotherapy.
The booklet includes a list of additional resources on alternative therapies and a list of
National Psoriasis Foundation resources, as well as information about the National
Psoriasis Foundation.

•

OI Issues: Pain Management
Source: Gaithersburg, MD: Osteogenesis Imperfecta Foundation (OIF). 1997. 4 p.
Contact: Available from Osteogenesis Imperfecta Foundation. 804 West Diamond
Avenue, Suite 210, Gaithersburg, MD 20878. (800) 981-2663 or (301) 947-0083. Fax (301)
947-0456. Website: www.oif.org. PRICE: Single copy free.
Summary: This fact sheet for health professionals and people with osteogenesis
imperfecta (OI) provides an overview of different options for pain management. It
defines acute and chronic pain and explains the importance of managing it by such
physical methods as heat and ice therapy, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation,
exercise or physical therapy, acupuncture and acupressure, and massage therapy. The
fact sheet also describes psychological methods of pain management, such as relaxation
therapy, biofeedback, visual imagery or distraction, hypnosis, and individual or family
therapy. In addition, the fact sheet discusses the use of pain medication on a continuous
or around-the-clock basis. Medications include over-the-counter pain relievers,
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, topical pain relievers, narcotic pain medication,
antidepressants, and nerve blocks.
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•

Interstitial Cystitis and Pain
Source: Rockville, MD: Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 2003. [2 p.].
Contact: Available from Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 110 North Washington
Street, Suite 340, Rockville, MD 20850. (301) 610-5300. Fax (301) 610-5308. E-mail:
ICAmail@ichelp.org. Website: www.ichelp.org. PRICE: $1.00 for members; $1.25 for
nonmembers; plus shipping and handling. Item number: RFIP01.
Summary: This fact sheet reviews the treatment guidelines for the pain associated with
interstitial cystitis (IC), a chronic, painful inflammatory condition of the bladder wall.
Although there is no cure for IC, many treatment options are currently available, and
there have been many recent advances in pain research and therapies. Leading pain
specialists in the United States believe that nonmalignant pain, such as the pain caused
by IC, is as serious and debilitating as malignant pain (that due to cancer) and should be
treated just as aggressively. This aggressive treatment includes opiate therapy when
more conservative approaches fail. The fact sheet reviews drugs used, including non
opioid pain medications (aspirin, acetominophen, and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory
drugs), tricyclic antidepressants, Pentosan polysulfate sodium (Elmiron), local
anesthetics, anticonvulsants, benzodiazepines, antihistamines, tramadol (Ultram), and
opioid pain medications. In each category, the fact sheet reviews the use of the drug and
the potential side effects. The author notes that nonpharmacologic treatments for IC
pain (diet modification, physical therapy, acupuncture, transcutaneous electric nerve
stimulation, biofeedback, hypnosis, cognitive therapy) can play a valuable,
complementary role in the treatment of IC pain. The fact sheet includes the contact
information for the Interstitial Cystitis Association (ICA). 2 references.

•

Smoking and Diabetes
Source: Alexandria, VA: American Diabetes Association. 199x. 4 p.
Contact: Available from American Diabetes Association, Inc. Order Fulfillment
Department, P.O. Box 930850, Atlanta, GA 31193-0850. (800) 232-6733. Fax (770) 4429742. PRICE: $9.95 (members), $11.95 (nonmembers) for 50 copies; single copy free.
Order number CDBD42.
Summary: This fact sheet, which is one in a series of 42 fact sheets about daily living and
coping with diabetes, covers smoking and diabetes. Topics include 10 reasons why
smoking is harmful to a person's health, why quitting is difficult, preparations for
quitting, methods for quitting, and the period after quitting. The fact sheet notes that, in
addition to causing cancer, smoking aggravates problems such as heart and blood vessel
disease in people with diabetes. Quitting smoking may occur either quickly or gradually
and may involve nicotine replacement in the form of a nicotine patch or chewing gum,
counseling in a group setting, hypnosis, or acupuncture. (AA-M).

•

About Living With Chronic Pain
Source: South Deerfield, MA: Channing L. Bete Company, Inc. 1996. 15 p.
Contact: Available from Channing L. Bete Company, Inc., South Deerfield, MA 01373.
(800) 628-7733.
Summary: This illustrated booklet for the general public focuses on living with chronic
pain. Acute and chronic pain are defined. Methods of treating chronic pain are
discussed, including medications, electric stimulation, nerve block, surgery, individual
or group therapy, behavior modification, occupational therapy, physical therapy,
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relaxation and meditation, hypnosis, biofeed back, and acupuncture. Ways to live with
pain are suggested, including accepting the pain, reducing stress, and staying healthy
and active. In addition, some common myths about chronic pain are presented, and
sources of information about chronic pain are provided.
•

Chronic Functional Abdominal Pain
Source: Camp Hill, PA: Chek-Med Systems, Inc. 199x. [2 p.].
Contact: Available from Chek-Med Systems, Inc. 200 Grandview Avenue, Camp Hill,
PA 17011-1706. (800) 451-5797 or (717) 761-1170. Fax (717) 761-0216. PRICE: $22.00 per
pack of 50 brochures; 3 pack minimum.
Summary: This patient education brochure describes chronic functional abdominal pain
(CFAP), a condition in which there is no disease present in the abdomen but the
symptom of pain is due to the abnormal function or physiology of the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract and how it relates to the brain. The brochure first describes how the GI tract
functions and the interplay between the brain and the gut. The patient with CFAP will
usually have had their pain for a very long time. The pain is often a dull achy type
rather than sharp or severe enough to go to the hospital emergency room. Other risk
factors include multiple previous abdominal surgery, female gender, and a history of
physical or sexual abuse in childhood. Features such as weight loss, fever, or rectal
bleeding are not present. The primary feature is the presence of very real pain when
nothing can be found to explain it. CFAP occurs when signals from the gut reach the
outer awareness part of the brain indicating the something is wrong, when, in fact,
nothing is wrong. The condition is sometimes called hypergesia. The brochure cautions
that it is possible for patients to have CFAP and some other GI disorder; each must be
diagnosed and treated individually. In most cases of CFAP, the patient will have
undergone extensive medical testing in an effort to determine the cause of the pain.
After an accurate diagnosis, the goal of treatment is to gain control of symptoms and to
improve the quality of daily life. Treatment includes addressing the connection between
mind and body through strategies including stress management, hypnosis, and
behavioral therapy; and the use of medications, including tricyclic antidepressants and
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI). The brochure concludes that by working
with the physician, effective control of this problem can usually be developed. 2 figures.
The NIH Search Utility

The NIH search utility allows you to search for documents on over 100 selected Web sites
that comprise the NIH-WEB-SPACE. Each of these servers is “crawled” and indexed on an
ongoing basis. Your search will produce a list of various documents, all of which will relate
in some way to hypnosis. The drawbacks of this approach are that the information is not
organized by theme and that the references are often a mix of information for professionals
and patients. Nevertheless, a large number of the listed Web sites provide useful
background information. We can only recommend this route, therefore, for relatively rare or
specific disorders, or when using highly targeted searches. To use the NIH search utility,
visit the following Web page: http://search.nih.gov/index.html.
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Additional Web Sources
A number of Web sites are available to the public that often link to government sites. These
can also point you in the direction of essential information. The following is a representative
sample:
•

AOL: http://search.aol.com/cat.adp?id=168&layer=&from=subcats

•

Family Village: http://www.familyvillage.wisc.edu/specific.htm

•

Google: http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/Conditions_and_Diseases/

•

Med Help International: http://www.medhelp.org/HealthTopics/A.html

•

Open Directory Project: http://dmoz.org/Health/Conditions_and_Diseases/

•

Yahoo.com: http://dir.yahoo.com/Health/Diseases_and_Conditions/

•

WebMD®Health: http://my.webmd.com/health_topics

Finding Associations
There are several Internet directories that provide lists of medical associations with
information on or resources relating to hypnosis. By consulting all of associations listed in
this chapter, you will have nearly exhausted all sources for patient associations concerned
with hypnosis.
The National Health Information Center (NHIC)
The National Health Information Center (NHIC) offers a free referral service to help people
find organizations that provide information about hypnosis. For more information, see the
NHIC’s Web site at http://www.health.gov/NHIC/ or contact an information specialist by
calling 1-800-336-4797.
Directory of Health Organizations
The Directory of Health Organizations, provided by the National Library of Medicine
Specialized Information Services, is a comprehensive source of information on associations.
The Directory of Health Organizations database can be accessed via the Internet at
http://www.sis.nlm.nih.gov/Dir/DirMain.html. It is composed of two parts: DIRLINE and
Health Hotlines.
The DIRLINE database comprises some 10,000 records of organizations, research centers,
and government institutes and associations that primarily focus on health and biomedicine.
To access DIRLINE directly, go to the following Web site: http://dirline.nlm.nih.gov/.
Simply type in “hypnosis” (or a synonym), and you will receive information on all relevant
organizations listed in the database.
Health Hotlines directs you to toll-free numbers to over 300 organizations. You can access
this database directly at http://www.sis.nlm.nih.gov/hotlines/. On this page, you are given
the option to search by keyword or by browsing the subject list. When you have received
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your search results, click on the name of the organization for its description and contact
information.
The Combined Health Information Database
Another comprehensive source of information on healthcare associations is the Combined
Health Information Database. Using the “Detailed Search” option, you will need to limit
your search to “Organizations” and “hypnosis”. Type the following hyperlink into your
Web browser: http://chid.nih.gov/detail/detail.html. To find associations, use the drop
boxes at the bottom of the search page where “You may refine your search by.” For
publication date, select “All Years.” Then, select your preferred language and the format
option “Organization Resource Sheet.” Type “hypnosis” (or synonyms) into the “For these
words:” box. You should check back periodically with this database since it is updated every
three months.
The National Organization for Rare Disorders, Inc.
The National Organization for Rare Disorders, Inc. has prepared a Web site that provides, at
no charge, lists of associations organized by health topic. You can access this database at the
following Web site: http://www.rarediseases.org/search/orgsearch.html. Type “hypnosis”
(or a synonym) into the search box, and click “Submit Query.”
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APPENDIX C. FINDING MEDICAL LIBRARIES
Overview
In this Appendix, we show you how to quickly find a medical library in your area.

Preparation
Your local public library and medical libraries have interlibrary loan programs with the
National Library of Medicine (NLM), one of the largest medical collections in the world.
According to the NLM, most of the literature in the general and historical collections of the
National Library of Medicine is available on interlibrary loan to any library. If you would
like to access NLM medical literature, then visit a library in your area that can request the
publications for you.23

Finding a Local Medical Library
The quickest method to locate medical libraries is to use the Internet-based directory
published by the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM). This network
includes 4626 members and affiliates that provide many services to librarians, health
professionals, and the public. To find a library in your area, simply visit
http://nnlm.gov/members/adv.html or call 1-800-338-7657.

Medical Libraries in the U.S. and Canada
In addition to the NN/LM, the National Library of Medicine (NLM) lists a number of
libraries with reference facilities that are open to the public. The following is the NLM’s list
and includes hyperlinks to each library’s Web site. These Web pages can provide
information on hours of operation and other restrictions. The list below is a small sample of

23

Adapted from the NLM: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/psd/cas/interlibrary.html.
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libraries recommended by the National Library of Medicine (sorted alphabetically by name
of the U.S. state or Canadian province where the library is located)24:
•

Alabama: Health InfoNet of Jefferson County (Jefferson County Library Cooperative,
Lister Hill Library of the Health Sciences), http://www.uab.edu/infonet/

•

Alabama: Richard M. Scrushy Library (American Sports Medicine Institute)

•

Arizona: Samaritan Regional Medical Center: The Learning Center (Samaritan Health
System, Phoenix, Arizona), http://www.samaritan.edu/library/bannerlibs.htm

•

California: Kris Kelly Health Information Center (St. Joseph Health System, Humboldt),
http://www.humboldt1.com/~kkhic/index.html

•

California: Community Health Library of Los Gatos,
http://www.healthlib.org/orgresources.html

•

California: Consumer Health Program and Services (CHIPS) (County of Los Angeles
Public Library, Los Angeles County Harbor-UCLA Medical Center Library) - Carson,
CA, http://www.colapublib.org/services/chips.html

•

California: Gateway Health Library (Sutter Gould Medical Foundation)

•

California: Health Library (Stanford University Medical Center), http://wwwmed.stanford.edu/healthlibrary/

•

California: Patient Education Resource Center - Health Information and Resources
(University of California, San Francisco),
http://sfghdean.ucsf.edu/barnett/PERC/default.asp

•

California: Redwood Health Library (Petaluma Health Care District),
http://www.phcd.org/rdwdlib.html

•

California: Los Gatos PlaneTree Health Library, http://planetreesanjose.org/

•

California: Sutter Resource Library (Sutter Hospitals Foundation, Sacramento),
http://suttermedicalcenter.org/library/

•

California: Health Sciences Libraries (University of California, Davis),
http://www.lib.ucdavis.edu/healthsci/

•

California: ValleyCare Health Library & Ryan Comer Cancer Resource Center
(ValleyCare Health System, Pleasanton), http://gaelnet.stmarysca.edu/other.libs/gbal/east/vchl.html

•

California: Washington Community Health Resource Library (Fremont),
http://www.healthlibrary.org/

•

Colorado: William V. Gervasini Memorial Library (Exempla Healthcare),
http://www.saintjosephdenver.org/yourhealth/libraries/

•

Connecticut: Hartford Hospital Health Science Libraries (Hartford Hospital),
http://www.harthosp.org/library/

•

Connecticut: Healthnet: Connecticut Consumer Health Information Center (University
of Connecticut Health Center, Lyman Maynard Stowe Library),
http://library.uchc.edu/departm/hnet/

24

Abstracted from http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/libraries.html.
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•

Connecticut: Waterbury Hospital Health Center Library (Waterbury Hospital,
Waterbury), http://www.waterburyhospital.com/library/consumer.shtml

•

Delaware: Consumer Health Library (Christiana Care Health System, Eugene du Pont
Preventive Medicine & Rehabilitation Institute, Wilmington),
http://www.christianacare.org/health_guide/health_guide_pmri_health_info.cfm

•

Delaware: Lewis B. Flinn Library (Delaware Academy of Medicine, Wilmington),
http://www.delamed.org/chls.html

•

Georgia: Family Resource Library (Medical College of Georgia, Augusta),
http://cmc.mcg.edu/kids_families/fam_resources/fam_res_lib/frl.htm

•

Georgia: Health Resource Center (Medical Center of Central Georgia, Macon),
http://www.mccg.org/hrc/hrchome.asp

•

Hawaii: Hawaii Medical Library: Consumer Health Information Service (Hawaii
Medical Library, Honolulu), http://hml.org/CHIS/

•

Idaho: DeArmond Consumer Health Library (Kootenai Medical Center, Coeur d’Alene),
http://www.nicon.org/DeArmond/index.htm

•

Illinois: Health Learning Center of Northwestern Memorial Hospital (Chicago),
http://www.nmh.org/health_info/hlc.html

•

Illinois: Medical Library (OSF Saint Francis Medical Center, Peoria),
http://www.osfsaintfrancis.org/general/library/

•

Kentucky: Medical Library - Services for Patients, Families, Students & the Public
(Central Baptist Hospital, Lexington),
http://www.centralbap.com/education/community/library.cfm

•

Kentucky: University of Kentucky - Health Information Library (Chandler Medical
Center, Lexington), http://www.mc.uky.edu/PatientEd/

•

Louisiana: Alton Ochsner Medical Foundation Library (Alton Ochsner Medical
Foundation, New Orleans), http://www.ochsner.org/library/

•

Louisiana: Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center Medical LibraryShreveport, http://lib-sh.lsuhsc.edu/

•

Maine: Franklin Memorial Hospital Medical Library (Franklin Memorial Hospital,
Farmington), http://www.fchn.org/fmh/lib.htm

•

Maine: Gerrish-True Health Sciences Library (Central Maine Medical Center, Lewiston),
http://www.cmmc.org/library/library.html

•

Maine: Hadley Parrot Health Science Library (Eastern Maine Healthcare, Bangor),
http://www.emh.org/hll/hpl/guide.htm

•

Maine: Maine Medical Center Library (Maine Medical Center, Portland),
http://www.mmc.org/library/

•

Maine: Parkview Hospital (Brunswick), http://www.parkviewhospital.org/

•

Maine: Southern Maine Medical Center Health Sciences Library (Southern Maine
Medical Center, Biddeford), http://www.smmc.org/services/service.php3?choice=10

•

Maine: Stephens Memorial Hospital’s Health Information Library (Western Maine
Health, Norway), http://www.wmhcc.org/Library/
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•

Manitoba, Canada: Consumer & Patient Health Information Service (University of
Manitoba Libraries),
http://www.umanitoba.ca/libraries/units/health/reference/chis.html

•

Manitoba, Canada: J.W. Crane Memorial Library (Deer Lodge Centre, Winnipeg),
http://www.deerlodge.mb.ca/crane_library/about.asp

•

Maryland: Health Information Center at the Wheaton Regional Library (Montgomery
County, Dept. of Public Libraries, Wheaton Regional Library),
http://www.mont.lib.md.us/healthinfo/hic.asp

•

Massachusetts: Baystate Medical Center Library (Baystate Health System),
http://www.baystatehealth.com/1024/

•

Massachusetts: Boston University Medical Center Alumni Medical Library (Boston
University Medical Center), http://med-libwww.bu.edu/library/lib.html

•

Massachusetts: Lowell General Hospital Health Sciences Library (Lowell General
Hospital, Lowell), http://www.lowellgeneral.org/library/HomePageLinks/WWW.htm

•

Massachusetts: Paul E. Woodard Health Sciences Library (New England Baptist
Hospital, Boston), http://www.nebh.org/health_lib.asp

•

Massachusetts: St. Luke’s Hospital Health Sciences Library (St. Luke’s Hospital,
Southcoast Health System, New Bedford), http://www.southcoast.org/library/

•

Massachusetts: Treadwell Library Consumer Health Reference Center (Massachusetts
General Hospital), http://www.mgh.harvard.edu/library/chrcindex.html

•

Massachusetts: UMass HealthNet (University of Massachusetts Medical School,
Worchester), http://healthnet.umassmed.edu/

•

Michigan: Botsford General Hospital Library - Consumer Health (Botsford General
Hospital, Library & Internet Services), http://www.botsfordlibrary.org/consumer.htm

•

Michigan: Helen DeRoy Medical Library (Providence Hospital and Medical Centers),
http://www.providence-hospital.org/library/

•

Michigan: Marquette General Hospital - Consumer Health Library (Marquette General
Hospital, Health Information Center), http://www.mgh.org/center.html

•

Michigan: Patient Education Resouce Center - University of Michigan Cancer Center
(University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center, Ann Arbor),
http://www.cancer.med.umich.edu/learn/leares.htm

•

Michigan: Sladen Library & Center for Health Information Resources - Consumer
Health Information (Detroit), http://www.henryford.com/body.cfm?id=39330

•

Montana: Center for Health Information (St. Patrick Hospital and Health Sciences
Center, Missoula)

•

National: Consumer Health Library Directory (Medical Library Association, Consumer
and Patient Health Information Section), http://caphis.mlanet.org/directory/index.html

•

National: National Network of Libraries of Medicine (National Library of Medicine) provides library services for health professionals in the United States who do not have
access to a medical library, http://nnlm.gov/

•

National: NN/LM List of Libraries Serving the Public (National Network of Libraries of
Medicine), http://nnlm.gov/members/
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•

Nevada: Health Science Library, West Charleston Library (Las Vegas-Clark County
Library District, Las Vegas),
http://www.lvccld.org/special_collections/medical/index.htm

•

New Hampshire: Dartmouth Biomedical Libraries (Dartmouth College Library,
Hanover), http://www.dartmouth.edu/~biomed/resources.htmld/conshealth.htmld/

•

New Jersey: Consumer Health Library (Rahway Hospital, Rahway),
http://www.rahwayhospital.com/library.htm

•

New Jersey: Dr. Walter Phillips Health Sciences Library (Englewood Hospital and
Medical Center, Englewood), http://www.englewoodhospital.com/links/index.htm

•

New Jersey: Meland Foundation (Englewood Hospital and Medical Center,
Englewood), http://www.geocities.com/ResearchTriangle/9360/

•

New York: Choices in Health Information (New York Public Library) - NLM Consumer
Pilot Project participant, http://www.nypl.org/branch/health/links.html

•

New York: Health Information Center (Upstate Medical University, State University of
New York, Syracuse), http://www.upstate.edu/library/hic/

•

New York: Health Sciences Library (Long Island Jewish Medical Center, New Hyde
Park), http://www.lij.edu/library/library.html

•

New York: ViaHealth Medical Library (Rochester General Hospital),
http://www.nyam.org/library/

•

Ohio: Consumer Health Library (Akron General Medical Center, Medical & Consumer
Health Library), http://www.akrongeneral.org/hwlibrary.htm

•

Oklahoma: The Health Information Center at Saint Francis Hospital (Saint Francis
Health System, Tulsa), http://www.sfh-tulsa.com/services/healthinfo.asp

•

Oregon: Planetree Health Resource Center (Mid-Columbia Medical Center, The Dalles),
http://www.mcmc.net/phrc/

•

Pennsylvania: Community Health Information Library (Milton S. Hershey Medical
Center, Hershey), http://www.hmc.psu.edu/commhealth/

•

Pennsylvania: Community Health Resource Library (Geisinger Medical Center,
Danville), http://www.geisinger.edu/education/commlib.shtml

•

Pennsylvania: HealthInfo Library (Moses Taylor Hospital, Scranton),
http://www.mth.org/healthwellness.html

•

Pennsylvania: Hopwood Library (University of Pittsburgh, Health Sciences Library
System, Pittsburgh), http://www.hsls.pitt.edu/guides/chi/hopwood/index_html

•

Pennsylvania: Koop Community Health Information Center (College of Physicians of
Philadelphia), http://www.collphyphil.org/kooppg1.shtml

•

Pennsylvania: Learning Resources Center - Medical Library (Susquehanna Health
System, Williamsport), http://www.shscares.org/services/lrc/index.asp

•

Pennsylvania: Medical Library (UPMC Health System, Pittsburgh),
http://www.upmc.edu/passavant/library.htm

•

Quebec, Canada: Medical Library (Montreal General Hospital),
http://www.mghlib.mcgill.ca/
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•

South Dakota: Rapid City Regional Hospital Medical Library (Rapid City Regional
Hospital), http://www.rcrh.org/Services/Library/Default.asp

•

Texas: Houston HealthWays (Houston Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical Center
Library), http://hhw.library.tmc.edu/

•

Washington: Community Health Library (Kittitas Valley Community Hospital),
http://www.kvch.com/

•

Washington: Southwest Washington Medical Center Library (Southwest Washington
Medical Center, Vancouver), http://www.swmedicalcenter.com/body.cfm?id=72
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ONLINE GLOSSARIES
The Internet provides access to a number of free-to-use medical dictionaries. The National
Library of Medicine has compiled the following list of online dictionaries:
•

ADAM Medical Encyclopedia (A.D.A.M., Inc.), comprehensive medical reference:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/encyclopedia.html

•

MedicineNet.com Medical Dictionary (MedicineNet, Inc.):
http://www.medterms.com/Script/Main/hp.asp

•

Merriam-Webster Medical Dictionary (Inteli-Health, Inc.):
http://www.intelihealth.com/IH/

•

Multilingual Glossary of Technical and Popular Medical Terms in Eight European
Languages (European Commission) - Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, and Spanish: http://allserv.rug.ac.be/~rvdstich/eugloss/welcome.html

•

On-line Medical Dictionary (CancerWEB): http://cancerweb.ncl.ac.uk/omd/

•

Rare Diseases Terms (Office of Rare Diseases):
http://ord.aspensys.com/asp/diseases/diseases.asp

•

Technology Glossary (National Library of Medicine) - Health Care Technology:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/nichsr/ta101/ta10108.htm

Beyond these, MEDLINEplus contains a very patient-friendly encyclopedia covering every
aspect of medicine (licensed from A.D.A.M., Inc.). The ADAM Medical Encyclopedia can be
accessed at http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/encyclopedia.html. ADAM is also
available on commercial Web sites such as drkoop.com (http://www.drkoop.com/) and Web
MD (http://my.webmd.com/adam/asset/adam_disease_articles/a_to_z/a).

Online Dictionary Directories
The following are additional online directories compiled by the National Library of
Medicine, including a number of specialized medical dictionaries:
•

Medical Dictionaries: Medical & Biological (World Health Organization):
http://www.who.int/hlt/virtuallibrary/English/diction.htm#Medical

•

MEL-Michigan Electronic Library List of Online Health and Medical Dictionaries
(Michigan Electronic Library): http://mel.lib.mi.us/health/health-dictionaries.html

•

Patient Education: Glossaries (DMOZ Open Directory Project):
http://dmoz.org/Health/Education/Patient_Education/Glossaries/

•

Web of Online Dictionaries (Bucknell University):
http://www.yourdictionary.com/diction5.html#medicine
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HYPNOSIS DICTIONARY
The definitions below are derived from official public sources, including the National
Institutes of Health [NIH] and the European Union [EU].
Abdomen: That portion of the body that lies between the thorax and the pelvis. [NIH]
Abdominal: Having to do with the abdomen, which is the part of the body between the
chest and the hips that contains the pancreas, stomach, intestines, liver, gallbladder, and
other organs. [NIH]
Abdominal Pain: Sensation of discomfort, distress, or agony in the abdominal region. [NIH]
Aberrant: Wandering or deviating from the usual or normal course. [EU]
Ablate: In surgery, is to remove. [NIH]
Acatalasia: A rare autosomal recessive disorder resulting from the absence of catalase
activity. Though usually asymptomatic, a syndrome of oral ulcerations and gangrene may
be present. [NIH]
Acceptor: A substance which, while normally not oxidized by oxygen or reduced by
hydrogen, can be oxidized or reduced in presence of a substance which is itself undergoing
oxidation or reduction. [NIH]
Accommodation: Adjustment, especially that of the eye for various distances. [EU]
Acetaldehyde: A colorless, flammable liquid used in the manufacture of acetic acid,
perfumes, and flavors. It is also an intermediate in the metabolism of alcohol. It has a
general narcotic action and also causes irritation of mucous membranes. Large doses may
cause death from respiratory paralysis. [NIH]
Acetylcholine: A neurotransmitter. Acetylcholine in vertebrates is the major transmitter at
neuromuscular junctions, autonomic ganglia, parasympathetic effector junctions, a subset of
sympathetic effector junctions, and at many sites in the central nervous system. It is
generally not used as an administered drug because it is broken down very rapidly by
cholinesterases, but it is useful in some ophthalmological applications. [NIH]
Activities of Daily Living: The performance of the basic activities of self care, such as
dressing, ambulation, eating, etc., in rehabilitation. [NIH]
Actualization: Possibilities of realizing fully one's personal (e. g. intellectual) potential. [NIH]
Acupuncture Analgesia: Analgesia produced by the insertion of acupuncture needles at
certain points in the body. These activate the small myelinated nerve fibers in the muscle
which transmit impulses to the spinal cord and then activate three centers - the spinal cord,
midbrain and pituitary hypothalamus - to produce analgesia. [NIH]
Adenine: A purine base and a fundamental unit of adenine nucleotides. [NIH]
Adenosine: A nucleoside that is composed of adenine and d-ribose. Adenosine or adenosine
derivatives play many important biological roles in addition to being components of DNA
and RNA. Adenosine itself is a neurotransmitter. [NIH]
Adjunctive Therapy: Another treatment used together with the primary treatment. Its
purpose is to assist the primary treatment. [NIH]
Adjustment: The dynamic process wherein the thoughts, feelings, behavior, and
biophysiological mechanisms of the individual continually change to adjust to the
environment. [NIH]
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Adjuvant: A substance which aids another, such as an auxiliary remedy; in immunology,
nonspecific stimulator (e.g., BCG vaccine) of the immune response. [EU]
Adolescence: The period of life beginning with the appearance of secondary sex
characteristics and terminating with the cessation of somatic growth. The years usually
referred to as adolescence lie between 13 and 18 years of age. [NIH]
Adrenal Cortex: The outer layer of the adrenal gland. It secretes mineralocorticoids,
androgens, and glucocorticoids. [NIH]
Adrenal Medulla: The inner part of the adrenal gland; it synthesizes, stores and releases
catecholamines. [NIH]
Adrenergic: Activated by, characteristic of, or secreting epinephrine or substances with
similar activity; the term is applied to those nerve fibres that liberate norepinephrine at a
synapse when a nerve impulse passes, i.e., the sympathetic fibres. [EU]
Adverse Effect: An unwanted side effect of treatment. [NIH]
Aerosol: A solution of a drug which can be atomized into a fine mist for inhalation therapy.
[EU]

Affinity: 1. Inherent likeness or relationship. 2. A special attraction for a specific element,
organ, or structure. 3. Chemical affinity; the force that binds atoms in molecules; the
tendency of substances to combine by chemical reaction. 4. The strength of noncovalent
chemical binding between two substances as measured by the dissociation constant of the
complex. 5. In immunology, a thermodynamic expression of the strength of interaction
between a single antigen-binding site and a single antigenic determinant (and thus of the
stereochemical compatibility between them), most accurately applied to interactions among
simple, uniform antigenic determinants such as haptens. Expressed as the association
constant (K litres mole -1), which, owing to the heterogeneity of affinities in a population of
antibody molecules of a given specificity, actually represents an average value (mean
intrinsic association constant). 6. The reciprocal of the dissociation constant. [EU]
Age Groups: Persons classified by age from birth (infant, newborn) to octogenarians and
older (aged, 80 and over). [NIH]
Aged, 80 and Over: A person 80 years of age and older. [NIH]
Agonist: In anatomy, a prime mover. In pharmacology, a drug that has affinity for and
stimulates physiologic activity at cell receptors normally stimulated by naturally occurring
substances. [EU]
Agoraphobia: Obsessive, persistent, intense fear of open places. [NIH]
Airway: A device for securing unobstructed passage of air into and out of the lungs during
general anesthesia. [NIH]
Alcohol Drinking: Behaviors associated with the ingesting of alcoholic beverages, including
social drinking. [NIH]
Aldose Reductase Inhibitor: A class of drugs being studied as a way to prevent eye and
nerve damage in people with diabetes. Aldose reductase is an enzyme that is normally
present in the eye and in many other parts of the body. It helps change glucose (sugar) into a
sugar alcohol called sorbitol. Too much sorbitol trapped in eye and nerve cells can damage
these cells, leading to retinopathy and neuropathy. Drugs that prevent or slow (inhibit) the
action of aldose reductase are being studied as a way to prevent or delay these
complications of diabetes. [NIH]
Alfentanil: A short-acting opioid anesthetic and analgesic derivative of fentanyl. It produces
an early peak analgesic effect and fast recovery of consciousness. Alfentanil is effective as an
anesthetic during surgery, for supplementation of analgesia during surgical procedures, and
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as an analgesic for critically ill patients. [NIH]
Algorithms: A procedure consisting of a sequence of algebraic formulas and/or logical steps
to calculate or determine a given task. [NIH]
Alimentary: Pertaining to food or nutritive material, or to the organs of digestion. [EU]
Alkaline: Having the reactions of an alkali. [EU]
Alkaloid: A member of a large group of chemicals that are made by plants and have
nitrogen in them. Some alkaloids have been shown to work against cancer. [NIH]
Allergen: An antigenic substance capable of producing immediate-type hypersensitivity
(allergy). [EU]
Allylamine: Possesses an unusual and selective cytotoxicity for vascular smooth muscle
cells in dogs and rats. Useful for experiments dealing with arterial injury, myocardial
fibrosis or cardiac decompensation. [NIH]
Aloe: A genus of the family Liliaceae containing anthraquinone glycosides such as aloinemodin or aloe-emodin (emodin). [NIH]
Alternative medicine: Practices not generally recognized by the medical community as
standard or conventional medical approaches and used instead of standard treatments.
Alternative medicine includes the taking of dietary supplements, megadose vitamins, and
herbal preparations; the drinking of special teas; and practices such as massage therapy,
magnet therapy, spiritual healing, and meditation. [NIH]
Alveoli: Tiny air sacs at the end of the bronchioles in the lungs. [NIH]
Amine: An organic compound containing nitrogen; any member of a group of chemical
compounds formed from ammonia by replacement of one or more of the hydrogen atoms by
organic (hydrocarbon) radicals. The amines are distinguished as primary, secondary, and
tertiary, according to whether one, two, or three hydrogen atoms are replaced. The amines
include allylamine, amylamine, ethylamine, methylamine, phenylamine, propylamine, and
many other compounds. [EU]
Amino Acid Sequence: The order of amino acids as they occur in a polypeptide chain. This
is referred to as the primary structure of proteins. It is of fundamental importance in
determining protein conformation. [NIH]
Amino Acids: Organic compounds that generally contain an amino (-NH2) and a carboxyl (COOH) group. Twenty alpha-amino acids are the subunits which are polymerized to form
proteins. [NIH]
Amino Acids: Organic compounds that generally contain an amino (-NH2) and a carboxyl (COOH) group. Twenty alpha-amino acids are the subunits which are polymerized to form
proteins. [NIH]
Ammonia: A colorless alkaline gas. It is formed in the body during decomposition of
organic materials during a large number of metabolically important reactions. [NIH]
Amnesia: Lack or loss of memory; inability to remember past experiences. [EU]
Amnestic: Nominal aphasia; a difficulty in finding the right name for an object. [NIH]
Anaesthesia: Loss of feeling or sensation. Although the term is used for loss of tactile
sensibility, or of any of the other senses, it is applied especially to loss of the sensation of
pain, as it is induced to permit performance of surgery or other painful procedures. [EU]
Anal: Having to do with the anus, which is the posterior opening of the large bowel. [NIH]
Analgesic: An agent that alleviates pain without causing loss of consciousness. [EU]
Anatomical: Pertaining to anatomy, or to the structure of the organism. [EU]
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Anesthesia: A state characterized by loss of feeling or sensation. This depression of nerve
function is usually the result of pharmacologic action and is induced to allow performance
of surgery or other painful procedures. [NIH]
Anesthesiology: A specialty concerned with the study of anesthetics and anesthesia. [NIH]
Anesthetics: Agents that are capable of inducing a total or partial loss of sensation,
especially tactile sensation and pain. They may act to induce general anesthesia, in which an
unconscious state is achieved, or may act locally to induce numbness or lack of sensation at
a targeted site. [NIH]
Angina: Chest pain that originates in the heart. [NIH]
Anginal: Pertaining to or characteristic of angina. [EU]
Antagonism: Interference with, or inhibition of, the growth of a living organism by another
living organism, due either to creation of unfavorable conditions (e. g. exhaustion of food
supplies) or to production of a specific antibiotic substance (e. g. penicillin). [NIH]
Antibacterial: A substance that destroys bacteria or suppresses their growth or
reproduction. [EU]
Antibiotic: A drug used to treat infections caused by bacteria and other microorganisms.
[NIH]

Antibodies: Immunoglobulin molecules having a specific amino acid sequence by virtue of
which they interact only with the antigen that induced their synthesis in cells of the
lymphoid series (especially plasma cells), or with an antigen closely related to it. [NIH]
Antibody: A type of protein made by certain white blood cells in response to a foreign
substance (antigen). Each antibody can bind to only a specific antigen. The purpose of this
binding is to help destroy the antigen. Antibodies can work in several ways, depending on
the nature of the antigen. Some antibodies destroy antigens directly. Others make it easier
for white blood cells to destroy the antigen. [NIH]
Anticoagulant: A drug that helps prevent blood clots from forming. Also called a blood
thinner. [NIH]
Anticonvulsant: An agent that prevents or relieves convulsions. [EU]
Antidepressant: A drug used to treat depression. [NIH]
Antidote: A remedy for counteracting a poison. [EU]
Antiemetic: An agent that prevents or alleviates nausea and vomiting. Also antinauseant.
[EU]

Antigen: Any substance which is capable, under appropriate conditions, of inducing a
specific immune response and of reacting with the products of that response, that is, with
specific antibody or specifically sensitized T-lymphocytes, or both. Antigens may be soluble
substances, such as toxins and foreign proteins, or particulate, such as bacteria and tissue
cells; however, only the portion of the protein or polysaccharide molecule known as the
antigenic determinant (q.v.) combines with antibody or a specific receptor on a lymphocyte.
Abbreviated Ag. [EU]
Anti-inflammatory: Having to do with reducing inflammation. [NIH]
Anti-Inflammatory Agents: Substances that reduce or suppress inflammation. [NIH]
Antimicrobial: Killing microorganisms, or suppressing their multiplication or growth. [EU]
Antiviral: Destroying viruses or suppressing their replication. [EU]
Anus: The opening of the rectum to the outside of the body. [NIH]
Anxiety: Persistent feeling of dread, apprehension, and impending disaster. [NIH]
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Anxiety Disorders: Disorders in which anxiety (persistent feelings of apprehension, tension,
or uneasiness) is the predominant disturbance. [NIH]
Anxiolytic: An anxiolytic or antianxiety agent. [EU]
Aorta: The main trunk of the systemic arteries. [NIH]
Applicability: A list of the commodities to which the candidate method can be applied as
presented or with minor modifications. [NIH]
Arterial: Pertaining to an artery or to the arteries. [EU]
Arteries: The vessels carrying blood away from the heart. [NIH]
Arterioles: The smallest divisions of the arteries located between the muscular arteries and
the capillaries. [NIH]
Articular: Of or pertaining to a joint. [EU]
Asphyxia: A pathological condition caused by lack of oxygen, manifested in impending or
actual cessation of life. [NIH]
Aspiration: The act of inhaling. [NIH]
Aspirin: A drug that reduces pain, fever, inflammation, and blood clotting. Aspirin belongs
to the family of drugs called nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents. It is also being studied
in cancer prevention. [NIH]
Ataxia: Impairment of the ability to perform smoothly coordinated voluntary movements.
This condition may affect the limbs, trunk, eyes, pharnyx, larnyx, and other structures.
Ataxia may result from impaired sensory or motor function. Sensory ataxia may result from
posterior column injury or peripheral nerve diseases. Motor ataxia may be associated with
cerebellar diseases; cerebral cortex diseases; thalamic diseases; basal ganglia diseases; injury
to the red nucleus; and other conditions. [NIH]
Atmospheric Pressure: The pressure at any point in an atmosphere due solely to the weight
of the atmospheric gases above the point concerned. [NIH]
Attenuated: Strain with weakened or reduced virulence. [NIH]
Auditory: Pertaining to the sense of hearing. [EU]
Autogenic: A type of succession when the developing vegetation itself is the cause for the
succession. [NIH]
Autogenic Training: Technique based on muscle relaxation during self-hypnotic exercises.
It is used in conjunction with psychotherapy. [NIH]
Autonomic: Self-controlling; functionally independent. [EU]
Autonomic Nervous System: The enteric, parasympathetic, and sympathetic nervous
systems taken together. Generally speaking, the autonomic nervous system regulates the
internal environment during both peaceful activity and physical or emotional stress.
Autonomic activity is controlled and integrated by the central nervous system, especially the
hypothalamus and the solitary nucleus, which receive information relayed from visceral
afferents; these and related central and sensory structures are sometimes (but not here)
considered to be part of the autonomic nervous system itself. [NIH]
Bacteria: Unicellular prokaryotic microorganisms which generally possess rigid cell walls,
multiply by cell division, and exhibit three principal forms: round or coccal, rodlike or
bacillary, and spiral or spirochetal. [NIH]
Bactericidal: Substance lethal to bacteria; substance capable of killing bacteria. [NIH]
Barbiturate: A drug with sedative and hypnotic effects. Barbiturates have been used as
sedatives and anesthetics, and they have been used to treat the convulsions associated with
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epilepsy. [NIH]
Basal Ganglia: Large subcortical nuclear masses derived from the telencephalon and located
in the basal regions of the cerebral hemispheres. [NIH]
Basal Ganglia Diseases: Diseases of the basal ganglia including the putamen; globus
pallidus; claustrum; amygdala; and caudate nucleus. Dyskinesias (most notably involuntary
movements and alterations of the rate of movement) represent the primary clinical
manifestations of these disorders. Common etiologies include cerebrovascular disease;
neurodegenerative diseases; and craniocerebral trauma. [NIH]
Base: In chemistry, the nonacid part of a salt; a substance that combines with acids to form
salts; a substance that dissociates to give hydroxide ions in aqueous solutions; a substance
whose molecule or ion can combine with a proton (hydrogen ion); a substance capable of
donating a pair of electrons (to an acid) for the formation of a coordinate covalent bond. [EU]
Belching: Noisy release of gas from the stomach through the mouth. Also called burping.
[NIH]

Benign: Not cancerous; does not invade nearby tissue or spread to other parts of the body.
[NIH]

Benzene: Toxic, volatile, flammable liquid hydrocarbon biproduct of coal distillation. It is
used as an industrial solvent in paints, varnishes, lacquer thinners, gasoline, etc. Benzene
causes central nervous system damage acutely and bone marrow damage chronically and is
carcinogenic. It was formerly used as parasiticide. [NIH]
Benzodiazepines: A two-ring heterocyclic compound consisting of a benzene ring fused to a
diazepine ring. Permitted is any degree of hydrogenation, any substituents and any Hisomer. [NIH]
Beta-Endorphin: A peptide consisting of amino acid sequence 61-91 of the endogenous
pituitary hormone beta-lipotropin. The first four amino acids show a common tetrapeptide
sequence with methionine- and leucine enkephalin. The compound shows opiate-like
activity. Injection of beta-endorphin induces a profound analgesia of the whole body for
several hours. This action is reversed after administration of naloxone. [NIH]
Bile: An emulsifying agent produced in the liver and secreted into the duodenum. Its
composition includes bile acids and salts, cholesterol, and electrolytes. It aids digestion of
fats in the duodenum. [NIH]
Binding Sites: The reactive parts of a macromolecule that directly participate in its specific
combination with another molecule. [NIH]
Biochemical: Relating to biochemistry; characterized by, produced by, or involving
chemical reactions in living organisms. [EU]
Biopsy: Removal and pathologic examination of specimens in the form of small pieces of
tissue from the living body. [NIH]
Biosynthesis: The building up of a chemical compound in the physiologic processes of a
living organism. [EU]
Biotechnology: Body of knowledge related to the use of organisms, cells or cell-derived
constituents for the purpose of developing products which are technically, scientifically and
clinically useful. Alteration of biologic function at the molecular level (i.e., genetic
engineering) is a central focus; laboratory methods used include transfection and cloning
technologies, sequence and structure analysis algorithms, computer databases, and gene and
protein structure function analysis and prediction. [NIH]
Bladder: The organ that stores urine. [NIH]
Bloating: Fullness or swelling in the abdomen that often occurs after meals. [NIH]
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Blood Coagulation: The process of the interaction of blood coagulation factors that results in
an insoluble fibrin clot. [NIH]
Blood Platelets: Non-nucleated disk-shaped cells formed in the megakaryocyte and found
in the blood of all mammals. They are mainly involved in blood coagulation. [NIH]
Blood pressure: The pressure of blood against the walls of a blood vessel or heart chamber.
Unless there is reference to another location, such as the pulmonary artery or one of the
heart chambers, it refers to the pressure in the systemic arteries, as measured, for example,
in the forearm. [NIH]
Blood vessel: A tube in the body through which blood circulates. Blood vessels include a
network of arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules, and veins. [NIH]
Body Fluids: Liquid components of living organisms. [NIH]
Body Image: Individuals' personal concept of their bodies as objects in and bound by space,
independently and apart from all other objects. [NIH]
Body Mass Index: One of the anthropometric measures of body mass; it has the highest
correlation with skinfold thickness or body density. [NIH]
Body Regions: Anatomical areas of the body. [NIH]
Bone Marrow: The soft tissue filling the cavities of bones. Bone marrow exists in two types,
yellow and red. Yellow marrow is found in the large cavities of large bones and consists
mostly of fat cells and a few primitive blood cells. Red marrow is a hematopoietic tissue and
is the site of production of erythrocytes and granular leukocytes. Bone marrow is made up
of a framework of connective tissue containing branching fibers with the frame being filled
with marrow cells. [NIH]
Bone marrow aspiration: The removal of a small sample of bone marrow (usually from the
hip) through a needle for examination under a microscope. [NIH]
Bowel: The long tube-shaped organ in the abdomen that completes the process of digestion.
There is both a small and a large bowel. Also called the intestine. [NIH]
Bowel Movement: Body wastes passed through the rectum and anus. [NIH]
Brain Stem: The part of the brain that connects the cerebral hemispheres with the spinal
cord. It consists of the mesencephalon, pons, and medulla oblongata. [NIH]
Branch: Most commonly used for branches of nerves, but applied also to other structures.
[NIH]

Breeding: The science or art of changing the constitution of a population of plants or
animals through sexual reproduction. [NIH]
Bronchi: The larger air passages of the lungs arising from the terminal bifurcation of the
trachea. [NIH]
Bronchiseptica: A small, gram-negative, motile bacillus. A normal inhabitant of the
respiratory tract in man, dogs, and pigs, but is also associated with canine infectious
tracheobronchitis and atrophic rhinitis in pigs. [NIH]
Bulking Agents: Laxatives that make bowel movements soft and easy to pass. [NIH]
Bupropion: A unicyclic, aminoketone antidepressant. The mechanism of its therapeutic
actions is not well understood, but it does appear to block dopamine uptake. The
hydrochloride is available as an aid to smoking cessation treatment. [NIH]
Burns: Injuries to tissues caused by contact with heat, steam, chemicals (burns, chemical),
electricity (burns, electric), or the like. [NIH]
Burns, Electric: Burns produced by contact with electric current or from a sudden discharge
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of electricity. [NIH]
Butyric Acid: A four carbon acid, CH3CH2CH2COOH, with an unpleasant odor that occurs
in butter and animal fat as the glycerol ester. [NIH]
Bypass: A surgical procedure in which the doctor creates a new pathway for the flow of
body fluids. [NIH]
Calcium: A basic element found in nearly all organized tissues. It is a member of the
alkaline earth family of metals with the atomic symbol Ca, atomic number 20, and atomic
weight 40. Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body and combines with
phosphorus to form calcium phosphate in the bones and teeth. It is essential for the normal
functioning of nerves and muscles and plays a role in blood coagulation (as factor IV) and in
many enzymatic processes. [NIH]
Calcium Channels: Voltage-dependent cell membrane glycoproteins selectively permeable
to calcium ions. They are categorized as L-, T-, N-, P-, Q-, and R-types based on the
activation and inactivation kinetics, ion specificity, and sensitivity to drugs and toxins. The
L- and T-types are present throughout the cardiovascular and central nervous systems and
the N-, P-, Q-, & R-types are located in neuronal tissue. [NIH]
Cannabidiol: Compound isolated from Cannabis sativa extract. [NIH]
Cannabinoids: Compounds extracted from Cannabis sativa L. and metabolites having the
cannabinoid structure. The most active constituents are tetrahydrocannabinol, cannabinol,
and cannabidiol. [NIH]
Cannabinol: A physiologically inactive constituent of Cannabis sativa L. [NIH]
Capsaicin: Cytotoxic alkaloid from various species of Capsicum (pepper, paprika), of the
Solanaceae. [NIH]
Carcinogens: Substances that increase the risk of neoplasms in humans or animals. Both
genotoxic chemicals, which affect DNA directly, and nongenotoxic chemicals, which induce
neoplasms by other mechanism, are included. [NIH]
Carcinoma: Cancer that begins in the skin or in tissues that line or cover internal organs.
[NIH]

Cardiac: Having to do with the heart. [NIH]
Cardiorespiratory: Relating to the heart and lungs and their function. [EU]
Cardiovascular: Having to do with the heart and blood vessels. [NIH]
Cardioversion: Electrical reversion of cardiac arrhythmias to normal sinus rhythm, formerly
using alternatic current, but now employing direct current. [NIH]
Carnitine: Constituent of striated muscle and liver. It is used therapeutically to stimulate
gastric and pancreatic secretions and in the treatment of hyperlipoproteinemias. [NIH]
Case report: A detailed report of the diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up of an individual
patient. Case reports also contain some demographic information about the patient (for
example, age, gender, ethnic origin). [NIH]
Case series: A group or series of case reports involving patients who were given similar
treatment. Reports of case series usually contain detailed information about the individual
patients. This includes demographic information (for example, age, gender, ethnic origin)
and information on diagnosis, treatment, response to treatment, and follow-up after
treatment. [NIH]
Catalase: An oxidoreductase that catalyzes the conversion of hydrogen peroxide to water
and oxygen. It is present in many animal cells. A deficiency of this enzyme results in
acatalasia. EC 1.11.1.6. [NIH]
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Catalepsy: A condition characterized by inactivity, decreased responsiveness to stimuli, and
a tendency to maintain an immobile posture. The limbs tend to remain in whatever position
they are placed (waxy flexibility). Catalepsy may be associated with psychotic disorders
(e.g., schizophrenia, catatonic), nervous system drug toxicity, and other conditions. [NIH]
Catecholamines: A general class of ortho-dihydroxyphenylalkylamines derived from
tyrosine. [NIH]
Catheters: A small, flexible tube that may be inserted into various parts of the body to inject
or remove liquids. [NIH]
Causal: Pertaining to a cause; directed against a cause. [EU]
Cell: The individual unit that makes up all of the tissues of the body. All living things are
made up of one or more cells. [NIH]
Cell membrane: Cell membrane = plasma membrane. The structure enveloping a cell,
enclosing the cytoplasm, and forming a selective permeability barrier; it consists of lipids,
proteins, and some carbohydrates, the lipids thought to form a bilayer in which integral
proteins are embedded to varying degrees. [EU]
Central Nervous System: The main information-processing organs of the nervous system,
consisting of the brain, spinal cord, and meninges. [NIH]
Central Nervous System Infections: Pathogenic infections of the brain, spinal cord, and
meninges. DNA virus infections; RNA virus infections; bacterial infections; mycoplasma
infections; Spirochaetales infections; fungal infections; protozoan infections; helminthiasis;
and prion diseases may involve the central nervous system as a primary or secondary
process. [NIH]
Cerebellar: Pertaining to the cerebellum. [EU]
Cerebellum: Part of the metencephalon that lies in the posterior cranial fossa behind the
brain stem. It is concerned with the coordination of movement. [NIH]
Cerebral: Of or pertaining of the cerebrum or the brain. [EU]
Cerebral Palsy: Refers to a motor disability caused by a brain dysfunction. [NIH]
Cerebrospinal: Pertaining to the brain and spinal cord. [EU]
Cerebrospinal fluid: CSF. The fluid flowing around the brain and spinal cord.
Cerebrospinal fluid is produced in the ventricles in the brain. [NIH]
Cerebrovascular: Pertaining to the blood vessels of the cerebrum, or brain. [EU]
Cerebrum: The largest part of the brain. It is divided into two hemispheres, or halves, called
the cerebral hemispheres. The cerebrum controls muscle functions of the body and also
controls speech, emotions, reading, writing, and learning. [NIH]
Cervical: Relating to the neck, or to the neck of any organ or structure. Cervical lymph
nodes are located in the neck; cervical cancer refers to cancer of the uterine cervix, which is
the lower, narrow end (the "neck") of the uterus. [NIH]
Cervix: The lower, narrow end of the uterus that forms a canal between the uterus and
vagina. [NIH]
Cesarean Section: Extraction of the fetus by means of abdominal hysterotomy. [NIH]
Cetirizine: A potent second-generation histamine H1 antagonist that is effective in the
treatment of allergic rhinitis, chronic urticaria, and pollen-induced asthma. Unlike many
traditional antihistamines, it does not cause drowsiness or anticholinergic side effects. [NIH]
Character: In current usage, approximately equivalent to personality. The sum of the
relatively fixed personality traits and habitual modes of response of an individual. [NIH]
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Chelation: Combination with a metal in complexes in which the metal is part of a ring. [EU]
Chest Pain: Pressure, burning, or numbness in the chest. [NIH]
Chiropractic: A system of treating bodily disorders by manipulation of the spine and other
parts, based on the belief that the cause is the abnormal functioning of a nerve. [NIH]
Cholecystokinin: A 33-amino acid peptide secreted by the upper intestinal mucosa and also
found in the central nervous system. It causes gallbladder contraction, release of pancreatic
exocrine (or digestive) enzymes, and affects other gastrointestinal functions.
Cholecystokinin may be the mediator of satiety. [NIH]
Cholinergic: Resembling acetylcholine in pharmacological action; stimulated by or releasing
acetylcholine or a related compound. [EU]
Cholinergic Fibers: Nerve fibers liberating acetylcholine at the synapse after an impulse.
[NIH]

Chromium: A trace element that plays a role in glucose metabolism. It has the atomic
symbol Cr, atomic number 24, and atomic weight 52. According to the Fourth Annual
Report on Carcinogens (NTP85-002,1985), chromium and some of its compounds have been
listed as known carcinogens. [NIH]
Chronic: A disease or condition that persists or progresses over a long period of time. [NIH]
Chronic Disease: Disease or ailment of long duration. [NIH]
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: Fatigue caused by the combined effects of different types of
prolonged fatigue. [NIH]
Chronic prostatitis: Inflammation of the prostate gland, developing slowly and lasting a
long time. [NIH]
Clinical Protocols: Precise and detailed plans for the study of a medical or biomedical
problem and/or plans for a regimen of therapy. [NIH]
Clinical study: A research study in which patients receive treatment in a clinic or other
medical facility. Reports of clinical studies can contain results for single patients (case
reports) or many patients (case series or clinical trials). [NIH]
Clinical trial: A research study that tests how well new medical treatments or other
interventions work in people. Each study is designed to test new methods of screening,
prevention, diagnosis, or treatment of a disease. [NIH]
Cloning: The production of a number of genetically identical individuals; in genetic
engineering, a process for the efficient replication of a great number of identical DNA
molecules. [NIH]
Cochlear: Of or pertaining to the cochlea. [EU]
Cochlear Diseases: Diseases of the cochlea, the part of the inner ear that is concerned with
hearing. [NIH]
Coenzyme: An organic nonprotein molecule, frequently a phosphorylated derivative of a
water-soluble vitamin, that binds with the protein molecule (apoenzyme) to form the active
enzyme (holoenzyme). [EU]
Cofactor: A substance, microorganism or environmental factor that activates or enhances the
action of another entity such as a disease-causing agent. [NIH]
Cognition: Intellectual or mental process whereby an organism becomes aware of or obtains
knowledge. [NIH]
Cognitive restructuring: A method of identifying and replacing fear-promoting, irrational
beliefs with more realistic and functional ones. [NIH]
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Cognitive Therapy: A direct form of psychotherapy based on the interpretation of situations
(cognitive structure of experiences) that determine how an individual feels and behaves. It is
based on the premise that cognition, the process of acquiring knowledge and forming
beliefs, is a primary determinant of mood and behavior. The therapy uses behavioral and
verbal techniques to identify and correct negative thinking that is at the root of the aberrant
behavior. [NIH]
Colic: Paroxysms of pain. This condition usually occurs in the abdominal region but may
occur in other body regions as well. [NIH]
Colitis: Inflammation of the colon. [NIH]
Collagen: A polypeptide substance comprising about one third of the total protein in
mammalian organisms. It is the main constituent of skin, connective tissue, and the organic
substance of bones and teeth. Different forms of collagen are produced in the body but all
consist of three alpha-polypeptide chains arranged in a triple helix. Collagen is
differentiated from other fibrous proteins, such as elastin, by the content of proline,
hydroxyproline, and hydroxylysine; by the absence of tryptophan; and particularly by the
high content of polar groups which are responsible for its swelling properties. [NIH]
Colorectal: Having to do with the colon or the rectum. [NIH]
Colorectal Cancer: Cancer that occurs in the colon (large intestine) or the rectum (the end of
the large intestine). A number of digestive diseases may increase a person's risk of colorectal
cancer, including polyposis and Zollinger-Ellison Syndrome. [NIH]
Compact Disks: Computer disks storing data with a maximum reduction of space and
bandwidth. The compact size reduces cost of transmission and storage. [NIH]
Complement: A term originally used to refer to the heat-labile factor in serum that causes
immune cytolysis, the lysis of antibody-coated cells, and now referring to the entire
functionally related system comprising at least 20 distinct serum proteins that is the effector
not only of immune cytolysis but also of other biologic functions. Complement activation
occurs by two different sequences, the classic and alternative pathways. The proteins of the
classic pathway are termed 'components of complement' and are designated by the symbols
C1 through C9. C1 is a calcium-dependent complex of three distinct proteins C1q, C1r and
C1s. The proteins of the alternative pathway (collectively referred to as the properdin
system) and complement regulatory proteins are known by semisystematic or trivial names.
Fragments resulting from proteolytic cleavage of complement proteins are designated with
lower-case letter suffixes, e.g., C3a. Inactivated fragments may be designated with the suffix
'i', e.g. C3bi. Activated components or complexes with biological activity are designated by a
bar over the symbol e.g. C1 or C4b,2a. The classic pathway is activated by the binding of C1
to classic pathway activators, primarily antigen-antibody complexes containing IgM, IgG1,
IgG3; C1q binds to a single IgM molecule or two adjacent IgG molecules. The alternative
pathway can be activated by IgA immune complexes and also by nonimmunologic materials
including bacterial endotoxins, microbial polysaccharides, and cell walls. Activation of the
classic pathway triggers an enzymatic cascade involving C1, C4, C2 and C3; activation of the
alternative pathway triggers a cascade involving C3 and factors B, D and P. Both result in
the cleavage of C5 and the formation of the membrane attack complex. Complement
activation also results in the formation of many biologically active complement fragments
that act as anaphylatoxins, opsonins, or chemotactic factors. [EU]
Complementary and alternative medicine: CAM. Forms of treatment that are used in
addition to (complementary) or instead of (alternative) standard treatments. These practices
are not considered standard medical approaches. CAM includes dietary supplements,
megadose vitamins, herbal preparations, special teas, massage therapy, magnet therapy,
spiritual healing, and meditation. [NIH]
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Complementary medicine: Practices not generally recognized by the medical community as
standard or conventional medical approaches and used to enhance or complement the
standard treatments. Complementary medicine includes the taking of dietary supplements,
megadose vitamins, and herbal preparations; the drinking of special teas; and practices such
as massage therapy, magnet therapy, spiritual healing, and meditation. [NIH]
Complete remission: The disappearance of all signs of cancer. Also called a complete
response. [NIH]
Computational Biology: A field of biology concerned with the development of techniques
for the collection and manipulation of biological data, and the use of such data to make
biological discoveries or predictions. This field encompasses all computational methods and
theories applicable to molecular biology and areas of computer-based techniques for solving
biological problems including manipulation of models and datasets. [NIH]
Computer Systems: Systems composed of a computer or computers, peripheral equipment,
such as disks, printers, and terminals, and telecommunications capabilities. [NIH]
Conception: The onset of pregnancy, marked by implantation of the blastocyst; the
formation of a viable zygote. [EU]
Conduction: The transfer of sound waves, heat, nervous impulses, or electricity. [EU]
Conjugated: Acting or operating as if joined; simultaneous. [EU]
Conjunctiva: The mucous membrane that lines the inner surface of the eyelids and the
anterior part of the sclera. [NIH]
Connective Tissue: Tissue that supports and binds other tissues. It consists of connective
tissue cells embedded in a large amount of extracellular matrix. [NIH]
Connective Tissue: Tissue that supports and binds other tissues. It consists of connective
tissue cells embedded in a large amount of extracellular matrix. [NIH]
Conscious Sedation: An alternative to general anesthesia in patients for whom general
anesthesia is refused or considered inadvisable. It involves the administering of an
antianxiety drug (minor tranquilizer) and an analgesic or local anesthetic. This renders the
patient free of anxiety and pain while allowing the patient to remain in verbal contact with
the physician or dentist. [NIH]
Consciousness: Sense of awareness of self and of the environment. [NIH]
Constipation: Infrequent or difficult evacuation of feces. [NIH]
Constriction: The act of constricting. [NIH]
Consumption: Pulmonary tuberculosis. [NIH]
Contraception: Use of agents, devices, methods, or procedures which diminish the
likelihood of or prevent conception. [NIH]
Contractility: Capacity for becoming short in response to a suitable stimulus. [EU]
Contraindications: Any factor or sign that it is unwise to pursue a certain kind of action or
treatment, e. g. giving a general anesthetic to a person with pneumonia. [NIH]
Control group: In a clinical trial, the group that does not receive the new treatment being
studied. This group is compared to the group that receives the new treatment, to see if the
new treatment works. [NIH]
Controlled clinical trial: A clinical study that includes a comparison (control) group. The
comparison group receives a placebo, another treatment, or no treatment at all. [NIH]
Controlled study: An experiment or clinical trial that includes a comparison (control) group.
[NIH]
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Conventional therapy: A currently accepted and widely used treatment for a certain type of
disease, based on the results of past research. Also called conventional treatment. [NIH]
Conventional treatment: A currently accepted and widely used treatment for a certain type
of disease, based on the results of past research. Also called conventional therapy. [NIH]
Conversion Disorder: A disorder whose predominant feature is a loss or alteration in
physical functioning that suggests a physical disorder but that is actually a direct expression
of a psychological conflict or need. [NIH]
Convulsions: A general term referring to sudden and often violent motor activity of cerebral
or brainstem origin. Convulsions may also occur in the absence of an electrical cerebral
discharge (e.g., in response to hypotension). [NIH]
Coordination: Muscular or motor regulation or the harmonious cooperation of muscles or
groups of muscles, in a complex action or series of actions. [NIH]
Coronary: Encircling in the manner of a crown; a term applied to vessels; nerves, ligaments,
etc. The term usually denotes the arteries that supply the heart muscle and, by extension, a
pathologic involvement of them. [EU]
Coronary Artery Bypass: Surgical therapy of ischemic coronary artery disease achieved by
grafting a section of saphenous vein, internal mammary artery, or other substitute between
the aorta and the obstructed coronary artery distal to the obstructive lesion. [NIH]
Coronary Thrombosis: Presence of a thrombus in a coronary artery, often causing a
myocardial infarction. [NIH]
Cortex: The outer layer of an organ or other body structure, as distinguished from the
internal substance. [EU]
Cortical: Pertaining to or of the nature of a cortex or bark. [EU]
Cortisol: A steroid hormone secreted by the adrenal cortex as part of the body's response to
stress. [NIH]
Cranial: Pertaining to the cranium, or to the anterior (in animals) or superior (in humans)
end of the body. [EU]
Craniocerebral Trauma: Traumatic injuries involving the cranium and intracranial
structures (i.e., brain; cranial nerves; meninges; and other structures). Injuries may be
classified by whether or not the skull is penetrated (i.e., penetrating vs. nonpenetrating) or
whether there is an associated hemorrhage. [NIH]
Curative: Tending to overcome disease and promote recovery. [EU]
Cutaneous: Having to do with the skin. [NIH]
Cyclic: Pertaining to or occurring in a cycle or cycles; the term is applied to chemical
compounds that contain a ring of atoms in the nucleus. [EU]
Cysteine: A thiol-containing non-essential amino acid that is oxidized to form cystine. [NIH]
Cystine: A covalently linked dimeric nonessential amino acid formed by the oxidation of
cysteine. Two molecules of cysteine are joined together by a disulfide bridge to form cystine.
[NIH]

Cystitis: Inflammation of the urinary bladder. [EU]
Cytochrome: Any electron transfer hemoprotein having a mode of action in which the
transfer of a single electron is effected by a reversible valence change of the central iron atom
of the heme prosthetic group between the +2 and +3 oxidation states; classified as
cytochromes a in which the heme contains a formyl side chain, cytochromes b, which
contain protoheme or a closely similar heme that is not covalently bound to the protein,
cytochromes c in which protoheme or other heme is covalently bound to the protein, and
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cytochromes d in which the iron-tetrapyrrole has fewer conjugated double bonds than the
hemes have. Well-known cytochromes have been numbered consecutively within groups
and are designated by subscripts (beginning with no subscript), e.g. cytochromes c, c1, C2, .
New cytochromes are named according to the wavelength in nanometres of the absorption
maximum of the a-band of the iron (II) form in pyridine, e.g., c-555. [EU]
Cytokines: Non-antibody proteins secreted by inflammatory leukocytes and some nonleukocytic cells, that act as intercellular mediators. They differ from classical hormones in
that they are produced by a number of tissue or cell types rather than by specialized glands.
They generally act locally in a paracrine or autocrine rather than endocrine manner. [NIH]
Databases, Bibliographic: Extensive collections, reputedly complete, of references and
citations to books, articles, publications, etc., generally on a single subject or specialized
subject area. Databases can operate through automated files, libraries, or computer disks.
The concept should be differentiated from factual databases which is used for collections of
data and facts apart from bibliographic references to them. [NIH]
Defecation: The normal process of elimination of fecal material from the rectum. [NIH]
Degenerative: Undergoing degeneration : tending to degenerate; having the character of or
involving degeneration; causing or tending to cause degeneration. [EU]
Delusions: A false belief regarding the self or persons or objects outside the self that persists
despite the facts, and is not considered tenable by one's associates. [NIH]
Dementia: An acquired organic mental disorder with loss of intellectual abilities of
sufficient severity to interfere with social or occupational functioning. The dysfunction is
multifaceted and involves memory, behavior, personality, judgment, attention, spatial
relations, language, abstract thought, and other executive functions. The intellectual decline
is usually progressive, and initially spares the level of consciousness. [NIH]
Dendrites: Extensions of the nerve cell body. They are short and branched and receive
stimuli from other neurons. [NIH]
Density: The logarithm to the base 10 of the opacity of an exposed and processed film. [NIH]
Dental Anxiety: Abnormal fear or dread of visiting the dentist for preventive care or
therapy and unwarranted anxiety over dental procedures. [NIH]
Dentate Gyrus: Gray matter situated above the gyrus hippocampi. It is composed of three
layers. The molecular layer is continuous with the hippocampus in the hippocampal fissure.
The granular layer consists of closely arranged spherical or oval neurons, called granule
cells, whose axons pass through the polymorphic layer ending on the dendrites of
pyramidal cells in the hippocampus. [NIH]
Dentists: Individuals licensed to practice dentistry. [NIH]
Depersonalization: Alteration in the perception of the self so that the usual sense of one's
own reality is lost, manifested in a sense of unreality or self-estrangement, in changes of
body image, or in a feeling that one does not control his own actions and speech; seen in
depersonalization disorder, schizophrenic disorders, and schizotypal personality disorder.
Some do not draw a distinction between depersonalization and derealization, using
depersonalization to include both. [EU]
Derealization: Is characterized by the loss of the sense of reality concerning one's
surroundings. [NIH]
Dermatitis: Any inflammation of the skin. [NIH]
Dermatology: A medical specialty concerned with the skin, its structure, functions, diseases,
and treatment. [NIH]
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Desensitization: The prevention or reduction of immediate hypersensitivity reactions by
administration of graded doses of allergen; called also hyposensitization and
immunotherapy. [EU]
Dextran Sulfate: Long-chain polymer of glucose containing 17-20% sulfur. It has been used
as an anticoagulant and also has been shown to inhibit the binding of HIV-1 to CD4+ Tlymphocytes. It is commonly used as both an experimental and clinical laboratory reagent
and has been investigated for use as an antiviral agent, in the treatment of hypolipidemia,
and for the prevention of free radical damage, among other applications. [NIH]
Diabetes Mellitus: A heterogeneous group of disorders that share glucose intolerance in
common. [NIH]
Diagnostic procedure: A method used to identify a disease. [NIH]
Diarrhea: Passage of excessively liquid or excessively frequent stools. [NIH]
Diffusion: The tendency of a gas or solute to pass from a point of higher pressure or
concentration to a point of lower pressure or concentration and to distribute itself
throughout the available space; a major mechanism of biological transport. [NIH]
Digestion: The process of breakdown of food for metabolism and use by the body. [NIH]
Digestive system: The organs that take in food and turn it into products that the body can
use to stay healthy. Waste products the body cannot use leave the body through bowel
movements. The digestive system includes the salivary glands, mouth, esophagus, stomach,
liver, pancreas, gallbladder, small and large intestines, and rectum. [NIH]
Dilution: A diluted or attenuated medicine; in homeopathy, the diffusion of a given
quantity of a medicinal agent in ten or one hundred times the same quantity of water. [NIH]
Dimethyl: A volatile metabolite of the amino acid methionine. [NIH]
Direct: 1. Straight; in a straight line. 2. Performed immediately and without the intervention
of subsidiary means. [EU]
Disabled Children: Children with mental or physical disabilities that interfere with usual
activities of daily living and that may require accommodation or intervention. [NIH]
Discrimination: The act of qualitative and/or quantitative differentiation between two or
more stimuli. [NIH]
Disinfectant: An agent that disinfects; applied particularly to agents used on inanimate
objects. [EU]
Dissociation: 1. The act of separating or state of being separated. 2. The separation of a
molecule into two or more fragments (atoms, molecules, ions, or free radicals) produced by
the absorption of light or thermal energy or by solvation. 3. In psychology, a defense
mechanism in which a group of mental processes are segregated from the rest of a person's
mental activity in order to avoid emotional distress, as in the dissociative disorders (q.v.), or
in which an idea or object is segregated from its emotional significance; in the first sense it is
roughly equivalent to splitting, in the second, to isolation. 4. A defect of mental integration
in which one or more groups of mental processes become separated off from normal
consciousness and, thus separated, function as a unitary whole. [EU]
Dissociative Disorders: Sudden temporary alterations in the normally integrative functions
of consciousness. [NIH]
Distal: Remote; farther from any point of reference; opposed to proximal. In dentistry, used
to designate a position on the dental arch farther from the median line of the jaw. [EU]
Distention: The state of being distended or enlarged; the act of distending. [EU]
Diuretic: A drug that increases the production of urine. [NIH]
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Dizziness: An imprecise term which may refer to a sense of spatial disorientation, motion of
the environment, or lightheadedness. [NIH]
Dominance: In genetics, the full phenotypic expression of a gene in both heterozygotes and
homozygotes. [EU]
Dopamine: An endogenous catecholamine and prominent neurotransmitter in several
systems of the brain. In the synthesis of catecholamines from tyrosine, it is the immediate
precursor to norepinephrine and epinephrine. Dopamine is a major transmitter in the
extrapyramidal system of the brain, and important in regulating movement. A family of
dopaminergic receptor subtypes mediate its action. Dopamine is used pharmacologically for
its direct (beta adrenergic agonist) and indirect (adrenergic releasing) sympathomimetic
effects including its actions as an inotropic agent and as a renal vasodilator. [NIH]
Dreams: A series of thoughts, images, or emotions occurring during sleep which are
dissociated from the usual stream of consciousness of the waking state. [NIH]
Drive: A state of internal activity of an organism that is a necessary condition before a given
stimulus will elicit a class of responses; e.g., a certain level of hunger (drive) must be present
before food will elicit an eating response. [NIH]
Drug Costs: The amount that a health care institution or organization pays for its drugs. It is
one component of the final price that is charged to the consumer (fees, pharmaceutical or
prescription fees). [NIH]
Drug Evaluation: Any process by which toxicity, metabolism, absorption, elimination,
preferred route of administration, safe dosage range, etc., for a drug or group of drugs is
determined through clinical assessment in humans or veterinary animals. [NIH]
Drug Interactions: The action of a drug that may affect the activity, metabolism, or toxicity
of another drug. [NIH]
Drug Tolerance: Progressive diminution of the susceptibility of a human or animal to the
effects of a drug, resulting from its continued administration. It should be differentiated
from drug resistance wherein an organism, disease, or tissue fails to respond to the intended
effectiveness of a chemical or drug. It should also be differentiated from maximum tolerated
dose and no-observed-adverse-effect level. [NIH]
Drug Toxicity: Manifestations of the adverse effects of drugs administered therapeutically
or in the course of diagnostic techniques. It does not include accidental or intentional
poisoning for which specific headings are available. [NIH]
Dyspnea: Difficult or labored breathing. [NIH]
Eating Disorders: A group of disorders characterized by physiological and psychological
disturbances in appetite or food intake. [NIH]
Efficacy: The extent to which a specific intervention, procedure, regimen, or service
produces a beneficial result under ideal conditions. Ideally, the determination of efficacy is
based on the results of a randomized control trial. [NIH]
Ego: The conscious portion of the personality structure which serves to mediate between the
demands of the primitive instinctual drives, (the id), of internalized parental and social
prohibitions or the conscience, (the superego), and of reality. [NIH]
Electrolyte: A substance that dissociates into ions when fused or in solution, and thus
becomes capable of conducting electricity; an ionic solute. [EU]
Electrons: Stable elementary particles having the smallest known negative charge, present in
all elements; also called negatrons. Positively charged electrons are called positrons. The
numbers, energies and arrangement of electrons around atomic nuclei determine the
chemical identities of elements. Beams of electrons are called cathode rays or beta rays, the
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latter being a high-energy biproduct of nuclear decay. [NIH]
Emboli: Bit of foreign matter which enters the blood stream at one point and is carried until
it is lodged or impacted in an artery and obstructs it. It may be a blood clot, an air bubble, fat
or other tissue, or clumps of bacteria. [NIH]
Embolization: The blocking of an artery by a clot or foreign material. Embolization can be
done as treatment to block the flow of blood to a tumor. [NIH]
Embryo: The prenatal stage of mammalian development characterized by rapid
morphological changes and the differentiation of basic structures. [NIH]
Emergency Medicine: A branch of medicine concerned with an individual's resuscitation,
transportation and care from the point of injury or beginning of illness through the hospital
or other emergency treatment facility. [NIH]
Emergency Treatment: First aid or other immediate intervention for accidents or medical
conditions requiring immediate care and treatment before definitive medical and surgical
management can be procured. [NIH]
Emesis: Vomiting; an act of vomiting. Also used as a word termination, as in haematemesis.
[EU]

Emodin: Purgative anthraquinone found in several plants, especially Rhamnus frangula. It
was formerly used as a laxative, but is now used mainly as tool in toxicity studies. [NIH]
Empirical: A treatment based on an assumed diagnosis, prior to receiving confirmatory
laboratory test results. [NIH]
Endocrine System: The system of glands that release their secretions (hormones) directly
into the circulatory system. In addition to the endocrine glands, included are the chromaffin
system and the neurosecretory systems. [NIH]
Endorphin: Opioid peptides derived from beta-lipotropin. Endorphin is the most potent
naturally occurring analgesic agent. It is present in pituitary, brain, and peripheral tissues.
[NIH]

Endoscopic: A technique where a lateral-view endoscope is passed orally to the duodenum
for visualization of the ampulla of Vater. [NIH]
Enkephalin: A natural opiate painkiller, in the hypothalamus. [NIH]
Entorhinal Cortex: Cortex where the signals are combined with those from other sensory
systems. [NIH]
Enuresis: Involuntary discharge of urine after the age at which urinary control should have
been achieved; often used alone with specific reference to involuntary discharge of urine
occurring during sleep at night (bed-wetting, nocturnal enuresis). [EU]
Environmental Health: The science of controlling or modifying those conditions, influences,
or forces surrounding man which relate to promoting, establishing, and maintaining health.
[NIH]

Enzymatic: Phase where enzyme cuts the precursor protein. [NIH]
Enzyme: A protein that speeds up chemical reactions in the body. [NIH]
Epinephrine: The active sympathomimetic hormone from the adrenal medulla in most
species. It stimulates both the alpha- and beta- adrenergic systems, causes systemic
vasoconstriction and gastrointestinal relaxation, stimulates the heart, and dilates bronchi
and cerebral vessels. It is used in asthma and cardiac failure and to delay absorption of local
anesthetics. [NIH]
Erectile: The inability to get or maintain an erection for satisfactory sexual intercourse. Also
called impotence. [NIH]
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Erection: The condition of being made rigid and elevated; as erectile tissue when filled with
blood. [EU]
Erythrocytes: Red blood cells. Mature erythrocytes are non-nucleated, biconcave disks
containing hemoglobin whose function is to transport oxygen. [NIH]
Esophagus: The muscular tube through which food passes from the throat to the stomach.
[NIH]

Esotropia: A form of ocular misalignment characterized by an excessive convergence of the
visual axes, resulting in a "cross-eye" appearance. An example of this condition occurs when
paralysis of the lateral rectus muscle causes an abnormal inward deviation of one eye on
attempted gaze. [NIH]
Ethanol: A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a topical
disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical preparations
as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages. [NIH]
Evacuation: An emptying, as of the bowels. [EU]
Evoke: The electric response recorded from the cerebral cortex after stimulation of a
peripheral sense organ. [NIH]
Evoked Potentials: The electric response evoked in the central nervous system by
stimulation of sensory receptors or some point on the sensory pathway leading from the
receptor to the cortex. The evoked stimulus can be auditory, somatosensory, or visual,
although other modalities have been reported. Event-related potentials is sometimes used
synonymously with evoked potentials but is often associated with the execution of a motor,
cognitive, or psychophysiological task, as well as with the response to a stimulus. [NIH]
Excisional: The surgical procedure of removing a tumor by cutting it out. The biopsy is then
examined under a microscope. [NIH]
Excitability: Property of a cardiac cell whereby, when the cell is depolarized to a critical
level (called threshold), the membrane becomes permeable and a regenerative inward
current causes an action potential. [NIH]
Exhaustion: The feeling of weariness of mind and body. [NIH]
Exocrine: Secreting outwardly, via a duct. [EU]
Exotropia: A form of ocular misalignment where the visual axes diverge inappropriately.
For example, medial rectus muscle weakness may produce this condition as the affected eye
will deviate laterally upon attempted forward gaze. An exotropia occurs due to the
relatively unopposed force exerted on the eye by the lateral rectus muscle, which pulls the
eye in an outward direction. [NIH]
Expectorant: 1. Promoting the ejection, by spitting, of mucus or other fluids from the lungs
and trachea. 2. An agent that promotes the ejection of mucus or exudate from the lungs,
bronchi, and trachea; sometimes extended to all remedies that quiet cough (antitussives).
[EU]

Extensor: A muscle whose contraction tends to straighten a limb; the antagonist of a flexor.
[NIH]

Extracellular: Outside a cell or cells. [EU]
Eye Movements: Voluntary or reflex-controlled movements of the eye. [NIH]
Facial: Of or pertaining to the face. [EU]
Fallopian Tubes: Two long muscular tubes that transport ova from the ovaries to the uterus.
They extend from the horn of the uterus to the ovaries and consist of an ampulla, an
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infundibulum, an isthmus, two ostia, and a pars uterina. The walls of the tubes are
composed of three layers: mucosal, muscular, and serosal. [NIH]
Family Planning: Programs or services designed to assist the family in controlling
reproduction by either improving or diminishing fertility. [NIH]
Family Therapy: A form of group psychotherapy. It involves treatment of more than one
member of the family simultaneously in the same session. [NIH]
Fat: Total lipids including phospholipids. [NIH]
Fatigue: The state of weariness following a period of exertion, mental or physical,
characterized by a decreased capacity for work and reduced efficiency to respond to stimuli.
[NIH]

Fecal Incontinence: Failure of voluntary control of the anal sphincters, with involuntary
passage of feces and flatus. [NIH]
Feces: The excrement discharged from the intestines, consisting of bacteria, cells exfoliated
from the intestines, secretions, chiefly of the liver, and a small amount of food residue. [EU]
Fentanyl: A narcotic opioid drug that is used in the treatment of pain. [NIH]
Fetus: The developing offspring from 7 to 8 weeks after conception until birth. [NIH]
Fibrosis: Any pathological condition where fibrous connective tissue invades any organ,
usually as a consequence of inflammation or other injury. [NIH]
Flatulence: Production or presence of gas in the gastrointestinal tract which may be expelled
through the anus. [NIH]
Flatus: Gas passed through the rectum. [NIH]
Flexor: Muscles which flex a joint. [NIH]
Flumazenil: A potent benzodiazepine receptor antagonist. Since it reverses the sedative and
other actions of benzodiazepines, it has been suggested as an antidote to benzodiazepine
overdoses. [NIH]
Forearm: The part between the elbow and the wrist. [NIH]
Fossa: A cavity, depression, or pit. [NIH]
Free Association: Spontaneous verbalization of whatever comes to mind. [NIH]
Frontal Lobe: The anterior part of the cerebral hemisphere. [NIH]
Gallbladder: The pear-shaped organ that sits below the liver. Bile is concentrated and stored
in the gallbladder. [NIH]
Ganglia: Clusters of multipolar neurons surrounded by a capsule of loosely organized
connective tissue located outside the central nervous system. [NIH]
Ganglion: 1. A knot, or knotlike mass. 2. A general term for a group of nerve cell bodies
located outside the central nervous system; occasionally applied to certain nuclear groups
within the brain or spinal cord, e.g. basal ganglia. 3. A benign cystic tumour occurring on a
aponeurosis or tendon, as in the wrist or dorsum of the foot; it consists of a thin fibrous
capsule enclosing a clear mucinous fluid. [EU]
Gas: Air that comes from normal breakdown of food. The gases are passed out of the body
through the rectum (flatus) or the mouth (burp). [NIH]
Gas exchange: Primary function of the lungs; transfer of oxygen from inhaled air into the
blood and of carbon dioxide from the blood into the lungs. [NIH]
Gastric: Having to do with the stomach. [NIH]
Gastric Acid: Hydrochloric acid present in gastric juice. [NIH]
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Gastrin: A hormone released after eating. Gastrin causes the stomach to produce more acid.
[NIH]

Gastroenterologist: A doctor who specializes in diagnosing and treating disorders of the
digestive system. [NIH]
Gastroenterology: A subspecialty of internal medicine concerned with the study of the
physiology and diseases of the digestive system and related structures (esophagus, liver,
gallbladder, and pancreas). [NIH]
Gastrointestinal: Refers to the stomach and intestines. [NIH]
Gastrointestinal tract: The stomach and intestines. [NIH]
Gastroscopy: Endoscopic examination, therapy, or surgery of the interior of the stomach.
[NIH]

Gene: The functional and physical unit of heredity passed from parent to offspring. Genes
are pieces of DNA, and most genes contain the information for making a specific protein.
[NIH]

Generator: Any system incorporating a fixed parent radionuclide from which is produced a
daughter radionuclide which is to be removed by elution or by any other method and used
in a radiopharmaceutical. [NIH]
Genetic Engineering: Directed modification of the gene complement of a living organism by
such techniques as altering the DNA, substituting genetic material by means of a virus,
transplanting whole nuclei, transplanting cell hybrids, etc. [NIH]
Genetics: The biological science that deals with the phenomena and mechanisms of
heredity. [NIH]
Genital: Pertaining to the genitalia. [EU]
Genitourinary: Pertaining to the genital and urinary organs; urogenital; urinosexual. [EU]
Genomics: The systematic study of the complete DNA sequences (genome) of organisms.
[NIH]

Geriatric: Pertaining to the treatment of the aged. [EU]
Ginkgo biloba: Exclusive species of the genus Ginkgo, family Ginkgoacea. It produces
extracts of medicinal interest. Ginkgo may refer to the genus or species. [NIH]
Gland: An organ that produces and releases one or more substances for use in the body.
Some glands produce fluids that affect tissues or organs. Others produce hormones or
participate in blood production. [NIH]
Glioma: A cancer of the brain that comes from glial, or supportive, cells. [NIH]
Glottis: The vocal apparatus of the larynx, consisting of the true vocal cords (plica vocalis)
and the opening between them (rima glottidis). [NIH]
Glucose: D-Glucose. A primary source of energy for living organisms. It is naturally
occurring and is found in fruits and other parts of plants in its free state. It is used
therapeutically in fluid and nutrient replacement. [NIH]
Glucose Intolerance: A pathological state in which the fasting plasma glucose level is less
than 140 mg per deciliter and the 30-, 60-, or 90-minute plasma glucose concentration
following a glucose tolerance test exceeds 200 mg per deciliter. This condition is seen
frequently in diabetes mellitus but also occurs with other diseases. [NIH]
Glucuronic Acid: Derivatives of uronic acid found throughout the plant and animal
kingdoms. They detoxify drugs and toxins by conjugating with them to form glucuronides
in the liver which are more water-soluble metabolites that can be easily eliminated from the
body. [NIH]
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Glutamic Acid: A non-essential amino acid naturally occurring in the L-form. Glutamic acid
(glutamate) is the most common excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system.
[NIH]

Glutamine: A non-essential amino acid present abundantly throught the body and is
involved in many metabolic processes. It is synthesized from glutamic acid and ammonia. It
is the principal carrier of nitrogen in the body and is an important energy source for many
cells. [NIH]
Glutathione Peroxidase: An enzyme catalyzing the oxidation of 2 moles of glutathione in
the presence of hydrogen peroxide to yield oxidized glutathione and water. EC 1.11.1.9.
[NIH]

Glycerol: A trihydroxy sugar alcohol that is an intermediate in carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism. It is used as a solvent, emollient, pharmaceutical agent, and sweetening agent.
[NIH]

Governing Board: The group in which legal authority is vested for the control of healthrelated institutions and organizations. [NIH]
Graft: Healthy skin, bone, or other tissue taken from one part of the body and used to
replace diseased or injured tissue removed from another part of the body. [NIH]
Grafting: The operation of transfer of tissue from one site to another. [NIH]
Growth: The progressive development of a living being or part of an organism from its
earliest stage to maturity. [NIH]
Habitual: Of the nature of a habit; according to habit; established by or repeated by force of
habit, customary. [EU]
Haematemesis: The vomiting of blood. [EU]
Haloperidol: Butyrophenone derivative. [NIH]
Haptens: Small antigenic determinants capable of eliciting an immune response only when
coupled to a carrier. Haptens bind to antibodies but by themselves cannot elicit an antibody
response. [NIH]
Headache: Pain in the cranial region that may occur as an isolated and benign symptom or
as a manifestation of a wide variety of conditions including subarachnoid hemorrhage;
craniocerebral trauma; central nervous system infections; intracranial hypertension; and
other disorders. In general, recurrent headaches that are not associated with a primary
disease process are referred to as headache disorders (e.g., migraine). [NIH]
Headache Disorders: Common conditions characterized by persistent or recurrent
headaches. Headache syndrome classification systems may be based on etiology (e.g.,
vascular headache, post-traumatic headaches, etc.), temporal pattern (e.g., cluster headache,
paroxysmal hemicrania, etc.), and precipitating factors (e.g., cough headache). [NIH]
Heme: The color-furnishing portion of hemoglobin. It is found free in tissues and as the
prosthetic group in many hemeproteins. [NIH]
Hemorrhage: Bleeding or escape of blood from a vessel. [NIH]
Hemostasis: The process which spontaneously arrests the flow of blood from vessels
carrying blood under pressure. It is accomplished by contraction of the vessels, adhesion
and aggregation of formed blood elements, and the process of blood or plasma coagulation.
[NIH]

Heparin: Heparinic acid. A highly acidic mucopolysaccharide formed of equal parts of
sulfated D-glucosamine and D-glucuronic acid with sulfaminic bridges. The molecular
weight ranges from six to twenty thousand. Heparin occurs in and is obtained from liver,
lung, mast cells, etc., of vertebrates. Its function is unknown, but it is used to prevent blood
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clotting in vivo and vitro, in the form of many different salts. [NIH]
Hepatitis: Inflammation of the liver and liver disease involving degenerative or necrotic
alterations of hepatocytes. [NIH]
Hepatocytes: The main structural component of the liver. They are specialized epithelial
cells that are organized into interconnected plates called lobules. [NIH]
Heredity: 1. The genetic transmission of a particular quality or trait from parent to offspring.
2. The genetic constitution of an individual. [EU]
Heterogeneity: The property of one or more samples or populations which implies that they
are not identical in respect of some or all of their parameters, e. g. heterogeneity of variance.
[NIH]

Heterotropia: One in which the angle of squint remains relatively unaltered on conjugate
movement of the eyes. [NIH]
Hippocampus: A curved elevation of gray matter extending the entire length of the floor of
the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle (Dorland, 28th ed). The hippocampus, subiculum,
and dentate gyrus constitute the hippocampal formation. Sometimes authors include the
entorhinal cortex in the hippocampal formation. [NIH]
Histamine: 1H-Imidazole-4-ethanamine. A depressor amine derived by enzymatic
decarboxylation of histidine. It is a powerful stimulant of gastric secretion, a constrictor of
bronchial smooth muscle, a vasodilator, and also a centrally acting neurotransmitter. [NIH]
Hormone: A substance in the body that regulates certain organs. Hormones such as gastrin
help in breaking down food. Some hormones come from cells in the stomach and small
intestine. [NIH]
Host: Any animal that receives a transplanted graft. [NIH]
Humoral: Of, relating to, proceeding from, or involving a bodily humour - now often used
of endocrine factors as opposed to neural or somatic. [EU]
Humour: 1. A normal functioning fluid or semifluid of the body (as the blood, lymph or
bile) especially of vertebrates. 2. A secretion that is itself an excitant of activity (as certain
hormones). [EU]
Hydrogen: The first chemical element in the periodic table. It has the atomic symbol H,
atomic number 1, and atomic weight 1. It exists, under normal conditions, as a colorless,
odorless, tasteless, diatomic gas. Hydrogen ions are protons. Besides the common H1
isotope, hydrogen exists as the stable isotope deuterium and the unstable, radioactive
isotope tritium. [NIH]
Hydrogen Peroxide: A strong oxidizing agent used in aqueous solution as a ripening agent,
bleach, and topical anti-infective. It is relatively unstable and solutions deteriorate over time
unless stabilized by the addition of acetanilide or similar organic materials. [NIH]
Hydroxyzine: A histamine H1 receptor antagonist that is effective in the treatment of
chronic urticaria, dermatitis, and histamine-mediated pruritus. Unlike its major metabolite
cetirizine, it does cause drowsiness. It is also effective as an antiemetic, for relief of anxiety
and tension, and as a sedative. [NIH]
Hyperbaric: Characterized by greater than normal pressure or weight; applied to gases
under greater than atmospheric pressure, as hyperbaric oxygen, or to a solution of greater
specific gravity than another taken as a standard of reference. [EU]
Hyperbaric oxygen: Oxygen that is at an atmospheric pressure higher than the pressure at
sea level. Breathing hyperbaric oxygen to enhance the effectiveness of radiation therapy is
being studied. [NIH]
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Hyperemesis: Excessive vomiting. [EU]
Hypersensitivity: Altered reactivity to an antigen, which can result in pathologic reactions
upon subsequent exposure to that particular antigen. [NIH]
Hypertension: Persistently high arterial blood pressure. Currently accepted threshold levels
are 140 mm Hg systolic and 90 mm Hg diastolic pressure. [NIH]
Hypnotherapy: Sleeping-cure. [NIH]
Hypnotic: A drug that acts to induce sleep. [EU]
Hypotension: Abnormally low blood pressure. [NIH]
Hypothalamus: Ventral part of the diencephalon extending from the region of the optic
chiasm to the caudal border of the mammillary bodies and forming the inferior and lateral
walls of the third ventricle. [NIH]
Hypothermia: Lower than normal body temperature, especially in warm-blooded animals;
in man usually accidental or unintentional. [NIH]
Hysterotomy: An incision in the uterus, performed through either the abdomen or the
vagina. [NIH]
Id: The part of the personality structure which harbors the unconscious instinctive desires
and strivings of the individual. [NIH]
Idiopathic: Describes a disease of unknown cause. [NIH]
Imagination: A new pattern of perceptual or ideational material derived from past
experience. [NIH]
Immune response: The activity of the immune system against foreign substances (antigens).
[NIH]

Immune Sera: Serum that contains antibodies. It is obtained from an animal that has been
immunized either by antigen injection or infection with microorganisms containing the
antigen. [NIH]
Immune system: The organs, cells, and molecules responsible for the recognition and
disposal of foreign ("non-self") material which enters the body. [NIH]
Immunity: Nonsusceptibility to the invasive or pathogenic
microorganisms or to the toxic effect of antigenic substances. [NIH]

effects

of

foreign

Immunization: Deliberate stimulation of the host's immune response. Active immunization
involves administration of antigens or immunologic adjuvants. Passive immunization
involves administration of immune sera or lymphocytes or their extracts (e.g., transfer
factor, immune RNA) or transplantation of immunocompetent cell producing tissue
(thymus or bone marrow). [NIH]
Immunodeficiency: The decreased ability of the body to fight infection and disease. [NIH]
Immunodeficiency syndrome: The inability of the body to produce an immune response.
[NIH]

Immunologic: The ability of the antibody-forming system to recall a previous experience
with an antigen and to respond to a second exposure with the prompt production of large
amounts of antibody. [NIH]
Immunology: The study of the body's immune system. [NIH]
Immunosuppressant: An agent capable of suppressing immune responses. [EU]
Immunotherapy: Manipulation of the host's immune system in treatment of disease. It
includes both active and passive immunization as well as immunosuppressive therapy to
prevent graft rejection. [NIH]
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Impairment: In the context of health experience, an impairment is any loss or abnormality of
psychological, physiological, or anatomical structure or function. [NIH]
Impotence: The inability to perform sexual intercourse. [NIH]
In vitro: In the laboratory (outside the body). The opposite of in vivo (in the body). [NIH]
In vivo: In the body. The opposite of in vitro (outside the body or in the laboratory). [NIH]
Incision: A cut made in the body during surgery. [NIH]
Incubation: The development of an infectious disease from the entrance of the pathogen to
the appearance of clinical symptoms. [EU]
Incubation period: The period of time likely to elapse between exposure to the agent of the
disease and the onset of clinical symptoms. [NIH]
Indicative: That indicates; that points out more or less exactly; that reveals fairly clearly. [EU]
Induction: The act or process of inducing or causing to occur, especially the production of a
specific morphogenetic effect in the developing embryo through the influence of evocators
or organizers, or the production of anaesthesia or unconsciousness by use of appropriate
agents. [EU]
Infant, Newborn: An infant during the first month after birth. [NIH]
Infarction: A pathological process consisting of a sudden insufficient blood supply to an
area, which results in necrosis of that area. It is usually caused by a thrombus, an embolus,
or a vascular torsion. [NIH]
Infection: 1. Invasion and multiplication of microorganisms in body tissues, which may be
clinically unapparent or result in local cellular injury due to competitive metabolism, toxins,
intracellular replication, or antigen-antibody response. The infection may remain localized,
subclinical, and temporary if the body's defensive mechanisms are effective. A local
infection may persist and spread by extension to become an acute, subacute, or chronic
clinical infection or disease state. A local infection may also become systemic when the
microorganisms gain access to the lymphatic or vascular system. 2. An infectious disease.
[EU]

Infertility: The diminished or absent ability to conceive or produce an offspring while
sterility is the complete inability to conceive or produce an offspring. [NIH]
Inflammation: A pathological process characterized by injury or destruction of tissues
caused by a variety of cytologic and chemical reactions. It is usually manifested by typical
signs of pain, heat, redness, swelling, and loss of function. [NIH]
Inflammatory bowel disease: A general term that refers to the inflammation of the colon
and rectum. Inflammatory bowel disease includes ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease.
[NIH]

Informed Consent: Voluntary authorization, given to the physician by the patient, with full
comprehension of the risks involved, for diagnostic or investigative procedures and medical
and surgical treatment. [NIH]
Ingestion: Taking into the body by mouth [NIH]
Inhalation: The drawing of air or other substances into the lungs. [EU]
Inorganic: Pertaining to substances not of organic origin. [EU]
Insomnia: Difficulty in going to sleep or getting enough sleep. [NIH]
Interferons: Proteins secreted by vertebrate cells in response to a wide variety of inducers.
They confer resistance against many different viruses, inhibit proliferation of normal and
malignant cells, impede multiplication of intracellular parasites, enhance macrophage and
granulocyte phagocytosis, augment natural killer cell activity, and show several other
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immunomodulatory functions. [NIH]
Interleukin-2: Chemical mediator produced by activated T lymphocytes and which
regulates the proliferation of T cells, as well as playing a role in the regulation of NK cell
activity. [NIH]
Internal Medicine: A medical specialty concerned with the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases of the internal organ systems of adults. [NIH]
Interstitial: Pertaining to or situated between parts or in the interspaces of a tissue. [EU]
Intestinal: Having to do with the intestines. [NIH]
Intestine: A long, tube-shaped organ in the abdomen that completes the process of
digestion. There is both a large intestine and a small intestine. Also called the bowel. [NIH]
Intoxication: Poisoning, the state of being poisoned. [EU]
Intracellular: Inside a cell. [NIH]
Intracranial Hypertension: Increased pressure within the cranial vault. This may result
from several conditions, including hydrocephalus; brain edema; intracranial masses; severe
systemic hypertension; pseudotumor cerebri; and other disorders. [NIH]
Intraoperative Complications: Complications that affect patients during surgery. They may
or may not be associated with the disease for which the surgery is done, or within the same
surgical procedure. [NIH]
Intravenous: IV. Into a vein. [NIH]
Intravenous Anesthetics: The systemic administration of an anesthetic drug via an injection
into the vein. [NIH]
Intrinsic: Situated entirely within or pertaining exclusively to a part. [EU]
Invasive: 1. Having the quality of invasiveness. 2. Involving puncture or incision of the skin
or insertion of an instrument or foreign material into the body; said of diagnostic techniques.
[EU]

Involuntary: Reaction occurring without intention or volition. [NIH]
Ions: An atom or group of atoms that have a positive or negative electric charge due to a
gain (negative charge) or loss (positive charge) of one or more electrons. Atoms with a
positive charge are known as cations; those with a negative charge are anions. [NIH]
Irritable Bowel Syndrome: A disorder that comes and goes. Nerves that control the muscles
in the GI tract are too active. The GI tract becomes sensitive to food, stool, gas, and stress.
Causes abdominal pain, bloating, and constipation or diarrhea. Also called spastic colon or
mucous colitis. [NIH]
Ischemia: Deficiency of blood in a part, due to functional constriction or actual obstruction
of a blood vessel. [EU]
Isoflurane: A stable, non-explosive inhalation anesthetic, relatively free from significant side
effects. [NIH]
Joint: The point of contact between elements of an animal skeleton with the parts that
surround and support it. [NIH]
Kb: A measure of the length of DNA fragments, 1 Kb = 1000 base pairs. The largest DNA
fragments are up to 50 kilobases long. [NIH]
Kinetics: The study of rate dynamics in chemical or physical systems. [NIH]
Large Intestine: The part of the intestine that goes from the cecum to the rectum. The large
intestine absorbs water from stool and changes it from a liquid to a solid form. The large
intestine is 5 feet long and includes the appendix, cecum, colon, and rectum. Also called
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colon. [NIH]
Laterality: Behavioral manifestations of cerebral dominance in which there is preferential
use and superior functioning of either the left or the right side, as in the preferred use of the
right hand or right foot. [NIH]
Lesion: An area of abnormal tissue change. [NIH]
Leucine: An essential branched-chain amino acid important for hemoglobin formation. [NIH]
Leukocytes: White blood cells. These include granular leukocytes (basophils, eosinophils,
and neutrophils) as well as non-granular leukocytes (lymphocytes and monocytes). [NIH]
Library Services: Services offered to the library user. They include reference and circulation.
[NIH]

Ligament: A band of fibrous tissue that connects bones or cartilages, serving to support and
strengthen joints. [EU]
Lipid: Fat. [NIH]
Liver: A large, glandular organ located in the upper abdomen. The liver cleanses the blood
and aids in digestion by secreting bile. [NIH]
Localized: Cancer which has not metastasized yet. [NIH]
Loop: A wire usually of platinum bent at one end into a small loop (usually 4 mm inside
diameter) and used in transferring microorganisms. [NIH]
Lorazepam: An anti-anxiety agent with few side effects. It also has hypnotic, anticonvulsant,
and considerable sedative properties and has been proposed as a preanesthetic agent. [NIH]
Lumbar: Pertaining to the loins, the part of the back between the thorax and the pelvis. [EU]
Lumbar puncture: A procedure in which a needle is put into the lower part of the spinal
column to collect cerebrospinal fluid or to give anticancer drugs intrathecally. Also called a
spinal tap. [NIH]
Lymph: The almost colorless fluid that travels through the lymphatic system and carries
cells that help fight infection and disease. [NIH]
Lymph node: A rounded mass of lymphatic tissue that is surrounded by a capsule of
connective tissue. Also known as a lymph gland. Lymph nodes are spread out along
lymphatic vessels and contain many lymphocytes, which filter the lymphatic fluid (lymph).
[NIH]

Lymphatic: The tissues and organs, including the bone marrow, spleen, thymus, and lymph
nodes, that produce and store cells that fight infection and disease. [NIH]
Lymphocyte: A white blood cell. Lymphocytes have a number of roles in the immune
system, including the production of antibodies and other substances that fight infection and
diseases. [NIH]
Macrophage: A type of white blood cell that surrounds and kills microorganisms, removes
dead cells, and stimulates the action of other immune system cells. [NIH]
Malignant: Cancerous; a growth with a tendency to invade and destroy nearby tissue and
spread to other parts of the body. [NIH]
Mammary: Pertaining to the mamma, or breast. [EU]
Manic: Affected with mania. [EU]
Manic-depressive psychosis: One of a group of psychotic reactions, fundamentally marked
by severe mood swings and a tendency to remission and recurrence. [NIH]
Manifest: Being the part or aspect of a phenomenon that is directly observable : concretely
expressed in behaviour. [EU]
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Marijuana Smoking: Inhaling and exhaling the smoke from Cannabis. [NIH]
Mastectomy: Surgery to remove the breast (or as much of the breast tissue as possible). [NIH]
Mastication: The act and process of chewing and grinding food in the mouth. [NIH]
Maxillary: Pertaining to the maxilla : the irregularly shaped bone that with its fellow forms
the upper jaw. [EU]
Maxillary Nerve: The intermediate sensory division of the trigeminal (5th cranial) nerve.
The maxillary nerve carries general afferents from the intermediate region of the face
including the lower eyelid, nose and upper lip, the maxillary teeth, and parts of the dura.
[NIH]

Mechanical ventilation: Use of a machine called a ventilator or respirator to improve the
exchange of air between the lungs and the atmosphere. [NIH]
Medial: Lying near the midsaggital plane of the body; opposed to lateral. [NIH]
Mediate: Indirect; accomplished by the aid of an intervening medium. [EU]
Mediator: An object or substance by which something is mediated, such as (1) a structure of
the nervous system that transmits impulses eliciting a specific response; (2) a chemical
substance (transmitter substance) that induces activity in an excitable tissue, such as nerve
or muscle; or (3) a substance released from cells as the result of the interaction of antigen
with antibody or by the action of antigen with a sensitized lymphocyte. [EU]
MEDLINE: An online database of MEDLARS, the computerized bibliographic Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System of the National Library of Medicine. [NIH]
Medullary: Pertaining to the marrow or to any medulla; resembling marrow. [EU]
Memantine: Amantadine derivative that has some dopaminergic effects. It has been
proposed as an antiparkinson agent. [NIH]
Membrane: A very thin layer of tissue that covers a surface. [NIH]
Memory: Complex mental function having four distinct phases: (1) memorizing or learning,
(2) retention, (3) recall, and (4) recognition. Clinically, it is usually subdivided into
immediate, recent, and remote memory. [NIH]
Meninges: The three membranes that cover and protect the brain and spinal cord. [NIH]
Menstruation: The normal physiologic discharge through the vagina of blood and mucosal
tissues from the nonpregnant uterus. [NIH]
Mental Disorders: Psychiatric illness or diseases manifested by breakdowns in the
adaptational process expressed primarily as abnormalities of thought, feeling, and behavior
producing either distress or impairment of function. [NIH]
Mental Healing: The use of suggestion or faith to cure disease, particularly physical illness.
[NIH]

Mental Health: The state wherein the person is well adjusted. [NIH]
Mental Processes: Conceptual functions or thinking in all its forms. [NIH]
Meta-Analysis: A quantitative method of combining the results of independent studies
(usually drawn from the published literature) and synthesizing summaries and conclusions
which may be used to evaluate therapeutic effectiveness, plan new studies, etc., with
application chiefly in the areas of research and medicine. [NIH]
Metabolic therapy: Treatment to correct changes in metabolism that can be caused by
disease. [NIH]
Metabolite: Any substance produced by metabolism or by a metabolic process. [EU]
Methionine: A sulfur containing essential amino acid that is important in many body
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functions. It is a chelating agent for heavy metals. [NIH]
MI: Myocardial infarction. Gross necrosis of the myocardium as a result of interruption of
the blood supply to the area; it is almost always caused by atherosclerosis of the coronary
arteries, upon which coronary thrombosis is usually superimposed. [NIH]
Midazolam: A short-acting compound, water-soluble at pH less than 4 and lipid-soluble at
physiological pH. It is a hypnotic-sedative drug with anxiolytic and amnestic properties. It is
used for sedation in dentistry, cardiac surgery, endoscopic procedures, as preanesthetic
medication, and as an adjunct to local anesthesia. Because of its short duration and
cardiorespiratory stability, it is particularly useful in poor-risk, elderly, and cardiac patients.
[NIH]

Midwifery: The practice of assisting women in childbirth. [NIH]
Modification: A change in an organism, or in a process in an organism, that is acquired
from its own activity or environment. [NIH]
Modulator: A specific inductor that brings out characteristics peculiar to a definite region.
[EU]

Molecular: Of, pertaining to, or composed of molecules : a very small mass of matter. [EU]
Molecular Structure: The location of the atoms, groups or ions relative to one another in a
molecule, as well as the number, type and location of covalent bonds. [NIH]
Molecule: A chemical made up of two or more atoms. The atoms in a molecule can be the
same (an oxygen molecule has two oxygen atoms) or different (a water molecule has two
hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom). Biological molecules, such as proteins and DNA,
can be made up of many thousands of atoms. [NIH]
Monitor: An apparatus which automatically records such physiological signs as respiration,
pulse, and blood pressure in an anesthetized patient or one undergoing surgical or other
procedures. [NIH]
Morphine: The principal alkaloid in opium and the prototype opiate analgesic and narcotic.
Morphine has widespread effects in the central nervous system and on smooth muscle. [NIH]
Motility: The ability to move spontaneously. [EU]
Motion Sickness: Sickness caused by motion, as sea sickness, train sickness, car sickness,
and air sickness. [NIH]
Motor Activity: The physical activity of an organism as a behavioral phenomenon. [NIH]
Motor Cortex: Area of the frontal lobe concerned with primary motor control. It lies anterior
to the central sulcus. [NIH]
Mountaineering: A sport involving mountain climbing techniques. [NIH]
Mucins: A secretion containing mucopolysaccharides and protein that is the chief
constituent of mucus. [NIH]
Mucosa: A mucous membrane, or tunica mucosa. [EU]
Mucus: The viscous secretion of mucous membranes. It contains mucin, white blood cells,
water, inorganic salts, and exfoliated cells. [NIH]
Multiple Personality Disorder: A dissociative disorder in which the individual adopts two
or more distinct personalities. Each personality is a fully integrated and complex unit with
memories, behavior patterns and social friendships. Transition from one personality to
another is sudden. [NIH]
Muscle Relaxation: That phase of a muscle twitch during which a muscle returns to a
resting position. [NIH]
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Muscle tension: A force in a material tending to produce extension; the state of being
stretched. [NIH]
Myocardium: The muscle tissue of the heart composed of striated, involuntary muscle
known as cardiac muscle. [NIH]
Naloxone: A specific opiate antagonist that has no agonist activity. It is a competitive
antagonist at mu, delta, and kappa opioid receptors. [NIH]
Narcosis: A general and nonspecific reversible depression of neuronal excitability, produced
by a number of physical and chemical aspects, usually resulting in stupor. [NIH]
Narcotic: 1. Pertaining to or producing narcosis. 2. An agent that produces insensibility or
stupor, applied especially to the opioids, i.e. to any natural or synthetic drug that has
morphine-like actions. [EU]
Nausea: An unpleasant sensation in the stomach usually accompanied by the urge to vomit.
Common causes are early pregnancy, sea and motion sickness, emotional stress, intense
pain, food poisoning, and various enteroviruses. [NIH]
NCI: National Cancer Institute. NCI, part of the National Institutes of Health of the United
States Department of Health and Human Services, is the federal government's principal
agency for cancer research. NCI conducts, coordinates, and funds cancer research, training,
health information dissemination, and other programs with respect to the cause, diagnosis,
prevention, and treatment of cancer. Access the NCI Web site at http://cancer.gov. [NIH]
Neck Pain: Discomfort or more intense forms of pain that are localized to the cervical
region. This term generally refers to pain in the posterior or lateral regions of the neck. [NIH]
Necrosis: A pathological process caused by the progressive degradative action of enzymes
that is generally associated with severe cellular trauma. It is characterized by mitochondrial
swelling, nuclear flocculation, uncontrolled cell lysis, and ultimately cell death. [NIH]
Need: A state of tension or dissatisfaction felt by an individual that impels him to action
toward a goal he believes will satisfy the impulse. [NIH]
Nerve: A cordlike structure of nervous tissue that connects parts of the nervous system with
other tissues of the body and conveys nervous impulses to, or away from, these tissues. [NIH]
Nervous System: The entire nerve apparatus composed of the brain, spinal cord, nerves and
ganglia. [NIH]
Networks: Pertaining to a nerve or to the nerves, a meshlike structure of interlocking fibers
or strands. [NIH]
Neural: 1. Pertaining to a nerve or to the nerves. 2. Situated in the region of the spinal axis,
as the neutral arch. [EU]
Neuralgia: Intense or aching pain that occurs along the course or distribution of a peripheral
or cranial nerve. [NIH]
Neuroblastoma: Cancer that arises in immature nerve cells and affects mostly infants and
children. [NIH]
Neuroendocrine: Having to do with the interactions between the nervous system and the
endocrine system. Describes certain cells that release hormones into the blood in response to
stimulation of the nervous system. [NIH]
Neurologic: Having to do with nerves or the nervous system. [NIH]
Neuronal: Pertaining to a neuron or neurons (= conducting cells of the nervous system). [EU]
Neurons: The basic cellular units of nervous tissue. Each neuron consists of a body, an axon,
and dendrites. Their purpose is to receive, conduct, and transmit impulses in the nervous
system. [NIH]
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Neuropathy: A problem in any part of the nervous system except the brain and spinal cord.
Neuropathies can be caused by infection, toxic substances, or disease. [NIH]
Neuroses: Functional derangement due to disorders of the nervous system which does not
affect the psychic personality of the patient. [NIH]
Neurosis: Functional derangement due to disorders of the nervous system which does not
affect the psychic personality of the patient. [NIH]
Neurotic: 1. Pertaining to or characterized by neurosis. 2. A person affected with a neurosis.
[EU]

Neurotic Disorders: Disorders in which the symptoms are distressing to the individual and
recognized by him or her as being unacceptable. Social relationships may be greatly affected
but usually remain within acceptable limits. The disturbance is relatively enduring or
recurrent without treatment. [NIH]
Nicotine: Nicotine is highly toxic alkaloid. It is the prototypical agonist at nicotinic
cholinergic receptors where it dramatically stimulates neurons and ultimately blocks
synaptic transmission. Nicotine is also important medically because of its presence in
tobacco smoke. [NIH]
Nimodipine: A calcium channel blockader with preferential cerebrovascular activity. It has
marked cerebrovascular dilating effects and lowers blood pressure. [NIH]
Nitrogen: An element with the atomic symbol N, atomic number 7, and atomic weight 14.
Nitrogen exists as a diatomic gas and makes up about 78% of the earth's atmosphere by
volume. It is a constituent of proteins and nucleic acids and found in all living cells. [NIH]
Nitrous Oxide: Nitrogen oxide (N2O). A colorless, odorless gas that is used as an anesthetic
and analgesic. High concentrations cause a narcotic effect and may replace oxygen, causing
death by asphyxia. It is also used as a food aerosol in the preparation of whipping cream.
[NIH]

Nonmalignant: Not cancerous. [NIH]
Nonverbal Communication: Transmission of emotions, ideas, and attitudes between
individuals in ways other than the spoken language. [NIH]
Norepinephrine: Precursor of epinephrine that is secreted by the adrenal medulla and is a
widespread central and autonomic neurotransmitter. Norepinephrine is the principal
transmitter of most postganglionic sympathetic fibers and of the diffuse projection system in
the brain arising from the locus ceruleus. It is also found in plants and is used
pharmacologically as a sympathomimetic. [NIH]
Nuclear: A test of the structure, blood flow, and function of the kidneys. The doctor injects a
mildly radioactive solution into an arm vein and uses x-rays to monitor its progress through
the kidneys. [NIH]
Nucleus: A body of specialized protoplasm found in nearly all cells and containing the
chromosomes. [NIH]
Occupational Therapy: The field concerned with utilizing craft or work activities in the
rehabilitation of patients. Occupational therapy can also refer to the activities themselves.
[NIH]

Ocular: 1. Of, pertaining to, or affecting the eye. 2. Eyepiece. [EU]
Oncology: The study of cancer. [NIH]
Opacity: Degree of density (area most dense taken for reading). [NIH]
Ophthalmic: Pertaining to the eye. [EU]
Opium: The air-dried exudate from the unripe seed capsule of the opium poppy, Papaver
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somniferum, or its variant, P. album. It contains a number of alkaloids, but only a few morphine, codeine, and papaverine - have clinical significance. Opium has been used as an
analgesic, antitussive, antidiarrheal, and antispasmodic. [NIH]
Opportunistic Infections: An infection caused by an organism which becomes pathogenic
under certain conditions, e.g., during immunosuppression. [NIH]
Oral Health: The optimal state of the mouth and normal functioning of the organs of the
mouth without evidence of disease. [NIH]
Orthostatic: Pertaining to or caused by standing erect. [EU]
Ossification: The formation of bone or of a bony substance; the conversion of fibrous tissue
or of cartilage into bone or a bony substance. [EU]
Osteoarthritis: Degeneration of articular cartilage. Primary osteoarthritis is very common in
older persons, especially affecting weight-bearing joints. Articular cartilage becomes soft,
frayed and thinned. [NIH]
Osteogenesis: The histogenesis of bone including ossification. It occurs continuously but
particularly in the embryo and child and during fracture repair. [NIH]
Osteogenesis Imperfecta: A collagen disorder resulting from defective biosynthesis of type I
collagen and characterized by brittle, osteoporotic, and easily fractured bones. It may also
present with blue sclerae, loose joints, and imperfect dentin formation. There are four major
types, I-IV. [NIH]
Outpatient: A patient who is not an inmate of a hospital but receives diagnosis or treatment
in a clinic or dispensary connected with the hospital. [NIH]
Ovaries: The pair of female reproductive glands in which the ova, or eggs, are formed. The
ovaries are located in the pelvis, one on each side of the uterus. [NIH]
Overweight: An excess of body weight but not necessarily body fat; a body mass index of 25
to 29.9 kg/m2. [NIH]
Oxidation: The act of oxidizing or state of being oxidized. Chemically it consists in the
increase of positive charges on an atom or the loss of negative charges. Most biological
oxidations are accomplished by the removal of a pair of hydrogen atoms (dehydrogenation)
from a molecule. Such oxidations must be accompanied by reduction of an acceptor
molecule. Univalent o. indicates loss of one electron; divalent o., the loss of two electrons.
[EU]

Pain Threshold: Amount of stimulation required before the sensation of pain is experienced.
[NIH]

Palliative: 1. Affording relief, but not cure. 2. An alleviating medicine. [EU]
Pancreas: A mixed exocrine and endocrine gland situated transversely across the posterior
abdominal wall in the epigastric and hypochondriac regions. The endocrine portion is
comprised of the Islets of Langerhans, while the exocrine portion is a compound acinar
gland that secretes digestive enzymes. [NIH]
Pancreatic: Having to do with the pancreas. [NIH]
Panic: A state of extreme acute, intense anxiety and unreasoning fear accompanied by
disorganization of personality function. [NIH]
Panic Disorder: A type of anxiety disorder characterized by unexpected panic attacks that
last minutes or, rarely, hours. Panic attacks begin with intense apprehension, fear or terror
and, often, a feeling of impending doom. Symptoms experienced during a panic attack
include dyspnea or sensations of being smothered; dizziness, loss of balance or faintness;
choking sensations; palpitations or accelerated heart rate; shakiness; sweating; nausea or
other form of abdominal distress; depersonalization or derealization; paresthesias; hot
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flashes or chills; chest discomfort or pain; fear of dying and fear of not being in control of
oneself or going crazy. Agoraphobia may also develop. Similar to other anxiety disorders, it
may be inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. [NIH]
Paresthesias: Abnormal touch sensations, such as burning or prickling, that occur without
an outside stimulus. [NIH]
Paroxysmal: Recurring in paroxysms (= spasms or seizures). [EU]
Partial remission: The shrinking, but not complete disappearance, of a tumor in response to
therapy. Also called partial response. [NIH]
Patch: A piece of material used to cover or protect a wound, an injured part, etc.: a patch
over the eye. [NIH]
Pathogenesis: The cellular events and reactions that occur in the development of disease.
[NIH]

Pathologic: 1. Indicative of or caused by a morbid condition. 2. Pertaining to pathology (=
branch of medicine that treats the essential nature of the disease, especially the structural
and functional changes in tissues and organs of the body caused by the disease). [EU]
Patient Education: The teaching or training of patients concerning their own health needs.
[NIH]

Pediatrics: A medical specialty concerned with maintaining health and providing medical
care to children from birth to adolescence. [NIH]
Pelvic: Pertaining to the pelvis. [EU]
Penicillin: An antibiotic drug used to treat infection. [NIH]
Penis: The external reproductive organ of males. It is composed of a mass of erectile tissue
enclosed in three cylindrical fibrous compartments. Two of the three compartments, the
corpus cavernosa, are placed side-by-side along the upper part of the organ. The third
compartment below, the corpus spongiosum, houses the urethra. [NIH]
Peptide: Any compound consisting of two or more amino acids, the building blocks of
proteins. Peptides are combined to make proteins. [NIH]
Perception: The ability quickly and accurately to recognize similarities and differences
among presented objects, whether these be pairs of words, pairs of number series, or
multiple sets of these or other symbols such as geometric figures. [NIH]
Periodontal disease: Disease involving the supporting structures of the teeth (as the gums
and periodontal membranes). [NIH]
Periodontitis: Inflammation of the periodontal membrane; also called periodontitis simplex.
[NIH]

Peripheral Neuropathy: Nerve damage, usually affecting the feet and legs; causing pain,
numbness, or a tingling feeling. Also called "somatic neuropathy" or "distal sensory
polyneuropathy." [NIH]
Peripheral vision: Side vision; ability to see objects and movement outside of the direct line
of vision. [NIH]
Pertussis: An acute, highly contagious infection of the respiratory tract, most frequently
affecting young children, usually caused by Bordetella pertussis; a similar illness has been
associated with infection by B. parapertussis and B. bronchiseptica. It is characterized by a
catarrhal stage, beginning after an incubation period of about two weeks, with slight fever,
sneezing, running at the nose, and a dry cough. In a week or two the paroxysmal stage
begins, with the characteristic paroxysmal cough, consisting of a deep inspiration, followed
by a series of quick, short coughs, continuing until the air is expelled from the lungs; the
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close of the paroxysm is marked by a long-drawn, shrill, whooping inspiration, due to
spasmodic closure of the glottis. This stage lasts three to four weeks, after which the
convalescent stage begins, in which paroxysms grow less frequent and less violent, and
finally cease. Called also whooping cough. [EU]
Phagocytosis: The engulfing of microorganisms, other cells, and foreign particles by
phagocytic cells. [NIH]
Pharmacologic: Pertaining to pharmacology or to the properties and reactions of drugs. [EU]
Phobias: An exaggerated and invariably pathological dread of some specific type of
stimulus or situation. [NIH]
Phosphorus: A non-metallic element that is found in the blood, muscles, nevers, bones, and
teeth, and is a component of adenosine triphosphate (ATP; the primary energy source for
the body's cells.) [NIH]
Phosphorylated: Attached to a phosphate group. [NIH]
Physical Therapy: The restoration of function and the prevention of disability following
disease or injury with the use of light, heat, cold, water, electricity, ultrasound, and exercise.
[NIH]

Physiologic: Having to do with the functions of the body. When used in the phrase
"physiologic age," it refers to an age assigned by general health, as opposed to calendar age.
[NIH]

Physiology: The science that deals with the life processes and functions of organismus, their
cells, tissues, and organs. [NIH]
Pilot study: The initial study examining a new method or treatment. [NIH]
Plants: Multicellular, eukaryotic life forms of the kingdom Plantae. They are characterized
by a mainly photosynthetic mode of nutrition; essentially unlimited growth at localized
regions of cell divisions (meristems); cellulose within cells providing rigidity; the absence of
organs of locomotion; absense of nervous and sensory systems; and an alteration of haploid
and diploid generations. [NIH]
Plasma: The clear, yellowish, fluid part of the blood that carries the blood cells. The proteins
that form blood clots are in plasma. [NIH]
Plasmapheresis: Procedure whereby plasma is separated and extracted from anticoagulated
whole blood and the red cells retransfused to the donor. Plasmapheresis is also employed
for therapeutic use. [NIH]
Platinum: Platinum. A heavy, soft, whitish metal, resembling tin, atomic number 78, atomic
weight 195.09, symbol Pt. (From Dorland, 28th ed) It is used in manufacturing equipment
for laboratory and industrial use. It occurs as a black powder (platinum black) and as a
spongy substance (spongy platinum) and may have been known in Pliny's time as "alutiae".
[NIH]

Poisoning: A condition or physical state produced by the ingestion, injection or inhalation
of, or exposure to a deleterious agent. [NIH]
Polyposis: The development of numerous polyps (growths that protrude from a mucous
membrane). [NIH]
Polysaccharide: A type of carbohydrate. It contains sugar molecules that are linked together
chemically. [NIH]
Port: An implanted device through which blood may be withdrawn and drugs may be
infused without repeated needle sticks. Also called a port-a-cath. [NIH]
Port-a-cath: An implanted device through which blood may be withdrawn and drugs may
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be infused without repeated needle sticks. Also called a port. [NIH]
Posterior: Situated in back of, or in the back part of, or affecting the back or dorsal surface of
the body. In lower animals, it refers to the caudal end of the body. [EU]
Postoperative: After surgery. [NIH]
Postoperative Period: The period following a surgical operation. [NIH]
Post-traumatic: Occurring as a result of or after injury. [EU]
Post-traumatic stress disorder: A psychological disorder that develops in some individuals
after a major traumatic experience such as war, rape, domestic violence, or accident. [NIH]
Postural: Pertaining to posture or position. [EU]
Potassium: An element that is in the alkali group of metals. It has an atomic symbol K,
atomic number 19, and atomic weight 39.10. It is the chief cation in the intracellular fluid of
muscle and other cells. Potassium ion is a strong electrolyte and it plays a significant role in
the regulation of fluid volume and maintenance of the water-electrolyte balance. [NIH]
Potassium Citrate: A powder that dissolves in water, which is administered orally, and is
used as a diuretic, expectorant, systemic alkalizer, and electrolyte replenisher. [NIH]
Potentiates: A degree of synergism which causes the exposure of the organism to a harmful
substance to worsen a disease already contracted. [NIH]
Practicability: A non-standard characteristic of an analytical procedure. It is dependent on
the scope of the method and is determined by requirements such as sample throughout and
costs. [NIH]
Practice Guidelines: Directions or principles presenting current or future rules of policy for
the health care practitioner to assist him in patient care decisions regarding diagnosis,
therapy, or related clinical circumstances. The guidelines may be developed by government
agencies at any level, institutions, professional societies, governing boards, or by the
convening of expert panels. The guidelines form a basis for the evaluation of all aspects of
health care and delivery. [NIH]
Prescription Fees: The charge levied on the consumer for drugs or therapy prescribed under
written order of a physician or other health professional. [NIH]
Prevalence: The total number of cases of a given disease in a specified population at a
designated time. It is differentiated from incidence, which refers to the number of new cases
in the population at a given time. [NIH]
Progression: Increase in the size of a tumor or spread of cancer in the body. [NIH]
Progressive: Advancing; going forward; going from bad to worse; increasing in scope or
severity. [EU]
Prophylaxis: An attempt to prevent disease. [NIH]
Propofol: A widely used anesthetic. [NIH]
Prostate: A gland in males that surrounds the neck of the bladder and the urethra. It secretes
a substance that liquifies coagulated semen. It is situated in the pelvic cavity behind the
lower part of the pubic symphysis, above the deep layer of the triangular ligament, and rests
upon the rectum. [NIH]
Prostate gland: A gland in the male reproductive system just below the bladder. It
surrounds part of the urethra, the canal that empties the bladder, and produces a fluid that
forms part of semen. [NIH]
Prostatitis: Inflammation of the prostate. [EU]
Protein S: The vitamin K-dependent cofactor of activated protein C. Together with protein
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C, it inhibits the action of factors VIIIa and Va. A deficiency in protein S can lead to
recurrent venous and arterial thrombosis. [NIH]
Proteins: Polymers of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. The specific sequence of amino
acids determines the shape and function of the protein. [NIH]
Protocol: The detailed plan for a clinical trial that states the trial's rationale, purpose, drug or
vaccine dosages, length of study, routes of administration, who may participate, and other
aspects of trial design. [NIH]
Proximal: Nearest; closer to any point of reference; opposed to distal. [EU]
Pruritus: An intense itching sensation that produces the urge to rub or scratch the skin to
obtain relief. [NIH]
Psoriasis: A common genetically determined, chronic, inflammatory skin disease
characterized by rounded erythematous, dry, scaling patches. The lesions have a
predilection for nails, scalp, genitalia, extensor surfaces, and the lumbosacral region.
Accelerated epidermopoiesis is considered to be the fundamental pathologic feature in
psoriasis. [NIH]
Psychiatric: Pertaining to or within the purview of psychiatry. [EU]
Psychiatry: The medical science that deals with the origin, diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of mental disorders. [NIH]
Psychic: Pertaining to the psyche or to the mind; mental. [EU]
Psychoanalysis: The separation or resolution of the psyche into its constituent elements. The
term has two separate meanings: 1. a procedure devised by Sigmund Freud, for
investigating mental processes by means of free association, dream interpretation and
interpretation of resistance and transference manifestations; and 2. a theory of psychology
developed by Freud from his clinical experience with hysterical patients. (From Campbell,
Psychiatric Dictionary, 1996). [NIH]
Psychoanalytic Therapy: A form of psychiatric treatment, based on Freudian principles,
which seeks to eliminate or diminish the undesirable effects of unconscious conflicts by
making the patient aware of their existence, origin, and inappropriate expression in current
emotions and behavior. [NIH]
Psychogenic: Produced or caused by psychic or mental factors rather than organic factors.
[EU]

Psychology: The science dealing with the study of mental processes and behavior in man
and animals. [NIH]
Psychology, Educational: The branch of psychology concerned with psychological aspects
of teaching and the formal learning process in school. [NIH]
Psychomotor: Pertaining to motor effects of cerebral or psychic activity. [EU]
Psychosis: A mental disorder characterized by gross impairment in reality testing as
evidenced by delusions, hallucinations, markedly incoherent speech, or disorganized and
agitated behaviour without apparent awareness on the part of the patient of the
incomprehensibility of his behaviour; the term is also used in a more general sense to refer
to mental disorders in which mental functioning is sufficiently impaired as to interfere
grossly with the patient's capacity to meet the ordinary demands of life. Historically, the
term has been applied to many conditions, e.g. manic-depressive psychosis, that were first
described in psychotic patients, although many patients with the disorder are not judged
psychotic. [EU]
Psychosomatic: Pertaining to the mind-body relationship; having bodily symptoms of
psychic, emotional, or mental origin; called also psychophysiologic. [EU]
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Psychosomatic Medicine: A system of medicine which aims at discovering the exact nature
of the relationship between the emotions and bodily function, affirming the principle that
the mind and body are one. [NIH]
Psychotherapy: A generic term for the treatment of mental illness or emotional disturbances
primarily by verbal or nonverbal communication. [NIH]
Public Health: Branch of medicine concerned with the prevention and control of disease
and disability, and the promotion of physical and mental health of the population on the
international, national, state, or municipal level. [NIH]
Public Policy: A course or method of action selected, usually by a government, from among
alternatives to guide and determine present and future decisions. [NIH]
Publishing: "The business or profession of the commercial production and issuance of
literature" (Webster's 3d). It includes the publisher, publication processes, editing and
editors. Production may be by conventional printing methods or by electronic publishing.
[NIH]

Pulmonary: Relating to the lungs. [NIH]
Pulmonary Artery: The short wide vessel arising from the conus arteriosus of the right
ventricle and conveying unaerated blood to the lungs. [NIH]
Pulse: The rhythmical expansion and contraction of an artery produced by waves of
pressure caused by the ejection of blood from the left ventricle of the heart as it contracts.
[NIH]

Quality of Life: A generic concept reflecting concern with the modification and
enhancement of life attributes, e.g., physical, political, moral and social environment. [NIH]
Radiation: Emission or propagation of electromagnetic energy (waves/rays), or the
waves/rays themselves; a stream of electromagnetic particles (electrons, neutrons, protons,
alpha particles) or a mixture of these. The most common source is the sun. [NIH]
Radiation therapy: The use of high-energy radiation from x-rays, gamma rays, neutrons,
and other sources to kill cancer cells and shrink tumors. Radiation may come from a
machine outside the body (external-beam radiation therapy), or it may come from
radioactive material placed in the body in the area near cancer cells (internal radiation
therapy, implant radiation, or brachytherapy). Systemic radiation therapy uses a radioactive
substance, such as a radiolabeled monoclonal antibody, that circulates throughout the body.
Also called radiotherapy. [NIH]
Radiopharmaceutical: Any medicinal product which, when ready for use, contains one or
more radionuclides (radioactive isotopes) included for a medicinal purpose. [NIH]
Rage: Fury; violent, intense anger. [NIH]
Randomized: Describes an experiment or clinical trial in which animal or human subjects
are assigned by chance to separate groups that compare different treatments. [NIH]
Randomized clinical trial: A study in which the participants are assigned by chance to
separate groups that compare different treatments; neither the researchers nor the
participants can choose which group. Using chance to assign people to groups means that
the groups will be similar and that the treatments they receive can be compared objectively.
At the time of the trial, it is not known which treatment is best. It is the patient's choice to be
in a randomized trial. [NIH]
Rape: Unlawful sexual intercourse without consent of the victim. [NIH]
Reagent: A substance employed to produce a chemical reaction so as to detect, measure,
produce, etc., other substances. [EU]
Reality Testing: The individual's objective evaluation of the external world and the ability
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to differentiate adequately between it and the internal world; considered to be a primary ego
function. [NIH]
Receptor: A molecule inside or on the surface of a cell that binds to a specific substance and
causes a specific physiologic effect in the cell. [NIH]
Receptors, Serotonin: Cell-surface proteins that bind serotonin and trigger intracellular
changes which influence the behavior of cells. Several types of serotonin receptors have been
recognized which differ in their pharmacology, molecular biology, and mode of action. [NIH]
Recovery Room: Hospital unit providing continuous monitoring of the patient following
anesthesia. [NIH]
Rectal: By or having to do with the rectum. The rectum is the last 8 to 10 inches of the large
intestine and ends at the anus. [NIH]
Rectum: The last 8 to 10 inches of the large intestine. [NIH]
Red Nucleus: A pinkish-yellow portion of the midbrain situated in the rostral
mesencephalic tegmentum. It receives a large projection from the contralateral half of the
cerebellum via the superior cerebellar peduncle and a projection from the ipsilateral motor
cortex. [NIH]
Reductase: Enzyme converting testosterone to dihydrotestosterone. [NIH]
Refer: To send or direct for treatment, aid, information, de decision. [NIH]
Reflex: An involuntary movement or exercise of function in a part, excited in response to a
stimulus applied to the periphery and transmitted to the brain or spinal cord. [NIH]
Refraction: A test to determine the best eyeglasses or contact lenses to correct a refractive
error (myopia, hyperopia, or astigmatism). [NIH]
Regimen: A treatment plan that specifies the dosage, the schedule, and the duration of
treatment. [NIH]
Relapse: The return of signs and symptoms of cancer after a period of improvement. [NIH]
Relaxation Techniques: The use of muscular relaxation techniques in treatment. [NIH]
Remission: A decrease in or disappearance of signs and symptoms of cancer. In partial
remission, some, but not all, signs and symptoms of cancer have disappeared. In complete
remission, all signs and symptoms of cancer have disappeared, although there still may be
cancer in the body. [NIH]
Research Design: A plan for collecting and utilizing data so that desired information can be
obtained with sufficient precision or so that an hypothesis can be tested properly. [NIH]
Respiration: The act of breathing with the lungs, consisting of inspiration, or the taking into
the lungs of the ambient air, and of expiration, or the expelling of the modified air which
contains more carbon dioxide than the air taken in (Blakiston's Gould Medical Dictionary,
4th ed.). This does not include tissue respiration (= oxygen consumption) or cell respiration
(= cell respiration). [NIH]
Respirator: A mechanical device that helps a patient breathe; a mechanical ventilator. [NIH]
Respiratory Paralysis: Complete or severe weakness of the muscles of respiration. This
condition may be associated with motor neuron diseases; peripheral nerve disorders;
neuromuscular junction diseases; spinal cord diseases; injury to the phrenic nerve; and other
disorders. [NIH]
Respiratory Physiology: Functions and activities of the respiratory tract as a whole or of any
of its parts. [NIH]
Restoration: Broad term applied to any inlay, crown, bridge or complete denture which
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restores or replaces loss of teeth or oral tissues. [NIH]
Resuscitation: The restoration to life or consciousness of one apparently dead; it includes
such measures as artificial respiration and cardiac massage. [EU]
Retinopathy: 1. Retinitis (= inflammation of the retina). 2. Retinosis (= degenerative,
noninflammatory condition of the retina). [EU]
Reversion: A return to the original condition, e. g. the reappearance of the normal or wild
type in previously mutated cells, tissues, or organisms. [NIH]
Ribose: A pentose active in biological systems usually in its D-form. [NIH]
Risk factor: A habit, trait, condition, or genetic alteration that increases a person's chance of
developing a disease. [NIH]
Saliva: The clear, viscous fluid secreted by the salivary glands and mucous glands of the
mouth. It contains mucins, water, organic salts, and ptylin. [NIH]
Salivary: The duct that convey saliva to the mouth. [NIH]
Salivary glands: Glands in the mouth that produce saliva. [NIH]
Saphenous: Applied to certain structures in the leg, e. g. nerve vein. [NIH]
Saphenous Vein: The vein which drains the foot and leg. [NIH]
Schizoid: Having qualities resembling those found in greater degree in schizophrenics; a
person of schizoid personality. [NIH]
Schizophrenia: A mental disorder characterized by a special type of disintegration of the
personality. [NIH]
Schizophrenia, Catatonic: A type of schizophrenia characterized by abnormality of motor
behavior which may involve particular forms of stupor, rigidity, excitement or
inappropriate posture. [NIH]
Schizotypal Personality Disorder: A personality disorder in which there are oddities of
thought (magical thinking, paranoid ideation, suspiciousness), perception (illusions,
depersonalization), speech (digressive, vague, overelaborate), and behavior (inappropriate
affect in social interactions, frequently social isolation) that are not severe enough to
characterize schizophrenia. [NIH]
Sclerae: A circular furrow between the sclerocorneal junction and the iris. [NIH]
Screening: Checking for disease when there are no symptoms. [NIH]
Secretion: 1. The process of elaborating a specific product as a result of the activity of a
gland; this activity may range from separating a specific substance of the blood to the
elaboration of a new chemical substance. 2. Any substance produced by secretion. [EU]
Sedative: 1. Allaying activity and excitement. 2. An agent that allays excitement. [EU]
Seizures: Clinical or subclinical disturbances of cortical function due to a sudden, abnormal,
excessive, and disorganized discharge of brain cells. Clinical manifestations include
abnormal motor, sensory and psychic phenomena. Recurrent seizures are usually referred to
as epilepsy or "seizure disorder." [NIH]
Selenium: An element with the atomic symbol Se, atomic number 34, and atomic weight
78.96. It is an essential micronutrient for mammals and other animals but is toxic in large
amounts. Selenium protects intracellular structures against oxidative damage. It is an
essential component of glutathione peroxidase. [NIH]
Self Care: Performance of activities or tasks traditionally performed by professional health
care providers. The concept includes care of oneself or one's family and friends. [NIH]
Semen: The thick, yellowish-white, viscid fluid secretion of male reproductive organs
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discharged upon ejaculation. In addition to reproductive organ secretions, it contains
spermatozoa and their nutrient plasma. [NIH]
Seminal vesicles: Glands that help produce semen. [NIH]
Sensibility: The ability to receive, feel and appreciate sensations and impressions; the
quality of being sensitive; the extend to which a method gives results that are free from false
negatives. [NIH]
Sensory Deprivation: The absence or restriction of the usual external sensory stimuli to
which the individual responds. [NIH]
Sequencing: The determination of the order of nucleotides in a DNA or RNA chain. [NIH]
Serotonin: A biochemical messenger and regulator, synthesized from the essential amino
acid L-tryptophan. In humans it is found primarily in the central nervous system,
gastrointestinal tract, and blood platelets. Serotonin mediates several important
physiological functions including neurotransmission, gastrointestinal motility, hemostasis,
and cardiovascular integrity. Multiple receptor families (receptors, serotonin) explain the
broad physiological actions and distribution of this biochemical mediator. [NIH]
Shock: The general bodily disturbance following a severe injury; an emotional or moral
upset occasioned by some disturbing or unexpected experience; disruption of the
circulation, which can upset all body functions: sometimes referred to as circulatory shock.
[NIH]

Side effect: A consequence other than the one(s) for which an agent or measure is used, as
the adverse effects produced by a drug, especially on a tissue or organ system other than the
one sought to be benefited by its administration. [EU]
Signs and Symptoms: Clinical manifestations that can be either objective when observed by
a physician, or subjective when perceived by the patient. [NIH]
Skeletal: Having to do with the skeleton (boney part of the body). [NIH]
Skeleton: The framework that supports the soft tissues of vertebrate animals and protects
many of their internal organs. The skeletons of vertebrates are made of bone and/or
cartilage. [NIH]
Skin graft: Skin that is moved from one part of the body to another. [NIH]
Small intestine: The part of the digestive tract that is located between the stomach and the
large intestine. [NIH]
Smooth muscle: Muscle that performs automatic tasks, such as constricting blood vessels.
[NIH]

Sneezing: Sudden, forceful, involuntary expulsion of air from the nose and mouth caused
by irritation to the mucous membranes of the upper respiratory tract. [NIH]
Social Environment: The aggregate of social and cultural institutions, forms, patterns, and
processes that influence the life of an individual or community. [NIH]
Social Support: Support systems that provide assistance and encouragement to individuals
with physical or emotional disabilities in order that they may better cope. Informal social
support is usually provided by friends, relatives, or peers, while formal assistance is
provided by churches, groups, etc. [NIH]
Social Work: The use of community resources, individual case work, or group work to
promote the adaptive capacities of individuals in relation to their social and economic
environments. It includes social service agencies. [NIH]
Sodium: An element that is a member of the alkali group of metals. It has the atomic symbol
Na, atomic number 11, and atomic weight 23. With a valence of 1, it has a strong affinity for
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oxygen and other nonmetallic elements. Sodium provides the chief cation of the
extracellular body fluids. Its salts are the most widely used in medicine. (From Dorland,
27th ed) Physiologically the sodium ion plays a major role in blood pressure regulation,
maintenance of fluid volume, and electrolyte balance. [NIH]
Soft tissue: Refers to muscle, fat, fibrous tissue, blood vessels, or other supporting tissue of
the body. [NIH]
Solitary Nucleus: Gray matter located in the dorsomedial part of the medulla oblongata
associated with the solitary tract. The solitary nucleus receives inputs from most organ
systems including the terminations of the facial, glossopharyngeal, and vagus nerves. It is a
major coordinator of autonomic nervous system regulation of cardiovascular, respiratory,
gustatory, gastrointestinal, and chemoreceptive aspects of homeostasis. The solitary nucleus
is also notable for the large number of neurotransmitters which are found therein. [NIH]
Solvent: 1. Dissolving; effecting a solution. 2. A liquid that dissolves or that is capable of
dissolving; the component of a solution that is present in greater amount. [EU]
Somatic: 1. Pertaining to or characteristic of the soma or body. 2. Pertaining to the body wall
in contrast to the viscera. [EU]
Sorbitol: A polyhydric alcohol with about half the sweetness of sucrose. Sorbitol occurs
naturally and is also produced synthetically from glucose. It was formerly used as a diuretic
and may still be used as a laxative and in irrigating solutions for some surgical procedures.
It is also used in many manufacturing processes, as a pharmaceutical aid, and in several
research applications. [NIH]
Sound wave: An alteration of properties of an elastic medium, such as pressure, particle
displacement, or density, that propagates through the medium, or a superposition of such
alterations. [NIH]
Spasm: An involuntary contraction of a muscle or group of muscles. Spasms may involve
skeletal muscle or smooth muscle. [NIH]
Spasmodic: Of the nature of a spasm. [EU]
Spastic: 1. Of the nature of or characterized by spasms. 2. Hypertonic, so that the muscles
are stiff and the movements awkward. 3. A person exhibiting spasticity, such as occurs in
spastic paralysis or in cerebral palsy. [EU]
Spasticity: A state of hypertonicity, or increase over the normal tone of a muscle, with
heightened deep tendon reflexes. [EU]
Specialist: In medicine, one who concentrates on 1 special branch of medical science. [NIH]
Species: A taxonomic category subordinate to a genus (or subgenus) and superior to a
subspecies or variety, composed of individuals possessing common characters
distinguishing them from other categories of individuals of the same taxonomic level. In
taxonomic nomenclature, species are designated by the genus name followed by a Latin or
Latinized adjective or noun. [EU]
Specificity: Degree of selectivity shown by an antibody with respect to the number and
types of antigens with which the antibody combines, as well as with respect to the rates and
the extents of these reactions. [NIH]
Spectrum: A charted band of wavelengths of electromagnetic vibrations obtained by
refraction and diffraction. By extension, a measurable range of activity, such as the range of
bacteria affected by an antibiotic (antibacterial s.) or the complete range of manifestations of
a disease. [EU]
Sphincters: Any annular muscle closing an orifice. [NIH]
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Spinal cord: The main trunk or bundle of nerves running down the spine through holes in
the spinal bone (the vertebrae) from the brain to the level of the lower back. [NIH]
Spinal tap: A procedure in which a needle is put into the lower part of the spinal column to
collect cerebrospinal fluid or to give anticancer drugs intrathecally. Also called a lumbar
puncture. [NIH]
Sterility: 1. The inability to produce offspring, i.e., the inability to conceive (female s.) or to
induce conception (male s.). 2. The state of being aseptic, or free from microorganisms. [EU]
Steroid:
A
group
name
for
lipids
that
contain
a
hydrogenated
cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene ring system. Some of the substances included in this
group are progesterone, adrenocortical hormones, the gonadal hormones, cardiac aglycones,
bile acids, sterols (such as cholesterol), toad poisons, saponins, and some of the carcinogenic
hydrocarbons. [EU]
Stimulus: That which can elicit or evoke action (response) in a muscle, nerve, gland or other
excitable issue, or cause an augmenting action upon any function or metabolic process. [NIH]
Stomach: An organ of digestion situated in the left upper quadrant of the abdomen between
the termination of the esophagus and the beginning of the duodenum. [NIH]
Stool: The waste matter discharged in a bowel movement; feces. [NIH]
Strabismus: Deviation of the eye which the patient cannot overcome. The visual axes
assume a position relative to each other different from that required by the physiological
conditions. The various forms of strabismus are spoken of as tropias, their direction being
indicated by the appropriate prefix, as cyclo tropia, esotropia, exotropia, hypertropia, and
hypotropia. Called also cast, heterotropia, manifest deviation, and squint. [EU]
Stress: Forcibly exerted influence; pressure. Any condition or situation that causes strain or
tension. Stress may be either physical or psychologic, or both. [NIH]
Stress management: A set of techniques used to help an individual cope more effectively
with difficult situations in order to feel better emotionally, improve behavioral skills, and
often to enhance feelings of control. Stress management may include relaxation exercises,
assertiveness training, cognitive restructuring, time management, and social support. It can
be delivered either on a one-to-one basis or in a group format. [NIH]
Stroke: Sudden loss of function of part of the brain because of loss of blood flow. Stroke may
be caused by a clot (thrombosis) or rupture (hemorrhage) of a blood vessel to the brain. [NIH]
Stupor: Partial or nearly complete unconsciousness, manifested by the subject's responding
only to vigorous stimulation. Also, in psychiatry, a disorder marked by reduced
responsiveness. [EU]
Subacute: Somewhat acute; between acute and chronic. [EU]
Subarachnoid: Situated or occurring between the arachnoid and the pia mater. [EU]
Subclinical: Without clinical manifestations; said of the early stage(s) of an infection or other
disease or abnormality before symptoms and signs become apparent or detectable by
clinical examination or laboratory tests, or of a very mild form of an infection or other
disease or abnormality. [EU]
Subiculum: A region of the hippocampus that projects to other areas of the brain. [NIH]
Subliminal: Below the threshold of sensation, as a subliminal stimulus. [NIH]
Substance P: An eleven-amino acid neurotransmitter that appears in both the central and
peripheral nervous systems. It is involved in transmission of pain, causes rapid contractions
of the gastrointestinal smooth muscle, and modulates inflammatory and immune responses.
[NIH]
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Sulfur: An element that is a member of the chalcogen family. It has an atomic symbol S,
atomic number 16, and atomic weight 32.066. It is found in the amino acids cysteine and
methionine. [NIH]
Superego: The component of the personality associated with ethics, standards, and selfcriticism - the "conscience". It is derived mainly from identification with parents and parent
substitutes. [NIH]
Supine: Having the front portion of the body upwards. [NIH]
Supplementation: Adding nutrients to the diet. [NIH]
Support group: A group of people with similar disease who meet to discuss how better to
cope with their cancer and treatment. [NIH]
Sweat: The fluid excreted by the sweat glands. It consists of water containing sodium
chloride, phosphate, urea, ammonia, and other waste products. [NIH]
Sweat Glands: Sweat-producing structures that are embedded in the dermis. Each gland
consists of a single tube, a coiled body, and a superficial duct. [NIH]
Sympathetic Nervous System: The thoracolumbar division of the autonomic nervous
system. Sympathetic preganglionic fibers originate in neurons of the intermediolateral
column of the spinal cord and project to the paravertebral and prevertebral ganglia, which
in turn project to target organs. The sympathetic nervous system mediates the body's
response to stressful situations, i.e., the fight or flight reactions. It often acts reciprocally to
the parasympathetic system. [NIH]
Sympathomimetic: 1. Mimicking the effects of impulses conveyed by adrenergic
postganglionic fibres of the sympathetic nervous system. 2. An agent that produces effects
similar to those of impulses conveyed by adrenergic postganglionic fibres of the sympathetic
nervous system. Called also adrenergic. [EU]
Symphysis: A secondary cartilaginous joint. [NIH]
Synaptic: Pertaining to or affecting a synapse (= site of functional apposition between
neurons, at which an impulse is transmitted from one neuron to another by electrical or
chemical means); pertaining to synapsis (= pairing off in point-for-point association of
homologous chromosomes from the male and female pronuclei during the early prophase of
meiosis). [EU]
Synaptic Transmission: The communication from a neuron to a target (neuron, muscle, or
secretory cell) across a synapse. In chemical synaptic transmission, the presynaptic neuron
releases a neurotransmitter that diffuses across the synaptic cleft and binds to specific
synaptic receptors. These activated receptors modulate ion channels and/or secondmessenger systems to influence the postsynaptic cell. Electrical transmission is less common
in the nervous system, and, as in other tissues, is mediated by gap junctions. [NIH]
Syncope: A temporary suspension of consciousness due to generalized cerebral schemia, a
faint or swoon. [EU]
Synergistic: Acting together; enhancing the effect of another force or agent. [EU]
Systemic: Affecting the entire body. [NIH]
Tachycardia: Excessive rapidity in the action of the heart, usually with a heart rate above
100 beats per minute. [NIH]
Tea Tree Oil: Essential oil extracted from Melaleuca alternifolia (tea tree). It is used as a
topical antimicrobial due to the presence of terpineol. [NIH]
Telecommunications: Transmission of information over distances via electronic means.
[NIH]
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Telencephalon: Paired anteriolateral evaginations of the prosencephalon plus the lamina
terminalis. The cerebral hemispheres are derived from it. Many authors consider cerebrum a
synonymous term to telencephalon, though a minority include diencephalon as part of the
cerebrum (Anthoney, 1994). [NIH]
Temperament: Predisposition to react to one's environment in a certain way; usually refers
to mood changes. [NIH]
Temporal: One of the two irregular bones forming part of the lateral surfaces and base of the
skull, and containing the organs of hearing. [NIH]
Tetrahydrocannabinol: A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis
sativa (marihuana, hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered
the most active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [NIH]
Thalamic: Cell that reaches the lateral nucleus of amygdala. [NIH]
Thalamic Diseases: Disorders of the centrally located thalamus, which integrates a wide
range of cortical and subcortical information. Manifestations include sensory loss,
movement disorders; ataxia, pain syndromes, visual disorders, a variety of
neuropsychological conditions, and coma. Relatively common etiologies include
cerebrovascular disorders; craniocerebral trauma; brain neoplasms; brain hypoxia;
intracranial hemorrhages; and infectious processes. [NIH]
Therapeutics: The branch of medicine which is concerned with the treatment of diseases,
palliative or curative. [NIH]
Thermal: Pertaining to or characterized by heat. [EU]
Thorax: A part of the trunk between the neck and the abdomen; the chest. [NIH]
Threshold: For a specified sensory modality (e. g. light, sound, vibration), the lowest level
(absolute threshold) or smallest difference (difference threshold, difference limen) or
intensity of the stimulus discernible in prescribed conditions of stimulation. [NIH]
Thrombosis: The formation or presence of a blood clot inside a blood vessel. [NIH]
Thymus: An organ that is part of the lymphatic system, in which T lymphocytes grow and
multiply. The thymus is in the chest behind the breastbone. [NIH]
Time Management: Planning and control of time to improve efficiency and effectiveness.
[NIH]

Tin: A trace element that is required in bone formation. It has the atomic symbol Sn, atomic
number 50, and atomic weight 118.71. [NIH]
Tinnitus: Sounds that are perceived in the absence of any external noise source which may
take the form of buzzing, ringing, clicking, pulsations, and other noises. Objective tinnitus
refers to noises generated from within the ear or adjacent structures that can be heard by
other individuals. The term subjective tinnitus is used when the sound is audible only to the
affected individual. Tinnitus may occur as a manifestation of cochlear diseases;
vestibulocochlear nerve diseases; intracranial hypertension; craniocerebral trauma; and
other conditions. [NIH]
Tissue: A group or layer of cells that are alike in type and work together to perform a
specific function. [NIH]
Tolerance: 1. The ability to endure unusually large doses of a drug or toxin. 2. Acquired
drug tolerance; a decreasing response to repeated constant doses of a drug or the need for
increasing doses to maintain a constant response. [EU]
Tonic: 1. Producing and restoring the normal tone. 2. Characterized by continuous tension.
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3. A term formerly used for a class of medicinal preparations believed to have the power of
restoring normal tone to tissue. [EU]
Topical: On the surface of the body. [NIH]
Toxic: Having to do with poison or something harmful to the body. Toxic substances
usually cause unwanted side effects. [NIH]
Toxicity: The quality of being poisonous, especially the degree of virulence of a toxic
microbe or of a poison. [EU]
Toxicology: The science concerned with the detection, chemical composition, and
pharmacologic action of toxic substances or poisons and the treatment and prevention of
toxic manifestations. [NIH]
Toxins: Specific, characterizable, poisonous chemicals, often proteins, with specific
biological properties, including immunogenicity, produced by microbes, higher plants, or
animals. [NIH]
Trace element: Substance or element essential to plant or animal life, but present in
extremely small amounts. [NIH]
Tramadol: A narcotic analgesic proposed for severe pain. It may be habituating. [NIH]
Transcutaneous: Transdermal. [EU]
Transcutaneous Electric Nerve Stimulation: Electrical stimulation of nerves and/or
muscles to relieve pain; it is used less frequently to produce anesthesia. The optimal
placements of electrodes or "trigger points" may correspond with acupuncture analgesia
points. TENS is sometimes referred to as acupuncture-like when using a low frequency
stimulus. [NIH]
Transfection: The uptake of naked or purified DNA into cells, usually eukaryotic. It is
analogous to bacterial transformation. [NIH]
Transfer Factor: Factor derived from leukocyte lysates of immune donors which can transfer
both local and systemic cellular immunity to nonimmune recipients. [NIH]
Transplantation: Transference of a tissue or organ, alive or dead, within an individual,
between individuals of the same species, or between individuals of different species. [NIH]
Trauma: Any injury, wound, or shock, must frequently physical or structural shock,
producing a disturbance. [NIH]
Treatment Outcome: Evaluation undertaken to assess the results or consequences of
management and procedures used in combating disease in order to determine the efficacy,
effectiveness, safety, practicability, etc., of these interventions in individual cases or series.
[NIH]

Tricyclic: Containing three fused rings or closed chains in the molecular structure. [EU]
Trigeminal: Cranial nerve V. It is sensory for the eyeball, the conjunctiva, the eyebrow, the
skin of face and scalp, the teeth, the mucous membranes in the mouth and nose, and is
motor to the muscles of mastication. [NIH]
Trigeminal Nerve: The 5th and largest cranial nerve. The trigeminal nerve is a mixed motor
and sensory nerve. The larger sensory part forms the ophthalmic, mandibular, and
maxillary nerves which carry afferents sensitive to external or internal stimuli from the skin,
muscles, and joints of the face and mouth and from the teeth. Most of these fibers originate
from cells of the trigeminal ganglion and project to the trigeminal nucleus of the brain stem.
The smaller motor part arises from the brain stem trigeminal motor nucleus and innervates
the muscles of mastication. [NIH]
Tryptophan: An essential amino acid that is necessary for normal growth in infants and for
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nitrogen balance in adults. It is a precursor serotonin and niacin. [NIH]
Tuberculosis: Any of the infectious diseases of man and other animals caused by species of
Mycobacterium. [NIH]
Tyrosine: A non-essential amino acid. In animals it is synthesized from phenylalanine. It is
also the precursor of epinephrine, thyroid hormones, and melanin. [NIH]
Ulcerative colitis: Chronic inflammation of the colon that produces ulcers in its lining. This
condition is marked by abdominal pain, cramps, and loose discharges of pus, blood, and
mucus from the bowel. [NIH]
Unconscious: Experience which was once conscious, but was subsequently rejected, as the
"personal unconscious". [NIH]
Urea: A compound (CO(NH2)2), formed in the liver from ammonia produced by the
deamination of amino acids. It is the principal end product of protein catabolism and
constitutes about one half of the total urinary solids. [NIH]
Ureters: Tubes that carry urine from the kidneys to the bladder. [NIH]
Urethra: The tube through which urine leaves the body. It empties urine from the bladder.
[NIH]

Urinary: Having to do with urine or the organs of the body that produce and get rid of
urine. [NIH]
Urine: Fluid containing water and waste products. Urine is made by the kidneys, stored in
the bladder, and leaves the body through the urethra. [NIH]
Urodynamic: Measures of the bladder's ability to hold and release urine. [NIH]
Urogenital: Pertaining to the urinary and genital apparatus; genitourinary. [EU]
Urogenital System: All the organs involved in reproduction and the formation and release
of urine. It includes the kidneys, ureters, bladder, urethra, and the organs of reproduction ovaries, uterus, fallopian tubes, vagina, and clitoris in women and the testes, seminal
vesicles, prostate, seminal ducts, and penis in men. [NIH]
Urticaria: A vascular reaction of the skin characterized by erythema and wheal formation
due to localized increase of vascular permeability. The causative mechanism may be allergy,
infection, or stress. [NIH]
Uterus: The small, hollow, pear-shaped organ in a woman's pelvis. This is the organ in
which a fetus develops. Also called the womb. [NIH]
Vaccination: Administration of vaccines to stimulate the host's immune response. This
includes any preparation intended for active immunological prophylaxis. [NIH]
Vaccine: A substance or group of substances meant to cause the immune system to respond
to a tumor or to microorganisms, such as bacteria or viruses. [NIH]
Vagina: The muscular canal extending from the uterus to the exterior of the body. Also
called the birth canal. [NIH]
Vascular: Pertaining to blood vessels or indicative of a copious blood supply. [EU]
Vasoconstriction: Narrowing of the blood vessels without anatomic change, for which
constriction, pathologic is used. [NIH]
Vein: Vessel-carrying blood from various parts of the body to the heart. [NIH]
Venous: Of or pertaining to the veins. [EU]
Ventilation: 1. In respiratory physiology, the process of exchange of air between the lungs
and the ambient air. Pulmonary ventilation (usually measured in litres per minute) refers to
the total exchange, whereas alveolar ventilation refers to the effective ventilation of the
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alveoli, in which gas exchange with the blood takes place. 2. In psychiatry, verbalization of
one's emotional problems. [EU]
Ventilator: A breathing machine that is used to treat respiratory failure by promoting
ventilation; also called a respirator. [NIH]
Ventricle: One of the two pumping chambers of the heart. The right ventricle receives
oxygen-poor blood from the right atrium and pumps it to the lungs through the pulmonary
artery. The left ventricle receives oxygen-rich blood from the left atrium and pumps it to the
body through the aorta. [NIH]
Venules: The minute vessels that collect blood from the capillary plexuses and join together
to form veins. [NIH]
Vertebrae: A bony unit of the segmented spinal column. [NIH]
Vestibulocochlear Nerve: The 8th cranial nerve. The vestibulocochlear nerve has a cochlear
part (cochlear nerve) which is concerned with hearing and a vestibular part (vestibular
nerve) which mediates the sense of balance and head position. The fibers of the cochlear
nerve originate from neurons of the spiral ganglion and project to the cochlear nuclei
(cochlear nucleus). The fibers of the vestibular nerve arise from neurons of Scarpa's ganglion
and project to the vestibular nuclei. [NIH]
Vestibulocochlear Nerve Diseases: Diseases of the vestibular and/or cochlear (acoustic)
nerves, which join to form the vestibulocochlear nerve. Vestibular neuritis, cochlear neuritis,
and acoustic neuromas are relatively common conditions that affect these nerves. Clinical
manifestations vary with which nerve is primarily affected, and include hearing loss,
vertigo, and tinnitus. [NIH]
Veterinary Medicine: The medical science concerned with the prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment of diseases in animals. [NIH]
Virus: Submicroscopic organism that causes infectious disease. In cancer therapy, some
viruses may be made into vaccines that help the body build an immune response to, and
kill, tumor cells. [NIH]
Visceral: , from viscus a viscus) pertaining to a viscus. [EU]
Visceral Afferents: The sensory fibers innervating the viscera. [NIH]
Visual field: The entire area that can be seen when the eye is forward, including peripheral
vision. [NIH]
Vitro: Descriptive of an event or enzyme reaction under experimental investigation
occurring outside a living organism. Parts of an organism or microorganism are used
together with artificial substrates and/or conditions. [NIH]
Vivo: Outside of or removed from the body of a living organism. [NIH]
Volition: Voluntary activity without external compulsion. [NIH]
Wakefulness: A state in which there is an enhanced potential for sensitivity and an efficient
responsiveness to external stimuli. [NIH]
War: Hostile conflict between organized groups of people. [NIH]
Wart: A raised growth on the surface of the skin or other organ. [NIH]
Weight Gain: Increase in body weight over existing weight. [NIH]
Weight-Bearing: The physical state of supporting an applied load. This often refers to the
weight-bearing bones or joints that support the body's weight, especially those in the spine,
hip, knee, and foot. [NIH]
White blood cell: A type of cell in the immune system that helps the body fight infection
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and disease. White blood cells include lymphocytes, granulocytes, macrophages, and others.
[NIH]

Whooping Cough: A respiratory infection caused by Bordetella pertussis and characterized
by paroxysmal coughing ending in a prolonged crowing intake of breath. [NIH]
Whooping Cough: A respiratory infection caused by Bordetella pertussis and characterized
by paroxysmal coughing ending in a prolonged crowing intake of breath. [NIH]
Withdrawal: 1. A pathological retreat from interpersonal contact and social involvement, as
may occur in schizophrenia, depression, or schizoid avoidant and schizotypal personality
disorders. 2. (DSM III-R) A substance-specific organic brain syndrome that follows the
cessation of use or reduction in intake of a psychoactive substance that had been regularly
used to induce a state of intoxication. [EU]
Wound Healing: Restoration of integrity to traumatized tissue. [NIH]
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